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Dear Mr. Greenewald: 
 
The enclosed 85 pages of records were determined to be responsive to your subject and were 

previously processed and released pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).   Please see the 
selected paragraphs below for relevant information specific to your request as well as the enclosed FBI 
FOIPA Addendum for standard responses applicable to all requests.  

 

 In an effort to provide you with responsive records as expeditiously as possible, we are 
releasing documents from previous requests regarding your subject. We consider your 
request fulfilled.  Since we relied on previous results, additional records potentially 
responsive to your subject may exist. If this release of previously processed material does 
not satisfy your request, you may request an additional search for records.  Submit your 
request by mail or fax to – Work Process Unit, 170 Marcel Drive, Winchester, VA  22602, 
fax number (540) 868-4997. Please cite the FOIPA Request Number in your 
correspondence.   

 

 Please be advised that additional records responsive to your subject exist. If this release 
of previously processed material does not satisfy your request, you must advise us that 
you want the additional records processed.  Please submit your response within thirty (30) 
days by mail or fax to—Work Processing Unit, 170 Marcel Drive, Winchester, VA  22602, 
fax number (540) 868-4997.  Please cite the FOIPA Request Number in your 
correspondence. If we do not receive your decision within thirty (30) days of the date 
of this notification, your request will be closed. 

 

 One or more of the enclosed records were transferred to the National Archives and 
Records Administration (NARA).  Although we retained a version of the records previously 
processed pursuant to the FOIA, the original records are no longer in our possession.   
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National Archives and Records Administration  
Special Access and FOIA 
8601 Adelphi Road, Room 5500 
College Park, MD 20740-6001 

  
 

 Records potentially responsive to your request were transferred to the National Archives 
and Records Administration (NARA), and they were not previously processed pursuant to 
the FOIA.  You may file a request with NARA using the address above.  

 
 
 



 

 One or more of the enclosed records were destroyed.  Although we retained a version of 
the records previously processed pursuant to the FOIA, the original records are no longer 
in our possession.  Record retention and disposal is carried out under supervision of the 
National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) , Title 44, United States Code, 
Section 3301 as implemented by Title 36, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 1228; Title 
44, United States Code, Section 3310 as implemented by Title 36, Code of Federal 
Regulations, Part 1229.10.   

 

 Records potentially responsive to your request were destroyed.  Since this material could 
not be reviewed, it is not known if it was responsive to your request.  Record retention and 
disposal is carried out under supervision of the National Archives and Records 
Administration (NARA)  according to Title 44 United States Code Section 3301, Title 36 
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Chapter 12 Sub-chapter B Part 1228, and 36 CFR 
1229.10.   

 

 Documents or information referred to other Government agencies were not included in this 
release.   

 
Please refer to the enclosed FBI FOIPA Addendum for additional standard responses applicable to 

your request.  “Part 1” of the Addendum includes standard responses that apply to all requests.  “Part 2” 

includes additional standard responses that apply to all requests for records about yourself or any third party 
individuals.  “Part 3” includes general information about FBI records that you may find useful.  Also 

enclosed is our Explanation of Exemptions. 
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https://www.justice.gov/oip/submit-and-track-request-or-appeal.  Your appeal must be postmarked or 
electronically transmitted within ninety (90) days of the date of my response to your request.  If you submit 
your appeal by mail, both the letter and the envelope should be clearly marked "Freedom of Information Act 
Appeal."  Please cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so it may be easily identified. 

 
You may seek dispute resolution services by contacting the Office of Government Information 

Services (OGIS).  The contact information for OGIS is as follows: Office of Government Information 
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20740-6001, e-mail at ogis@nara.gov; telephone at 202-741-5770; toll free at 1-877-684-6448; or facsimile 
at 202-741-5769.  Alternatively, you may contact the FBI’s FOIA Public Liaison by emailing 
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should clearly state “Dispute Resolution Services.”  Please also cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned 
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FBI FOIPA Addendum 

As referenced in our letter responding to your Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOIPA) request, the FBI FOIPA 
Addendum provides information applicable to your request.  Part 1 of the Addendum includes standard responses that apply 
to all requests.  Part 2 includes standard responses that apply to requests for records about individuals to the extent your 
request seeks the listed information.  Part 3 includes general information about FBI records, searches, and programs.   

Part 1: The standard responses below apply to all requests: 
 

(i) 5 U.S.C. § 552(c).  Congress excluded three categories of law enforcement and national security records from the 

requirements of the FOIPA [5 U.S.C. § 552(c)].  FBI responses are limited to those records subject to the requirements 
of the FOIPA.  Additional information about the FBI and the FOIPA can be found on the www.fbi.gov/foia website. 
 

(ii) Intelligence Records.  To the extent your request seeks records of intelligence sources, methods, or activities, the 

FBI can neither confirm nor deny the existence of records pursuant to FOIA exemptions (b)(1), (b)(3), and as applicable to 
requests for records about individuals, PA exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. §§ 552/552a (b)(1), (b)(3), and (j)(2)].  The mere 
acknowledgment of the existence or nonexistence of such records is itself a classified fact protected by FOIA exemption 
(b)(1) and/or would reveal intelligence sources, methods, or activities protected by exemption (b)(3) [50 USC § 
3024(i)(1)].  This is a standard response and should not be read to indicate that any such records do or do not exist. 

 
Part 2: The standard responses below apply to all requests for records on individuals:   
 

(i) Requests for Records about any Individual—Watch Lists.  The FBI can neither confirm nor deny the existence of 

any individual’s name on a watch list pursuant to FOIA exemption (b)(7)(E) and PA exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. §§ 
552/552a (b)(7)(E), (j)(2)].  This is a standard response and should not be read to indicate that watch list records do or 
do not exist. 
 

(ii) Requests for Records about any Individual—Witness Security Program Records.  The FBI can neither confirm 

nor deny the existence of records which could identify any participant in the Witness Security Program pursuant to 
FOIA exemption (b)(3) and PA exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. §§ 552/552a (b)(3), 18 U.S.C. 3521, and (j)(2)].  This is a 
standard response and should not be read to indicate that such records do or do not exist.  
 

(iii) Requests for Records for Incarcerated Individuals.  The FBI can neither confirm nor deny the existence of records 

which could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any incarcerated individual pursuant to 
FOIA exemptions (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F), and PA exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. §§ 552/552a (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F), and (j)(2)].  
This is a standard response and should not be read to indicate that such records do or do not exist.  

 
Part 3: General Information:    

 
(i) Record Searches.  The Record/Information Dissemination Section (RIDS) searches for reasonably described records by 

searching systems or locations where responsive records would reasonably be found.  A standard search normally 
consists of a search for main files in the Central Records System (CRS), an extensive system of records consisting of 
applicant, investigative, intelligence, personnel, administrative, and general files compiled by the FBI per its law 
enforcement, intelligence, and administrative functions.  The CRS spans the entire FBI organization, comprising records 
of FBI Headquarters, FBI Field Offices, and FBI Legal Attaché Offices (Legats) worldwide; Electronic Surveillance 
(ELSUR) records are included in the CRS.  Unless specifically requested, a standard search does not include references, 
administrative records of previous FOIPA requests, or civil litigation files.  For additional information about our record 
searches, visit www.fbi.gov/services/information-management/foipa/requesting-fbi-records. 
 

(ii) FBI Records.  Founded in 1908, the FBI carries out a dual law enforcement and national security mission.  As part of this 

dual mission, the FBI creates and maintains records on various subjects; however, the FBI does not maintain records on 
every person, subject, or entity. 
 

(iii) Requests for Criminal History Records or Rap Sheets.  The Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS) Division 

provides Identity History Summary Checks – often referred to as a criminal history record or rap sheet.  These criminal 
history records are not the same as material in an investigative “FBI file.”  An Identity History Summary Check is a 
listing of information taken from fingerprint cards and documents submitted to the FBI in connection with arrests, 
federal employment, naturalization, or military service.  For a fee, individuals can request a copy of their Identity History 
Summary Check.  Forms and directions can be accessed at www.fbi.gov/about-us/cjis/identity-history-summary-
checks.  Additionally, requests can be submitted electronically at www.edo.cjis.gov.  For additional information, please 
contact CJIS directly at (304) 625-5590.   

 
(iv) National Name Check Program (NNCP).  The mission of NNCP is to analyze and report information in response to name 

check requests received from federal agencies, for the purpose of protecting the United States from foreign and domestic 
threats to national security.  Please be advised that this is a service provided to other federal agencies.  Private Citizens 
cannot request a name check.  

http://www.fbi.gov/foia
file:///C:/Users/ANROBERTSON/AppData/Local/Temp/1/Letters/www.fbi.gov/services/information-management/foipa/requesting-fbi-records
http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/cjis/identity-history-summary-checks
http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/cjis/identity-history-summary-checks
http://www.edo.cjis.gov/


 

EXPLANATION OF EXEMPTIONS 

 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552 
 

(b)(1) (A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign 

policy and (B) are in fact properly classified to such Executive order; 

 

(b)(2) related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency; 

 

(b)(3) specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section 552b of this title), provided that such statute (A) requires that the 

matters be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on issue, or (B) establishes particular criteria for withholding 

or refers to particular types of matters to be withheld; 

 

(b)(4) trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential; 

 

(b)(5) inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with 

the agency; 

 

(b)(6) personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy; 

 

(b)(7) records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records 

or information ( A ) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings, ( B ) would deprive a person of a right to a 

fair trial or an impartial adjudication, ( C ) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, ( D ) 

could reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of confidential source, including a State, local, or foreign agency or authority or any 

private institution which furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of record or information compiled by a criminal law 

enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence 

investigation, information furnished by a confidential source, ( E ) would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement 

investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could 

reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law, or ( F ) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any 

individual; 

 

(b)(8) contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an agency responsible for 

the regulation or supervision of financial institutions; or 

 

(b)(9) geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells. 

 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552a 

 

(d)(5) information compiled in reasonable anticipation of a civil action proceeding; 

 

(j)(2) material reporting investigative efforts pertaining to the enforcement of criminal law including efforts to prevent, control, or reduce crime 

or apprehend criminals; 

 

(k)(1) information which is currently and properly classified pursuant to an Executive order in the interest of the national defense or foreign 

policy, for example, information involving intelligence sources or methods; 

 

(k)(2) investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes, other than criminal, which did not result in loss of a right, benefit or 

privilege under Federal programs, or which would identify a source who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity 

would be held in confidence; 

 

(k)(3) material maintained in connection with providing protective services to the President of the United States or any other individual  pursuant 

to the authority of Title 18, United States Code, Section 3056; 

 

(k)(4) required by statute to be maintained and used solely as statistical records; 

 

(k)(5) investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose of determining suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for Federal civilian 

employment or for access to classified information, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who furnished 

information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence; 

 

(k)(6) testing or examination material used to determine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in Federal Government service 

the release of which would compromise the testing or examination process; 

 

(k)(7) material used to determine potential for promotion in the armed services, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the  person 

who furnished the material pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence. 
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UNITED STATES GO, .RNMENT 

Memorandum 
DATE: 8/9/73 

Assoc. Dir. _ 

Asst. Dir.! 

... Admin. __ ~_" 

Compo Syst. __ _ 

Files & Com .. _ 

Gen. Inv. __ . 

Ident. __ 
Inspection _ 

I"'ell. __ _ 

FROM' ': Mr., 

Laboratory _ 

Plan. & Eval. _ 

Spec. Inv._ 
Training __ _ 

. 'i 
SUBJECT: I OC. ::~:J:SfPERSON: THE MAN WHO SEES TO~ORROWIi 

'BY-'ROBERT E. SMITH' 

Legal Coun. _ 

Cong. Serv . .... -;:--_-;-y( 
Corr. & Crm(ll~' 
Resear'Ch~t __ 

Press Off. 7-
Telephone Rm. _ 
Director Sec'y ~ 

IN'F-oRMATION CONCERNING 

The Director has requested an indices check in connec·tion 
wi th the captioned ~,. which has been received from an anonymous 
source in Coral Gables, Florida. 

The book consists of a collection of prophecies made by 
Doc Anderson and mentions the FBI twice. In Chapter X entitled 
"Short-Range Predictions--1970 and 1971" he states iiI fOll'See a new 
director for the Federal Bureau of Investigation." In Chapter XI 
entitled "A State-by-State Look at the Seventies" in a subtitled 
section called "The Sacking of Washington! Ii he indicates "FBI files 
will be destroyed." 

Robert 
author 

, 
j' 

'ufiles contain 
. Smi th; however, 
numerous books, 

no references identifiable with the autHor 
i' 

"Books in Print" reveals that he is the}~ 
mainly of this same ,type. It 

<" .. :1";- j! 'A 

! i. 
Bureau ind' es were checked on the publisher, Paperback,}-' 

Library, and on Bra teiger who wrote the introduction to the""'"'" l 
book with n~gative sults'~' Bure u Library references indica~t~,.~,.:Iib.a·t 
Steiger Us t;r-:L;L§ name is Eugene "~ Oll:)_Q.:Q." :i;?q;r}} }fL.Q/36 ,.tIl Iowa, an$1" 
that he is preslden-l:: of Ot:her'lmensions;- Inc. , Decorah, Iowa 0_",,'" 

The subject of the book is Robert Charles "Doc'" Anderson 
of Rossville, Georgia. Anderson, who was born 4/16/08, is a self
styled astrologer, seer, fortune teller, etc., and, according to 
Bufiles (dating back to 1955) he has a large clientele consisting 
mainly of Negroes and uneducated white people. In 1955, Anderson 
was the victim of an extortion attempt which was investigated by 
the FBI. (88-9511-100, 103, 106) In 1969 and 1970, Anderson was 
under investigation to determine if he was in violation of Federal 
gambling statU'$S. During this investigation, Anaet ... §brr-de·n.ieGi' .. ..:lr.hat 
he had ever ga bled as a business or done personal,gambling, althoug 
he admitted tlja:li he frequen~~x ~~c:eives calls froffi~~~:b!to::~~'p~rsons 

I ......... \!!:\\l:l'>'tn Ui!lJl:;\ , .' ~'M'I>"j-;D\!I· l ~ /. \ 
1 - Mr. Hert~gldp~·~~~CLOStft~.l\::.":\..;;~·" .~~" R:: I 'b

h
_, ",= , 

1 - Mrs. Metcalf!\ . . 

ULG: jam CONTINUED - NEXT PAGE b7D 
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Malmfeldt to Marshall Memo 
RE: "DOC ANDERSON: THE MAN WHO SEES TOMORROW" 

asking for a "good number. II He stated he always told them no one can 
predict the number and if they persisted, he gave them a number, but 
no conditions of payment were involved. Investigation was discontin
ued when tre Assistant United States Attorney declined prosecution. 
(165-3283; _ I b7D 

Bufiles also reflec·t that in March, 1971, an anonymous 
source from Miami, Florida, forwarded Mr. Hoover three copies of 
"Predictions" by R. Co "Doc" Anderson of Rossville, Georgia, which 
contained notations in the margins similar to those in the margins 
of the enclosed book. (62-0-77117) 

RECOMMENDATION: 

None. For information • • ,.w ... -'">\ 

." 
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NOW-YOU CAN TEST DOC ANDERSON'S 
. PROPHETIC ABILITY! 

b7D 

In the past, Doc Anderson's published predictions 
have proven accurate 95 % of the time. In this astonish
ingly detail~d, wide-ranging look at the future you will 
find hundreds of specific predictions for the 1970's and 

beyond. 
In the. months since the manuscript for this book was 

completed, several predictions have already come true
including the V.S. intervention in Cambodia. 

Will Washington, D.C., be abandoned for a new capi
tal in the midwest? Will Vermont be half destroyed by 

... volcanoes? Will10wa become the new '''fun center;;"'of 
the V:S.? Only time-and Doc Anderson-will tell!-
-- ---
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Introduction 

By Brad Steiger 

R. C. "Doc" Anderson-"The Man Who Sees To

morrow" -is a remarkable psychic whose predictions 

have been proved in print many months or years prior 

to the event. As a skeptical, but open-minded, investigator 

of the paranormal, I have been impressed with his pre

dictive ability,and he is certainly one of the foremost 

ESP practitioners today. Doc Anderson has foreseen many 

world-sliattering events, including the assassinations of 

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Senator Robert Kennedy, and 

President John Kennedy. 
"Doc Ander~on is an astrologer, prophet and ESP 

practitioner whose talents are impossible to ignore," 

Saga magazine stated, recently. "Anderson dominates the 

psychic field with his proven prowess . . . and has com

piled a 95 per cent accuracy in his forecasts of the 

future. His offices at 302 Gordon Avenue, Rossville, 

Georgia, are crammed with newspaper clippings of his 

predictions published well in advance of the event." 
Columnist Robert Boyle of the Pottstown (Pennsyl

vania) Daily Mercury recently told his readers of Ander

son's psychic abilities in his newspaper column: 
". . . I approached Anderson as a skeptic. After we 

had finished talking (by telephone) about ESP and his 

various predictions, he said: 'Now, I'll tell you something 

about yourself.'· 

"And he did. 
':Despite a distance of 1,000 miles he was able to pin

point things that occurred that most people would not 

know about. 

7 
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"He discussed an operation I had when I was eighteen 

-years old. 
"Then, he went into my background and hit the nail 

on the head each time. Some of the things he told me 

amazed me. 
"In effect, my life was an open book to him. But he 

didn't stop there but _ went into the future, too. There was 

no possible way for him to know what had occurred. He 

told me of small incidents which I figured in that were 

even forgotten by me. I don't know how he did it. But 

I don't doubt that he did do it." 
Today, we consider such remarkable clairvoyant insight 

to be eerie, or a part of the "supernatural." Visions of 

the past, or future, are considered strange because we 

do not understand the mental processes surrounding these 

unknown qualities of the human mind. The psychic powers 

which you will read about in The Man Who Sees To

morrow cannot be neatly categorized into our present 

knowledge of the physical sciences. Sometime in the 

near, or distant, future, we will have a s,cientific break

through; clairvoyance, precognition, prophecy, and other 

manifestations 'of extrasensory perception will be accepted 

as a normal function of the mind. Today, or in the im
mediate future, Doc Anderson's psychic gifts cannot be 

reduced to a mathematical formula or distilled into a test 

tube. -Nevertheless, author Robert E. Smith has written 

a well-documented book with proof attesting to existence 

of clairvoyance in Doc Anderson. 
Along with his psychic talents, Doc Anderson has lived 

the kind of life that frequently exists only in a Hollywood 

scenario for an adventure epic. He sailed to exotic coun

tries, visiting foreign ports as a young seaman on merchant 

ships. He boxed in the ring as a prizefighter, starred as 

a wrestler, and is considered to be one of the world's 

leading experts on judo. Anderson traveled from coast to 

coast during the hungry depression days of the nineteen 

thirties, billed as "Little Samson-The Strong Man." One 

of his feats of strength was to lift an automobile before 

8 

startled group of spectators. He has also been a world's 

champion bullfighter-Roman-style--facing the bulls in 

. barehanded combat. He has also appeared in the bull

rings of Mexico and Spain as a traditional matador. 

This, then, is the remarkable story of Doc Anderson

an astonishing individual who has . utilized both his 

physical and mental abilities to an astonishing degree. 
BRAD STEIGER 

Chicago, Illinois 

9 



I 
)i Part 1 

Chapter I 

THE MAN WHO SEES TOMORROW 

". • . There will be new information released con

cerning the drowning of Mary Jo Kopechne. These rev~ 

elations will be detrimental to Senator Ted Kennedy and 

persons close to the Senator." 
". ., Volcanic eruptions will create a terrible disaster 

in Vermont." 
Nt:) '~. We will live to see the legalization of marijuana." 

" ... Washington, D.C., will become a city of scandal 

in 1970, with many prominent politicians in the news with 

, stories of their dishonesty." 
i ". • • The next great war will start with Red China 

, 1 (striking through the skies with two nuclear bombs. Shortly 

, <I \~ereafter, the United States and Russia will ally again 

I I to destroy the aggressor." 
\ ! These are just a few of the hundreds . of astonishing 

I i predictions of the future made exclusively for this book 

'I by Robert Charles "Doc" .Anderson, an astrologer, 

!I prophet, and practitioner of' ESP. From his office at 

! I 302 GordonAvenue in Rossville, Georgia, Doc Anderson 

I , has exhibited uncanny accuracy in predicting future events 

during the past three decades. His ninety-five percent 

accuracy in prophecy has astonished the psychic world; 

on every occasion, he has successfully withstood the 

challenges hurled by friends, newspapermen, other psy

chics, scientists, psychic investigators, and just. plain 

. skeptics. 
In a field sprinkled with a more than usual number of 

charlatans, con men, and crackpots, Doc Anderson has 

become known as the "Man Who Sees Tomorrow." 

Many of his. clients it! the South refer to their favorite 

10 

psychic as "Tbe Georgia Seer." On television, several 

commentators have labeled Anderson as "The Man With 

the Radar Mind,'; and newspapers frequently refer to him 

as a "Master Mentalist." Whatever his title, Anderson has 

compiled his fantastic record for prophetic accuracy by 

documenting his many predictions in print prior to the 

event. 
'. Skeptics who scoff at his paranormal abilities are 

buried under a blizzard of documented proof when they 

visit Doc Anderson's office. His files are crammed with 

news clippings, tapes of radio and television progra~s, . 

and signed documents from throughout the world attestmg 

to his prophetic prowess. 
A hearty, robust man who towers above any crowd, 

Doc Anderson is a 2S0-pound, six-foot-two-inch giant, 

still in trim physical shape despite his sixty-two years. He 

drawls in a smooth, Southern accent, dark, twinkling eyes 

peer intently over a trim, stylish mustache and beard. 

He moves quickly, unusual both for a Southerner and 

for a man of half his age. 
"I've been a boxer, wrestler, bullfighter, and profes

sional strongman," Doc Anderson explained. "Early in 

life I learned the value of staying in top physical con

diti~n. Both the mind and the body can be trained to 

perform unliniited feats; they' must be maintained in 

excellent shape to enjoy the fullness. of life." 
Many years ago, Anderson won international acclaim 

as a psychic and clairvoyant. A number of his predictions 

are contained in one of the most impressive documents 

in ·psychicalhistory. It was Ii day that Doc Anderson, 

and many others, are not likely to dismiss lightly. . 

It was late afternoon, and a pale winter sun had dis-' 

appeared behind the clouds. Gloomy shadows edged 

down the slopes and over the cliffs to cast a dark shadow 

on' the buildings at the base of Lookout Mountain. The 

frost had not melted during the day, and there was a 

cold, biting crispness in the wind. Doc Anderson pumped 

hard on. the weary brakes of his 1938 Chevrolet, guiding 
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the sedan into the crowded parking lot beside his office 

at 302 Gordon Avenue in Rossville, Georgia. 
. The clairvoyant had hoped to forget the rigorous 

demands of his psychic practice and spend the entire day 

with his family. It was Christmas Day, December 25, 

1944 and he had hoped to insulate his wife and children 

from' neWs of war and death for a few brief hours. The 

Anderson family had barely started to open their gifts 

when the telephone rang on that- Christmas morning. Doc 

Anderson rubbed the sleep from his eyes, wading through 

the mass of Christmas wrappings to answer the shrilling 

phone. A war. wife was visiting her parents in Rossville; 

she would be leaving on the evening bus. She wanted a 

psychic reading on her soldier-husband before she re

turned to her job in an 0hio defense plant. Doc Anderson 

had reluctantly agreed to be at his office that afternoon. 

The phone continued to ring persistently throughout the . 

day. Anderson telephoned his two assistants; they opened 

up the reception room at his office, turned up the heat, 

and welcomed the clients. 
Frost crinkled beneath his feet as Doc Anderson 

stepped from the parked car and strode toward the re

ception room. His unglo'led hand closed over the cold 

metal doorknob. Suddenly, a faint ray ot sunshine 

glistened against a Christmas ornament attached to the 

door. The· glittering light reflected back into the seer's eyes. 

Anderson's massive body tightened with an alarming 

stiffness; his eyes were transfixed on the dancing light. 

A svvirling vision swarmed into his mind, and he was 

conscious of a premonition of anxiety. . 

"You will be challenged today," an inner voice warned. 

"Someone will be critical of your power. They will demand 

proof ... " . 
Suddenly, the door was pulled open by James Grant, 

Anderson's elderly assistant. Grant's mouth dropped open. 

He stared at the psychic for a moment. 
"What is it?" Grant asked; frightened. 
The vision that had started to form in the seer's mind 
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vanished. The inner voice drifted away into an abrupt 

void. Anderson's listless body sagged against the door 

frame. Almost reluctantly, his mind returned from psychic 

tiinelessness to the present moment of worldly reality. 

"I'm all right, buddy," Anderson said, walking un

steadily into the reception room. He was conscious of 

the curious stares from his clients; they were bewildered . 

by his unusual entrance. . 
"I'll get you a glass of water," James Grant said, an

ticipating Anderson's thirst following an intense psychical 

experience. Grant had been an aide and companion to 

some of the world's most gifted psychics. He had dis-

"'" covered early in his studies that there was a definite 

"pattern between the gift of clairvoyance and the loss of 

body fluids during a trance. Anderson was the largest and 

strongest psychic Grant had ever assisted and, he dis

covered, the strongman often lost five pounds of weight 

during an intense psychical experience. 
Anderson removed his topcoat and turned to his clients. 

''1 apologize for my entrance," he said. "I have not been 

.. ~nipping at a bottle of moonshine, or Christmas cheer of 

i ,-the liquid type. 1 started to open the door when 1 

i'- "slipped into a trance. When lim opened the door, I re-

I "turned to the present." .. 
( Anderson felt strong and sure now, but his sixth sense 

suddenly. detected strong vibrations of doubt in the foam. 

The reception room was furnished like a lounge, and 

Anderson's dark, intense eyes roved over the six women 

and two men waiting patiently fOf their readings. The 

hostile vibrations came from a tall, fat, neckless man 

who sat in the corner of the room, sipping from a bottle 

of Coca-Cola. The fat man wore a white shirt, open at 

the collar, and his huge belly overflowed the trousers of 

his blue serge suit. The fat man stared directly toward 

Anderson, and the seer felt an intense wave of hostility 

surround him. 
"Let's start with the ladies fit'st," Anderson said, dip

lomatically. He sipped the glass of water brought by his 
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assistant and shrugged off the vibrations. You can wait 

until the last, he thought, glancing toward the fat man. 

Anderson stepped into his inner office and made prepa

rations for the private consultations. Some of the clients 

. who seek psychic advice are troubled by very personal 

problems; absolute privacy is essential to encourage these 

individuals to relate their questions with unswerving 

honesty. In addition, Doc Anderson knew his powers of 

extrasensory perception could be disturbed by a sudden, 

unexpected noise. 
Cloistered in the quiet of his office, Anderson dis~ 

covered the psychic readings for the six women progressed 

swiftly. It was almost as if the threat of challenge had 

erased all clouds from his psychic mind. The six ladies 

were concerned about the: safety of their loved ones, 

soldiers who were fighting on the battlefields of World 

War II. Five of the women brought photographs of their 

soldiers; the sixth produced a V-mail letter written by 

her husband. 
As Anderson's fingertips passed gently over the ob

jects, a tableau leaped into his mind. The soldiers were 

alive, well, and there were no vibrations of death on 

the battlefield. One young man was huddled in the gloomy, 

bloodsoaked Htirtgen forest of Luxembourg-desperately 

fighting in what would become known as the "Battle of 

the Bulge." He would also survive and return home. As 

the last woman left .his office, Anderson bowed his head 

. and said a thanldul prayer; he was always personally dis

turbed when the dreaded vibrations foretold the death of 

some person. 
His assistant, Jim Grant, led a Clean-shaven, well

dressed young man ·into the office. "This is Mr. Ernest 

Shinbaum of Newark, New Jersey," Grant said, proudly. 

"Mr. Shinbaum has heard about you all the way up 

yonder. He heard you were a great psychic~" 

"Buddy, I hope I am as good tonight as they say," 

Anderson drawled as he: reached for Sbinbaum's hand. 
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The seer felt a prickly surge of hostile vibration ema

nating from the doorway to his office. He turned toward 

the entrance, pumping Shiubaum's hand, and saw the 

fat man leaning against the: wall. His fleshy fac.e leered 

with an amused grin. 
"You will have: to wait in the reception room," Ander

. son told th~ fat man. "Readings ar~ a private matter 

between my client and me." 
"That's Ed Adkins," Shinbaum said. "He's an old 

friend of mine. He wanted to be here· when you gave me 

a reading. Frankly, he doesn't believe in your ability to 

predict the future." 
After a brief discussion, Doc Anderson agreed to the 

fat man's sitting in on the reading. Ed. Adkins waddled 

into the office, dropp.ed into a chair, and glared toward 

the seer. 
"1 have a son who is serving, overseas," Shinbaum said, 

pulling a worn, wallet-sized photograph from his pocket. 

"Your assistant said it would be helpful if I had a pic

ture." He handed the photograph to Anderson. 
The seer's fingertips glided over the photograph, then 

snapped upward without warning. A look of deep gloom 

and sorrow moved across Anderson's face. 
"What do you see?" Shinbaum demanded, anxiously. 

"Is it bad news?" 
"Friend, my heart goes out to you," Anderson said, 

sadly. "I have never lied during a reading and-" 
The fat man laughed. "Ernie,here comes the pitch 

for a big fee," he sneered. "Didn't I tell you?" 
"Be quiet," said Shinbaum. . . 
"Your son will not return from the war," Anderson 

continued, sorrowfully. "And as a result, his mother will 

die of a heart attack within two years." 
"I don't believe it," Shinbaum replied, defiantly. 
"Stupid fortune-tellerl" shouted the fat man,. standing 

up and leaning over Anderson's desk. "You're a fake and 

a fraud! I'm going to stop you from frightening people 

with this vicious con game." . 
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Doc Anderson suppressed his anger. Eventually, he 

knew, the world would accept the reality of psychic 

phenomena, the orphan scienct) that could not be tested 

by the orthodox methods of scientific investigation. The 

strange powers of a man's mind simply could not be 

"'- placed under a critical microscope in some sterile, stark

, "White laboratory. There were many things that defied 

~elief and disputed the rules of science, time, and space. 

I~:A premonition or a vision could rush into his mind like 

! a cold, damp wind, foretelling a future catastrophe. Ander-

~
son had shaken hands with a complete stranger and been 

conscious of his death in the near future. Sub.sequently, 

'- 'the person had died just as h~ had seen in his vision. 

'-... ,Psychic phenomena had been ignored, or suppressed, 

"'-'since the beginning of time. It seemed as if humanity was 

"""'afraid to tap the resources of the human mind, frightened 

to unleash the powers OF psychicism for their benefit. 

There has certainly been no battle when prophets, psychics, 

and so-called witches or warlocks have been fed to the 

lions, burned at the stake, or tom apart by some diaboli-
cal torture machine. ' 

~ Anderson interrupted his thoughts and looked up into 

,·the fury of the fat man'·s anger. "1 can only tell what I 

'- foresee," he said, quietly. "I am not a charlatan, and to 

"" tell Mr. Shinbaum anything other than what I see would 
be extremely dishonest." 

"If you can see the future, then you're in league with 

the devil," bellowed the fat man. 
''Ed, sit down," cautioned Ernest Shinbaum. "Let the 

man tell his story." 

~ 
"You have the wrong impression Of, ,a psychic," Ander

son said as Ed Adkins moved sullenly to his chair. "My 

ability to foretell the future is truly a gift from 'God. 

I will never abuse this second sight. If you are religious 

......... "-men, you know that the Bible is filled with many examples 

~f prophecy. 1 am not an educated man, but 1 read the 

Bible every day. My lack of schooling prevents me from 

pronouncing some of the names of these prophets. But 
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Chapter III 

THE PROPHET WHO PROVES illS 
PREDICTIVE PROWESS 

Since the beginning of recorded history, the often bi-

"';':,re world of ESP, predictions, and prophecy has been 

clouded by the fraudulent claims of pseudo-prophets, those 

misguided individuals who loudly, lustily,proclaim the 

alleged manifestations of their non-existent psychic talents. 

Cranks with a wal-ped view on life, kooks with buzzing 

sounds in their heads, 'and plain, ordinary con men with 

, a yen for someone else's money discovered long ago that 

"';::.o..f';'y was a fertile field for their dubious talents. The 

_ ' . ·~'::.,i.,"·h.ese canny charlatans has frequently cast a 

dark sna:dG~"· '>:. ~r the remarkable talents of the true 
psychic. . 

Since the first saber-tooth tiger howled in the darkness 

beyond the caveman's campfire, mankind has sought to 

lift the veil on the future. We consult soothsayers, oracles, 

astrologers, tea leaf readers, palm readers, mediums, and 

other practitioners of the occult arts. Many of these people 

are gifted with psychic ability. Others realize our collective 

and personal anxiety concerning Ch0Iuty!e. The unscrupu

lous find it is an easy matter to prey on a believer, tell 

them what they want to know, and sometimes gain wide

spread recognition in the process. 
Even today, there are certain well-known psychics who 

cannot support their outrageous claims of seeing into the 

future. Accompanied by an expert press agent, looking 

vaguely mysterious, lugging a crystal ball, they point to a 

wotk;::-.;hatt~ring event and proclaim, '~I predicted that 

exact OCCurfei:2!}. I told my Aunt Maude about it!" 

Naturally, Aunt Ma~de agrees that the lady with the 
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crystal ball made her prediction many months. prior to 
the event. -

Despite the turmoil in the psychic field, a select group 
of gifted clairvoyants are now carefully documenting their 
predictive abilities with solid evidence. Doc Anderson is 
foremost among the group, and this explains the, many 
visits to his office and studio by psi investigators, writers, 
newsmen, and scientists interested in ESP. "Embellished 
stories 'by Aunt Maudes or Uncle Henrys are simply not 
evidence," Doc Anderson drawled. "Anything in the field 
of ESP must have accurate documentation to convinJP 
any intelligent investigator. This is an unproven f1.eld, 
and there must be no possibility of error." 

Throughout his thirty-year career, Anderson has pub
lished an annual forecast of events to occur during the 
coming year. These for~casts arf) always published prior 
to the New Year. 

"I've heard that some psychics experience diffic~s' ' 
having their predictions ~ublished. Th.ey 2fi'ed t~ th~. 
that newspapers or magazmes are not illt(;;~v"lt:Q ill theIr 
predictions," Anderson explained. "When I, first opened 
my studio, there was certainly very little interest by the 
news media., So I purchased' advertising space to publish 
my annual pr~dictions, to get them in print, on record." 

As is traditional with many other psychics, Anderson 
must phrase his predictiQns in words to indicate an ev~nt, 
without naming a person involved. ~However, he does 
follow up by ,s~lymg "'names to a selected group of 
newsmen on -a private mailing list. "After my experience 
concerning the prediction on the death of President Roose
velt, I realized it was neither proper, nor advisable, to 
name a person in a published ,prediction," he drawled. 
"There is always a possibility that a prediction can miss. 
If this occurred, I could' create considerable anxiety for 
a person and his loved ones during the year." 

For many years, Southern newspapermen h;l)'::; "i'nter
vieyved Doc Anderson and obtained ,his A1');",udl'predictions 
for their n,ewspapers. His 1969 fg;;~ast wa~ also pub-
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lished nationally in Saga magazine's year-end edition. Evi-' 
dence of his present prophetic ability can be gleaned by 
reviewing these predictions, made in August, 1968, and, 
distributed nationally by th,e magazine in December, 1968. 
His predictions, and the results, included: 

<t ••• The war in VietNam will continue during 1969. 
It will be some time before we realize that our true enemies' 
in Asia are Red China and North Korea. America will 
have no rest until the Communist regime, in China is re-
placed~" . 

Unfortunately, Doc Anderson's prophecy on the war 
in Vietnam proved true. Th~ r~mainder of the predict~on 
expressed the seer's growing concern about Red China 

1 and North Korea; he feels these two nations are the true 
j, agitators of trouble in the Orient. In recent months, he 

iJ' has continued to emphasize his psychic distrust of these 
'n' 5 two countries. "America will have to deal with Red 
~"'," ',~cn1na" he declared emphatically. "North Korea and the 
" -,' al .. A' " , ':\.,,<::! • ,;.;J,ese are truly our rf) enenues ill sm. 
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'« ••• j'he Pueblo will be released soon by the North 
Korean Government. However, there will be serious 
trouble unless great care is exercised in the negotiations 
for their release. Crew members of the captwed ship are 
in fair physical condition. ,The nation will be ange,red 
by 
.Later, n ..... '''''<' ..... rICT 

12' in cn:!l.ttallc':)1!l. 
newsman Bob "The cre.w, o.f the Pueblo will arrive 
in the U.S. with much celebration. There will be an in
vestigation concerning their cond:u<;t by a military board. 
1 predict that.the commander of the Pueblo will be given 
a clean bill of conduct." 

As we know, the Pueblo was released following some 
delicate negotiations with North Korea. The crewmen 
·,;,;-~e-f.$'vfr,te-·Czlli?nrla, r~e;ving warm greetings from 
their happy wives and families. Crew members were in 
fair physical condition. The remainder of Anderson's 
prediction was. totally accurate. 
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"Various types of organizations will be exposed by the 
. Federal Bureau of Investigation as being fronts for Com-

/
munists. It'will be disclosed that t¥se groups are funded 
b . ,Russia." 

The F.B.I. named several militant au s as awns for 
COmmunists, stating these organizatIons receive ancial 
aid from various Communist countries. 

"In the year ahead there will be a change in our rela
tions with Russia. The Reds will adopt a hard line in 
dealing with Western powers. There is a possible change 
in leadership in Russia. I have seen two opposing forces 
struggling for power." 

Russia did become less friendly to the United States, 
although there were no cold complications. No major 
crisis developed between the two countries. There was 
a definite possibility of a change of leadership in the 
U.S.s.R. as "hawks" and "doves" maneuvered for con
trol of their country. Considerable tension existed in 
Russia over Communist relationships with China; also 
over their role as an occupying power in Czechoslovakia. 

U.S. intelligence services reported twenty-two Russian 
___ '1 .• L _____ men, higb-ranking officers, "committed suicide" 

were victims of "fatal accidents" during 1969. This 
indicated to America's spy agencies that a power struggle 
existed in the Kremlin. 

"Russian troops will remain in Czechoslovakia. How
ever, their military occupatiq1J<$'r1',!ll;",,~"-Pfevent the rise 
of democracy in the"Strk:tttie countries. There will be 
more demOli'stfafiorl;/':i/ihind the- Iron Curtain:' 

The armored' might' of the Russian Army prevented the 
rise of a Czech demos:racY. There were several widespread 
demonstrations by the Czechs. Anderson elaborated on 
this prediction for this book: "Despite all that the Com
munist rulers will do, there, Ylill be a wave of democracy 
in the satellitecb1l1i:ttieB';~~~~d"cpZilJFL""-'~<rc ;.lsv 
stirring;"" '" 

"There will be considerable turmoil on the nation's 
college campuses in the months ahead. Many student 11I: 
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bellions will be led b individuals with Communist lean
J$. any stj}dents will be pawus in their conspirag . 

There will be a strong reaction against campus riots by . 
citizens college presidents, and the Government. There 
will be' laws enforced to stOl? them." . 

- This prediction proved true, foretelling events as they 
occurred on campuses during the next twelve months. 
Anderson also foretold the Federal legislation, and several 
state laws, passed by lawmakers ~.prevent interstate 
travel to start riots. 

"There wilt be continued tension inside China during 
1969 with many problems for the present government." 

Master strategist Mao Tse-tung experienced consider
able trouble suppressing rebellion in the outlying prov
inces. There were also problems with the Russian-Chinese 
conflict on the borders. -

"I see utUl'e unrest in Mexico and the ossibility of 
revo ution in that nation." . 

- On the beels of the riots swarming around the Mexico 
City Olympics, man leftist or anizations launched er
rilla warfare. Revo ution is a real possib' ity at t s time 
in our neighbOring nation south of the border. 

"(predict continued tension throughout South America, 
and the U.S. Government will be forced to pay more 
attention to these cou,ntries. Watch and" Panama 
as trouble spots." 

Leftist guerrilla bands and dissident anti-Government 
groups plagued the Brazilian Government as that nation 
reeled under the worst inflation of this century. Panama 
was a festering. trouble spot, with military coups and a 
change of government. " 

\ 

.. "Despite many doubters, there will be continued eco
nomic prosperity in our nation during 1969. The U.S. 
gold supply will become stronger. The British pound 
sterling will become stabilized." 

This was a true prediction of American and _ British 
economic events. , 

"The Middle East will be a p,lace of continued strite 
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jor many years. However, {s!qel.wUl 12.revail. Nasser will 
experience great dangers to his regime." 

The volatile Jewish-Arab strife continued as Nasser 
lost prestige in: the Arab world. The greatest danger to 
his rule came with the rise of Arab commandos, seeking 
concessions from Arab nations in return for their hit-and. 
run raids on Israeli positions. . 

"A top leader oj our nation will die within the next 
year." . 

Privately, Anderson informed the author and several 
newspapermen that the leader would be former President 
Dwight Eisenhower. 

"I've known Ike for many years," he explained. "I did 
not want him to' become disturbed by my prediction dur
ing his final days." 

Anderson's friendship with President Eisenhower was 
told about by Ruth Montgomery in a column in the New 
York Sunday Mirror on September 16, 1956. Miss Mont
gomery, who later wrote A Gift of Prophecy, the story 
of seeress Jeanne Dixon, wrote: 

WASHINGTON (INS )e..-President Eisenhower, 
stung by the blow from once rock-ribbed Republican 
Maine, may. be finding a measure of solace in a reas
suring letter from an old admirer. 

R. C. "Doc" Anderson of Rossville, Georgia, a 
former Marine who fights bulls in flamboyant Roman 
styl~ without benefit of weapons, claims also to be a 
seer of no mean repute. 

Ike, while a young Army officer at Fort Oglethorpe, 
knew Doc as "Little Samson," a professional strong
man. In those carefree days between the wars, Ike 
frequently assembled with his brother officers on the 
army post to' cheer as' Doc rode a horse on stage, dis
mounted, and carried the animal offstage on his 
shoulders." 

,~' ... You will not only be reelected [in 1956]," Doc 
wrote him [Eisenhower], "but you will serve out your 
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full term, refuse a third term, and live to see many 
other Presidents come and go." 

"President Eisenhower was one of the finest people I 
have ever met," Anderson stated. "H~ was an exceptional 
person, a rare individual, and this natlOn was fortunate to 
have him as a President." . . . 

Other predictions for 1969 in the Saga article mcluded: 

"Although he will have his day in court, New Orleans' 

II 
District 4ttor.ney James Garr~n will. be ,unable to p!'ove 
his case of conspiracy in the assassmation of President 

. John Kennedy." . 
- New Orleans businessman Clay Shaw was acquitted of 
conspiracy charges when his case was brought into court 
by D.A. Jim Garrison. H ~ (~I..A'J) W~S c;.~I! .. N. 

"There will be unusuqlzmprove!!!:.ents zn televzslOn 's~s 
in 1962.'1 have envisioned a set that uses some form of 
laser beam to project a ricture on a wan" AiUlerson stated. 
'It is WIT small, about the size of a slide projecto,:.'» 
- Although the improvements did not show up m the. 
models in the dealer's showroom, there were many ad
vances made in the laboratories of TV set manufacturers 
in 1969. The laser beam set that appeared in Doc Ander
son's vision was apparently a device· under research by 
the Zenith Corporation,- which utffizes ~laser b\lliPl to 
project an image on a screen. There were several other 
improvements, inclUding new systems for home record-
ingand play-back of TV tapes. . 

"

. "A group of scientists will organize independently zn· 
1969 to study Unidentified Flying Objects. Release of 
the Condon Report from {fie University of Colorado will 
hasten their decision to act." 

In reality, several groups of scientists organized for an 
independent study of the UFO' phenomena .. Their actions 
followed release of the Condon Report, which summarily 
dismissed the UFO. problem in a biased, unscientific 
manner. 
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"The coming months will see much dissension in the 

Catholic church, with challel1cges to the Pope coming from 
below. The Pope should act cautiously and guard his 
health from grave dangers:' 

Both the Catholic and the Protestant churches were 
racked with internal problems: Many priests in the Cath-
olic church challenged the doctrine of infallability and 
questioned the pronouncements from the Vatican. There 
were no announcements of possible danger to the Pope. 
"I have continued· to feel vibrations emitting from the 
Pope," Anderson said. "These may well be a nervous 
condition, due to the strain of leading the church at a 
time of crisis. However, I must warn him of the grave 
dangers surrounding him." 

\ 
"There will be more interest in matters of the occult 

and the supernatural in 1969." . 
The national interest in subjects related to psychic phe

nomena reached a new peak in the past year. "r also 
foresee this interest contmuing and becoming stronger 
in the Seventies," Anderson remarked, recently. "Man
kind is becoming more open-minded. in the quest for an-
swers to the problems of living." .. 

, "Scientists will study the ESP phenomena in a serious 
f manner.". . 

For the first year in history, there were more than 
. twenty -serious scientific studies in the -United States on 

. various manifestations of extrasensory perception. Other 
nations were also launching widespread studies of all 
forms of ESP. 

I "Wall Street will be rocked with numerous scandals in 
1969. There will be laws passed to curb abuses and pro-
'tect the small investor." . 

Several scandals boiled to the surface, including the 
loss or theft of securities, inept handling of paperwork, 
and the Securities. Exchange Commission acted to protect 
the average investor. 

f 
. "Science will announce the discovery of a drug to pro
long life to more· than 100 years. This will occur within 
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.~~~~:. Old age as we know it will be forgotten. This 
work on the arteries." 

....::9~~)liisH~~rE~was published, two research 
doctors with the private Columbia Foundation in Anda
lusia, Alabama, cautiously released· their studies of the 
drug disodium edetate for t;reatme!t,t of arteri9sclerosis. 

I 
They indicated that their research results were 90 percent 
favorable. "We believe hardening of the arteries should 
be a thing of the past within fiv~ years," they reported. 

itA popular male singer and movie personality will 
1 experience career problems due to his friendship with 
I racketeers and hoodlums." 

The nation was shocked when Frank Sinatra was sub
poenaed to appear l?efore a crime investigating committee 
in New Jersey; the singer avoided the official request to 
appear. Stories on Sinatra's gangster friends appeared in . 
several publications, and several Mafia figures were named 
as friends of the well-known entertairrer. 

I 
"Clothing for men and women will become even more 

unusual in 1969. There will bf!: a continued trend toward 
feminine styles in men's clothing." . 

'The year recorded the contiriued rise of the miniskirt 
and the arrival of the ma.,-ncoat. Male fashions did indeed 

. become more colorful, more feminine. . 

I 
"There will be many severe earthquakes in 1969 in 

parts of the world where such catastrophes never -have 
occurred before." . 

Siberia was rocked by a quake, and southern Illinois 
and the Mississippi Valley recorded the first hard earth-
quake in many year~. 

J 
"There is a period of grave danger ahead for the British 

, royal family, and those around the Queen should set up 
tight security measures. These precautions should be taken 
immediately." -

Rigid security was placed around the members of the 
royal family following Anderson's published prediction. 
It was fortunate, because such tight security prevented a 
train occupied by Prince Charles from being derailed 
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by a bomb. The Irish Church Riots also added to dangers 
to the royal family. "I foresee these dangers continuing 
into 1970 and several months into 1971," Anderson added 
recently. "I have received vibrations of a very hostile 
nature surrounding the royal family. This seems to indi
cate violence, or a dreadful accident, happening to one 
or more members of the family." 

I 
"There will, be several laws passed shortly in Washing

ton which will offer even more protection to the American 
consume!'. These will be concerned with packaging, pricing, 
and the quality of products." 

Nineteen-sixty-nine became known as the "year of the 
consumer" in Washington. Numerous laws were passed 
to protect the consumer from faulty products, trickery in 
"cents off" pricing of supermarket products, and other 
marketplace chicanery. "I expect to see the continued 
expansion of consumer interests in the nineteen-seventies," 
Anderson predicted recently. "We will see attention shift 
from quantity to quality. The nation will make a dramatic 
change in our national goals. We will conserve more of 
our vital resources, clean up our environment, eliminate the 
waste of both our human and natural resources in the 
Seventies." 

In tate 1968, Anderson also made several long range 
predictions. They include?: 

"'Y.ithin three year~ \. 'great crevice will be blasted into 
the earth's crust d ato~c _ e,.xplosion in .Asia. This 
will occ~r in SibE,ria when Russian or Chinese nuclear tests 
are conducted there. The disaster will create death and 

_destruction in many parts of the world. However, this 
!... . will reveal to mankind the dangers of atomic weapons and 
:1'.", there will be a ban on building bigger and bigger bombs." 
! i /~"The next war will start within a decade. It will be 

1 triggered by a ~d~eSe-~ack on-tWo 'American cities 

I
" with nuclear bombs. Two great metropolitan centers will 

be devastated. Millions of lives will be lost. This war 
p ~ . . 
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very 
occur be the most 

p,owerf! ~ke ever recordecrin history··ana will center 
near os geles-"ancrs~clS'CD." (Anderson later 
appeared on several television shows and disclaimed any 
p()ssibility of an earthquake occurring in the spring of 
1969. "I foresee an earth uakS7 on. e Wes.t Coast a~ a 

• later date," he tolcrhls viewers. "In addition, I see this 
-disaster starting fro~~iy!!y_~.!!.e se~.~~ff 
the coa~t. There is a tremenaous liuUCl=-U:P of pressure ill J, 
Wat vicinity. However, I will not set a date for the ca- ~ 
tastrophe.") ~~12.1 Lb~ - .oR~G.Q~J q t.J/'t K~ 

We shall have to -¢ait fcfr the passing of time to prove 
or disprove Anderson!s long-range predictions. However, 
the Southern seer was absolutely correct in his prediction 
concerning inflation: "There will be a continuation of ris
ing prices and inflation in the United States, although the 
increase will level off toward the end of 1969." Prices 
did continue on their inflationary spiral until the Nixon 
Administration applied a tight money brake to economic ' 
expansion in mid-1969. Inflationary pressures were start
ing to cool by the year's end, just as Anderson predicted. 

Another correct' prediction was: "Continued prosperity 
and growth for Canada under her present Prime Minister." 

Anderson had clear misses in predictions·· concerning 
the assassination of a Southern governor, the violent death 
of another Civil Rights leader, and the announcement of 

1\ 
a positive cure for cancer before 1970. "I am convinced 

· that t~e has been ~ S-~e for cancer di~covered~ whiyh 
· has someh<;>w be~n overlooked," Anderson stated. 
. -- While Anderson's statement may sound like an excuse 

from a psychic who hates to miss, some physicians and 
researchers agree in his belief. Dr. Solomon Garb is the 
scientific director of the American Medical Center, Denver 
Colorado; this is one of the nation's leading cancer hos., 

~
'tals and~esearCh centers. Dr. Garb is also consultant to 

/'''''ff:: .J ~ 'A • "J-I:' C /:,' t 
, ~;"o'lt"".If""'~'. rUil#~. 

... ~. JIr.., .. /,~' 7f/'~b.~ ... >it ,_, _IJ. ..L 1: {j) ~'i~UV ....... ~.-.~;r ....... -~ ~·t~. .,' W')I.k-~~~~ .~'I 
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the American Medical Association's Council on drugs, 
a former professor ~f pharmacology at the University 
of Missouri and the author of Cure tor Cancer: A National 
Goql. . ,- - - -

II. "There is ~~!1!.2~ .. l?g~J!Jl!iJY.JP.at a cancer conirol 
i. has ~!!~~~~L!?een~?Q.y.~!1.9oked by the National Cancer In

.. :stitute because of its testing methods," Dr. Garb told 
~newsmen in late 1969. ' 

Doc Anderson's predictions in his annual forecast for 
1969 totaled thirty-two predictions. Of these, twenty-nine 
proved true and accurate. Three were clear misses. This 
is an accuracy of approximately 90 percent, an amazing 
feat for such a large number of predictions .. In addition, 
many were quite detailed. In previous years, the Southern 
Seer has scored an incredible 95 percent accuracy with 
his predictions. . . 

. The passing of time and the march of events may yet 
prove Anderson correct in all of his predictions. We im
pose some very rigid restrictions on the modern psychic. 
Those who dare to forecast· the future are expected to 
forecast also a· time frame reference in which the event 
will occur. This system is far removed from those im
posed on :many of the prophets in the Bible, on Nostra
damus, or other ancient prophets. This problem of time 
plagues every clairvoyant who ventures into the pro
phetic arena. An individual may have a true psychical ex
perience, yet the vision may not produce a time reference. 

"Time," groaned a baffled Saint Augustine. "What is 
it? If nobody asks me, I know. But if I am asked, I do 
not know!" . 

What is time? Since man first put his cerebral facilities 
to that question, there have been numerous theories, but 
remarkably few answers. Even today, modem scientists 
are unabl~ to fathom the mysteries of time, and many de
clare we are totally naive in our present conceptions. 
Several psychic investigators have theorized that our 
common method of time is possibly an inaccurate pat-
tern evolved from man's sensory patterns. Perhaps through 
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or ESP experiences an individual breaks. loose 
.. these self-imposed sensory patterns and recelVes a 
. look at the true order of the universe.' \ 

traditional idea of time being a river flowing past 
.... one-dimensional manner is certainly inadequate; In 

.. theory, the past ceases to exist because it has di~
forever. As the future has not yet occurred, it 

does not exist. The only reality is the present moment. 
•. this were true," Doc Anderson mused, "then the 

couldn't exist, because it is no sooner the present 
'now' becomes part of the past. Wha~ was the future 
I started this sentence is already the present, and 

. the past by the time I finish speaking." 
..... Therefore, if the past is no longer in existence, we would 

totally devoid of memories. "Yet, everyone of us has 
> memories of some delightful past event," Anderson 

. ....• 'continued. "I believe the past exists in some manner; the 
':future must also exist on some plane. I think the inner 

~man, the soul, and the subconscious mind cannot distir,t
guish between the past, present, or future. My psychic 
.mind sees all things as a 'now' happening." . 

"If this if> true, then how are you capable of belOg so 
accurate in timing the vast majority of your predictions?" 
I inquired. 

"The power of prophecy is a God-given talent," Ander
son replied, in his slow Southern drawl. "I consider my
self fortunate to be. one of the few persons gifted with 

I a heightening of my inner awareness. I can enter a trance 
and direct my spirit to 'float' free from my physical body, 
visiting the future. On this astral plane I can seek out 
some object in the vision, which is actually like present 
reality, that provides a concept of time." 

. "What about those visions that come suddenly, with-
out warning?" , 

1 

"I learned by experience to judge their timing accord-
ing to the intensity of the vision, the .freq:rency o~ ~he 
experience, and the strength of the VlbratlOns emlttmg 
from them." 
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"Then, do you believe time moves past us like a rive!?" 
I asked. 

Doc Anderson chuckled. "You're like a pup with a 
meaty bone, when you get to time," he remarked. "1 can 
understand your interest. I've sought the answer to time 
during my trances. Let's assume we get into an automobile 
and drive out on the freeway and into the country. All 
sorts of new scenes come into view, then pass behind 
us as we speed along. We can see a farmhouse far ahead, 
then we pass it, and the place disappears from our view. 

"This . doesn't mean the house doesn't _ exist, simply 
because we've driven beyond and out of sight," he con
tinued. "The farmllouse was there before we drove by 
it. It continues to exist after we have gone. We just saw 
the farmhouse in our present frame of time. 

"I believe we are moving through time," he said. "Hold 
that picture of the farmhouse and the speeding car in 
your mind. Now, a<:ld one more thing to our picture. High 
-overhead is a man in a helicopter. The man is looking 
down on the highway from the helicopter. He can see 
the highway for miles and miles in either direction. That 
man, then, is a psychic who can see the past, present, and 
future, at. the same time. He has an overall view of every
thing at the same time." 

Doc Anderson's concept of time differs somewhat from 
that postulated by J. W. Dunne in his book, An Experi
ment with Time. Dunne recorded his own precognitive 
dreams over a span of several years, declaring sleep and 
dreams were openings to our subconscious minds. He de
veloped a philosophy of time which he labeled "Serialism." 

In Dunne's theory, all things exist in a timeless "now." 
All events are simultaneously merged into the present me
ment, with man's normal consciousness able to perceive 
only a slender bit of tIre phenomena: called the "present." 
In sleep, or during a psychical experience, our perceptions 
are enlarged to create a wider- view into the past, or future. 
Dunne's .deterministic philosophy has been discarded by 
many investigators into the paranormal; nevertheless, it 
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. lingers through the years to offer a challenge to a bold, 
imaginative innovator. 

"Like so many things in life, I was barely conscious of 
my psychic gifts before I was deeply concerned with 
how they worked," Doc Anderson stated. "Despite my best 
answers,. and the bewilderment of many very intelligent 
persons who were consulted, I never received a clear 
answer. My best advice came from an old wise man in 
India. He was very skilled in the occult sciences. 'Stop 
fretting,' he advised. 'You have the gift. It works. Worry 
no more about it.' I stopped aggravating myself about 
the process and simply accepted it. My psychic gift has 
strengthened immeasurably since then. It seldom fails." 

Chapter IV 

MISSING WOMEN AND DEADLY FIRES 

Doc Anderson's ability to predict the future has been 
investigated on many occasions by students of the occult 
and professional investigators of psychic phenomena. Many 
of these investigators are astonished at the numerous ways 
in which the seer's psychic talents manifest themselves. 
Frequently, he can look at a person and obtain a vivid 
impression of his past, present, and future. Or, he may 
lightly touch a person's hand and the essence of his ex
istence will be revealed to him, instantaneously. At other 
times, Anderson can hold a personal object in his strong 
hands, perhaps a piece of jewelry~ or an article of clothing, 
and his mind will receive a detailed mental message con
cerning the object's' qwner. 

"It is as if my mind opens lip to receive thousands of 
pieces of information about that person," Doc Anderson 
related. "This is the method I used to locate a missing 
person." 
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Perhaps the most spectacular example of this power oc
curred when he visualized the body of a -woman who 
was missing from her home. The body was found four 
weeks later, just as it was predicted by Doc Anderson. 
Files in the homicide division of the Chattanooga Police 
Department and past issues of the Chattanooga Free-Press 
document this phenomenal mental feat. -

It was March 14, 1944, when the Chattanooga police 
re~e~ved a report that Mrs. Bertha Ford, age 25, was 
ITIlssmg from her home. On April 16, her decomposed 
body was discovered floating in the Tennessee River, near 
Scottsboro, Alabama. Mrs. Ford had been killed by a 
.22-caliber bullet, - which entered under her chin and 
pierced her head. On April 17, 27-year-old Charles Daniel 
Ford, Jr., the dead woman's husband, was arrested by 
the Chattanooga authorities and charged with the murder. 
Three days later, the police reported that Ford had con
fessed to killing his ·wife. 

According to the authorities, Ford dated a young Chat
tanooga girl on the night of his wife's death. When Ford 
drove the young woman home around 2 a.m., he returned 
to his car-and discovered his wife was waiting there for 
him. 

.Ford said he was driving toward their home when, his 
wife suddenly pulled a .22-caliber pistol .from the glove 
compartment of t1J.eir car. Ford struggled with his wife over 
the gun, and she was shot. "I guess I made her do it" 
yOUng Ford told the detectives. "1 carried her in the c~r 
from 23rd Street, down through town to the Market 
Street bridge. There, I threw her in the river." 

On June 30, 1944, Charles Daniel Ford was convicted 
of second-degree murder and sentenced to 20 years -in 
the state prison. The Chattanooga Free-Press told of Doc 
Anderson's role in the murder in their April 17 edition: 
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MAN FORETELLS WOMAN 
TO BE FOUND IN RIVER 

Dr. Robert Charles Anderson, a local seer, pre
dicted when the body of missing· Mrs. Bertha Ford 
would be found and under what conditions, a relative of 
the dead woman disclosed today. 

According to the relative, who asked that her name 
be withheld, Doc Anderson of Rossville, Georgia, said 
that the body would be found within the number of 
days he designated, that the body would be "partially 
decomposed," and that it would be found "in a body 
of water." 

Interviewed, Doc Anderson said "This is one Of. the 
many persons I have been able to locate for relatlves. 
I once led a woman to her father ·after he had been 
missing for 20 years." He listed _ the phone number 
of the woman for verification . . . 

"The relative brought a piece of Bertha Ford's cloth
ina to me," Doe recalled. "1 told her first that Mrs. 
F6rd was dead. I could see her body floating rapidly 
downstream, with one arm and a hand out of the water 
. .. I said the body would be recovered within 30 days, 
and it was. Also, the bare hand of the corpse told me 
something, and I informed the relative that her jewelry 
had been removed and given-to another woman." 

Later, Chattanooga detectives discovered that the dead 
woman's body had been stripped of all jewelry. Several 
pieces of Mrs. Ford's jewelry were found in the possession 
of Charles Ford's girl friend. "1 tried to locate Mrs. Ford's 
body to assist with an early recovery," Anderson,re
marked, recently. "However, I saw the body in a location 
where there was absolutely no identifying landmarks." 

When there is a landmark, Anderson's precognitive 
powers can almost always provide searchers with instruc
tions for recovering a body. "A young girl was drowned 
near here a few months ago" a law enforcement officer in 
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Huntsville, Alabama, reported. "I called Doc Anderson 
by telephone; I held on to the phone for a while. Then, I 
heard him ask, 'Are there some tall trees near the spot 
where you've been searching?' I said there was. 1 could 
hear him counting off steps, as if he was walking some
place. 'You will find her 13 steps out from those tall trees. 
Her arm is hung up in some underwater roots.' I went 
back to the search party and in just a few minutes we 
found the body with Doc's instructions. 

VISION OF A DEADLY FIRE 

James A. Bunchson was visiting in Chattanooga in 
November, 1945, and decided to test the prophetic powers 
of Doc Anderson. "1 had heard about this man while I 
was looking for work with the Tennessee Valley Author
ity," he reported. "When I got through with my TVA 
interviews, I decided to visit the seer. Although I've al
ways been a doubting Thomas about such things, I was 
worried about my future because I was out of a job. 

"Doc Anderson said I would do a lot of work under 
water. Later on, 1 was a foreman on a construction 
crew building an underwater tunnel. There was one thing 

. he said that I didn't believe. There would be two tragic 
deaths in my family by fire. This disaster would occur 
within a month. . '. 

"After 1 ~eturned to my home in. a· little village in 
Pennsylvania, I started out to work one morning. My wife 
fixed my breakfast and made up my lunch bucket because 
I had found a few days of work. She then made break
fast for six of our eight children and sent thein off to 
school. 

"After the kids left, my wife went to the bam to feed 
the livestock. She left our tWo youngest children in the 
. house. They were only two and three. years old. Then 
it started. My wife said there was flames licking around 
the house when she first saw the fire. She started running 
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toward the house. When she got to the door, it was ~ mass 
of flames. There was no chance, no hope, for our children. 

"We lost our two precious babies." 
"The tragic truth of Doc Anderson's prediction had 

come to. pass. I have always wondered what I might have 
done and what the outcome would have been. if I had 
taken him seriously. After the death of the babIes, I felt 
like I was being puriished for my way of life. The Good 
Book always said that 'The sins of the father are upon 
the children!' I changed my way of life after that and have 
tried to live in the way of the: Lord!" 

VISION OF THE MISSING RELATIVES 

Al Miller of Chattanooga was reunited with a family 
of lost relatives following a visit to Doc Anderson's studio. 
Mr. Miller reported: 

"On January 4, 1964, I went to see Doc Anderson 
about some things. I was mainly anxious to know the 
whereabouts of some relatives of mine. They had moved 
to Virginia, and we had lost traCk. of each oth~r. There 
were some personal matters, and It was very lIDportant 
that I get in touch with them. . 

"Doc Anderson just stared at me for a while. Then, 
he knitted up his' eyebrows and closed his eyes for a 
long time. When he finally spoke, he. said I sh~uld look 
for a little white house, about seven miles from Richmond, 
Virginia. He gave me the highway directions to the plac.e. 

"He said 'You will know this place because there will 
be a birdh~use on top of the house and a fish pond in 
the front yard. The house has nn;e oak t~ees ar?und it. 
You go to Richmond and you will be unIted WIth your 
relatives.' . 

"I went to Virginia, and after two attempts ~ fou~d 
the house. It was just like Doc Anderson <;lescnbed It. 
Nobody was more amazed than me when I found my 
relatives. We sat and talked all day about how I had 
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found them. They had been looking for me, but they 
hadn't much luck. They didn't have Doc Anderson on 
their side. 

"Doc also told me that I would get married in a few 
months, that the marriage would only last eighteen months, 
and that I would have one child. All of this happened just 
like he said." 

Somehow, the seer's mind has transcended time and 
space to find a single house among millions-the very 
home that contained Al Miller's missing relatives. 

"DOC'S WARNING SAVED MY LIFE!" 

J. D. Ross, a veteran· of World War II, reported his 
experiences with the Rossville clairvoyant. He related: 

"During World War II my grandmother dreamed I 
was blown up aboard my ship. I was a gunner on a 
cruiser. My grandmother was very. disturbed by the 
dream; she had raised me and she couldn't sleep nights 
for thinking about that dream. 

"She wrote me later that she had gone to see Doc 
Anderson and he told her I would return safe from the 
war. When I was-home on leave in January, 1945, my 
grandmother made me go with her to visit Doc Anderson. 
He warned me that I would come near death in June, 
1945, and he said I must exercise th~ greatest caution. 

"When I got back to my ship I couldn't keep this pre
diction out of my mind. I was particularly careful when 
June rolled around. In the middle of June our ship was 
struck by a· bomb. The gunplate was shattered. Flying 
fragments of steel killed some of my shipmates. Fore
warned is forearmed, I always say. I got away with 
nothing more than a couple of small flesh wounds. Both 
my grandmother and I feel I was spared through the pro
phetic warning of Doc Anderson . . . If I hadn't been 
warned I would not have been prepared." 
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"LET DOC KNOW ... " 

C. W. Lamneck of Atlanta, Georgia, a deputy sheriff 
in Fulton county, was hospitalized in 1960 with acute 
hepatitis and jaundice. Lamneck was a patient in Atlanta's 
Crawford W. Long Hospital when his fever soared to 
104 degrees. Lamneck reported: - . 

"Although'I did not know it at the time, my doctor felt 
he could do nothing more. He advised my wife to call 
in my family. I didn't feel I could pull through another 
day. . 

"I said to my wife, 'Let Doc know!' 
"He,! sister' was in the r()om with my wife, and the air 

conditioner was making a racket. In a little while, all of 
us heard something like big rocks on the ceiling. It was 
like something, or .someone, real heavy was walking over-
head. I started. feeling better. . . 

"'I'm going to make it!' I shouted. 'I'll be out of here 
in three days.' . 

"Actually, I was discharged from the hospital in fQur 
days. In three weeks I was ~ normal person and a well 
man. -When r visited Doc Anderson later, he said, 'You 
have been sick. I worked all night keeping you alive. You 
were going.' 

"r told him that r knew it." 

"NOW I CAN SEE!" 

Clive Corbin is a gentle Negro from Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, who served in the Army during World War I; 
during his service, he became blind and was placed in 
a veteran's hospital. Mr. Corbin was totally blind,his 
body was "stiff," and his eyes "were white." A deacon in 
his church brought the elderly blind man to see Doc An
derson. 

Clive Corbin tells what happened: 
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"He talked to me. He told me I would be able to see 
in less than a month. He said I didn't have to come back 
to see him because he would be working for me. While 
.he was talking to me, some of the stiffness in my body 
began to bust. up. A little later, I started seeing a little 
light. It wasn't long after that when I begin to see. In six 
months I was able to go places by myself. I'm able to 
see real good now. How good? I can watch television or 
thread a needle, if I have to." 

In this age of moon walks, space shots, and modern 
mechanical techniques, medical' science is frequently 
baffied by the strange reaction of disease and the unique 
characteristics of human illness. There are no easy an
swers to the phenomena of psychic healing. God's marvel
ous creation, our body, can confuse the most competent 
diagnostician. Clive Corbin lost his sight. Buried some
where in the musty files of the Veterans Administration 
are the medical reports containing the doctor's reports 
about. his illness. Eventually, Corbin was returned home 
as hopelessly incurable. He visited a psychic and was 
cured. 

"He just did it and I don't care how he did," said 
Mr. Corbin, a lively twinkle in his eyes. 

Chapter V 

VISIONS FORETOLD OF KING'S AND 
KENNEDY'S ASSASSINATIONS 

I launched my investigation of Doc Anderson's talents 
more than four years ago. I have always been interested 
in psychic phenomena and any unusual manifestation of 
ESP. Nevertheless, I am also very cautious in testing the 
alleged powers of a psychic. Doc Anderson was no ex
ception, and he was agreeable to the rules I imposed on 
my rlesearch, we prepared several lists of predictions and 
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waited for world events to prove or disprove his ability. 
ills predictions were remarkably accurate slightly more 
than 90 percent of the time. 

On the evening of April 1, 1968, I was discussing 
several of Anderson's prophecies with a visitor in my 
home. My gilest was Brad Steiger, an author of several 
books on psychic phenomena and an authority on ESP. ' 

"Do you really figure he's that accurate?" Steiger 
asked. 

"I can only look at his past batting average. It's very 
high," I replied. . 

Steiger snapped his fingers. "Everyone believes this 
summer will be long and hot. There are supposed to be 
riots in several cities. Why not have Anderson predict 
the time and place where riots might be expected?" 

"He plans on preparing a list in a few days." 
Steiger reflected excitement in his voice. "Why not 

telephone Doc this evening? I can talk to him at the 
same time on your extension phone," he said. "Perhaps 

. Doc can make a few more predictions." 
\ I walked into my study and picked up the phon~. 
\.. "Operator, give me area code 404. The number 1S 

831-1091./' I said. I heard a click as Steiger picked up 
the ~xtension phone. 

"Hello.. . ." Anderson's voice was' sorrowful. 
"Doc, this is Bobby Smith," I said. "I've got a friend 

on the extension. We were discussing your predictions ... " 
Anderson's jovial voice was noticeably absent; his tone 

was as hollow as a tomb. "Perhaps my grief sent a mental 
~ message to you," he said, somberly. ~~I've just had the 
~. most awful vision. Son, there will be riots in this country 
~ like we have never seen. Scores of cities are going to be 
~ looted and burned. I ~~ve envisioned the Capitol ~f our 
1\ country with smoke nsmg above the dome. We will see 
hroops marching down the streets of Was~gton: .. D.C., in 
t an effort to protect our Government buildmgs. . 

I was shocked at Anderson's frightening predictions. 
~'Are you sure? 'When will this occur?" I asked .. 
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l "It will be after the assassination of a Negro leader," 
i Anderson replied. "This man will be standing on a bal
,cony. He will. be struck down by a bullet in the head. He 
~will die almost instantly. When he dies, the Negro race 
i will rise up in anger and frustration. They will feel the 
loss of this leader in their souls. His death will be a 
symbol of all that they have endured." 

l I heard Brad Steiger's voice on the line. "Who is this 
lperson?" 

1 
Anderson's voice was like a thin croak. "Dr. Martin 

Luther King. He will be assassinated very soon." 
"This is frightening," Steiger said. 
"This assassination will not be the end of the blood-

letting," Anderson continued. His voice paused for a 
1 moment. "I see another man, a young white man, lying 
~ in a pool of blood. He is somehow connected with the 
n Civil Rights movement and he will also be assassmated." 

"Who is he?" I inquired. 
{ "The face is blurred," Anderson said. He paused again. 
1 "Son, I'm sitting here all alone in my pffice. I am so 
I tired and weary. There are terrible times coming toward 
~ us. Our nation will tremble with violence in the next few 
i months.'" ~ 

"Can you predict the time of Dr. King's assassination?" 
I asked. 

"It will happen. within two w~ks." . 
"Doc, I know your reputation for accuracy. Please, get 

in touch with Dr. King and warn him." 
"I have a call placed to his office in Atlanta. The 

. operator.is trying to get him on the line." 
"Then we had better hang up. Your call to King 

I may come through," Steiger said. "Doc, as a matter of 
record, I want you to type out your predictions con
cerning these events and mail them to Smitty. If you are 
certain of this vision, please be sure to call Dr. King." 

Steiger and I discussed the Anderson predictions far 
into the night. It seemed incredible that another assas
sination would occur in our nation so soon after the 
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tragedy in Dallas. The next morning, 1 drove Steiger to 
the airport, returned home, and placed a person-to-person 
call to Dr. King at the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia. I was un
able to get Dr. King on the phone, but I related the· pre
diction to an aide of the Negro leader. I had done all 
that was possible. Still apprehensive, I telephoned Doc 
Anderson and he told of his inability to reach Dr. King 
by phone. 

"1 talked to one of his assistants," Anderson said. "Dr. 
King was out of town. The man said Dr. King would be 
given my warning. He also said it would do very little 
good, because Dr. King is a fatalist about his work for 
his people." 

"Then we have done all we can." 
. I was worTffiig on an article on April 4, 1968, and it 

was evening before I checked my mail box at the post 
office. As I walked into the building, I met. Tom Hollo
way, a radio newsman. We were exchanging greetings as 
I . glanced through my mail. Anderson's letters were in
cluded in my mail. A carbon copy had been made of the 
tYPed letter; one envelope was opened; the other was 
retained for documentation. The . letter read: . 

Dear Smitty: 
In response to our telephone conversation. and at 

Mr. Steiger's suggestion, I am sending you these pre
dictions in writing: 

1. I predict that. a very important Civil Rights 
header will be assassinated by i\pril 16, 1968. (As I 
~ told you, this will be Dr. Martm LUTher ~g.) 
i 2. I predict that another very important person, 
.J) equally active in Civil Rights, will die by the end of 
pune. 19@. It will be either a violent death or one 
'brought on by the strain of violence. 

Sincerely, 
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I handed the letter to the newsman. "What do, you 

think of this?" 
Tom Holloway glanced at the letter. "I'm a skeptic 

when it comes to this jazz," he said. "I've never known 

of anyone' making a prediction in advance of the event." 

Mr. Holloway and 1 parted as we left the post office. 

r drove home and was barely in the door when the 

telephone rang. 
"My God! You're not going to believe this!" Tom 

j Holloway blurted~ "I got back to the station and the wire 

,service machine started ringing with a bulletin a minute 

,: ago. Someone just shot Dr. Martin Luther King in Mem

n'phis. We're going on the air with the bulletin." He hung 

¥ up the phone. 
Doc Anderson had also made the King prediction to . 

several Chattanooga newsmen. "1 flsked . them not to print 

anything," he said. "There is a vague line between re

ality and suggestion in some people's minds. I don't have 

I 
to keep <s, core' on my predictions. My greatest fear is 

that publishing such a prediction concerning an assassin

ation might implant a suggestion into the mind of a 

mentally ill person. We must beware of the phenomena 

of what the professors call a self~fuliilling prophecy." 

During the days of riots and devastation after Dr. 

King's death, many Chattanooga newsmen recalled Ander

son's prediction. He was interviewed by newsmen, and 

several television commentators asked the mentalist to 

11 
appear on their programs. Privately, he informed these 

1 newsmen and me that he thought the next assassination 

, 1 would be that of Senator Robert Kennedy. 
Staff writer Bill Cooley of the Chattanooga News-Free 

Press .wrote of Anderson's remarkable predictions follow

Ing the shooting of Senator Robert Kennedy by Sirhan 

Sirhan. The article read: 

MENTALIST PREDICTED ASSASSINATION 

Rossville mentalist R. C. "Doc" Anderson, in a 

prediction shortly after the slaying of Martin Luther 
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King, stated that "another very important person con

nected with the civil rights movement will be assassin

ated before the end of June." 
The prediction has been repeated several times to 

the news media, and just last week was restated to 

the News-Free Press and to Channel Three television 
news. 

Newsmen discussed the prediction today as Senator 

Robert Kennedy hovered near death at a Los Angeles 

hospital, the victim of a gunman. Kennedy has been 

one of the leading exponents of the Civil Rights 
movement. 

Anderson" who also predicted months in advance the 
death of President Roosevelt, the end of WorId Warn, 

the advent of the atom bomb, and the slaying of 

Martin Luther King, said in his revelation last week 

that "I see some confusion in the assassination to come. 

The victim may not die immediately from the attempt 

on his life, but will fall victim to his system's inability 
to Withstand pain • • ." 

According to Doc Anderson's, psychic impressions, the 

slayer of Martin Luther King is not James EarI Ray, as 

~ officials contend. "The actual killer of Dr. King was 

killed w:hen he attempted to collect money from a man 

,,' Who paid for the assassination," Anderson said, after 

King's death. "I have envisioned Dr. King's killer stand

ing in a thicket-like area. This is near a road. The ,assas

sin never saw the ins~ent that killed him. His body 

was buried in that spot, and I have a feeling it will be 

located some time in the future. The assassin was killed 

because of the large sum of 'money he was to receive. 

He was also killed because of security reasons; the man 

who hired Dr. King's murderer knew that dead men do 

not tell tales." 
More recently, Anderson has become even more :firinJy 

convinced of the innocence of convicted assassm James 

Earl Ray. "This man was enticed into being a patsy for 
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I
the real killers," Anderson remarked. "The assassins 
knew that the murder of Dr. King would create the 
largest manhunt in history. They knew the law would 
not rest until the murderer was behind bars. They se
lected James Earl Ray and two other men as potential 
people who might be framed for this murder. . 

"Ray followed their instructions without question," 
continued the seer. "He took his Qrders and never asked 
a single question. They dropped the other two men, who 
were curious abOut the various errands they were given. 

I
James Earl Ray purchased the murder rifle in Birming
ham, but it was picked up from him on the night of April 
3 after he checked into a Memphis motel. I believe that 
Ray will eventually prove his innocence and will be 
released from prison. There are many' untold revelations 
coming in this case; not the least of them will be informa
tion on the way thel authorities h~dled' Ray's case." 

Chapter VI 

DOC ANDERSON'S DAY AT THE OFFICE 

It was a few minutes after 'ten o'clock when Doc 
Anderson opened the door to his' reception lounge and 
walked into th¢ room. His assistant, a middle-aged man 
in gray trousers and a light blue shirt, sat on a couch, 
drinking a cup of coffee. He looked toward the psychic, 
giving . him a bright smile. 

"Good morning, Doc," Billy Parsons said. "I see you've 
gone and done it again." 

"Done what?" There was mock surprise in Anderson's 
voice. 

"Shaved off your beard." 
Anderson raised a hand and cai~sed the smooth con~ 
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• tours of his jaws. "It got to itching. I like a beard, but I 
just can't stand it if they itch," he drawled, softly. 

"Maybe you should hunt up some hippies and get a 
few tips," Billy chided. 

"The bugs probably keep their itch away," Anderson 
grinned; "I can understand a man wanting a beard. 1 
can't understand how those kids manage a beard that 

. grows every which way. My face would be raw ham
burger." 

"They're young," Billy said. 
"Well, this old man still has his mustache to keep 

him warm." 
"Shoot, Doc, you'll start growing another beard next 

week." Billy waIked toward a cluttered desk. There was 
an exaggerated spring in his movements. He reached Jor 
an appointment book. 

"Save that show-off shuffle for your girl friend/, Doc 
grinned: "I'm sixty-two years old, and I've seen every
thing at least twice." 

" Billy opened the' appointment book. "Ready for the 
day's schedule, Doc?" he inquired. 

"1 feel real good today. Go ahead." .' 
"We got to see an awful lot of people," Billy said, 

seriously. His eyes moved over the appointment' list. 
"Several women drove up from Atlanta. There's five of 
them, ' and they're', eating breakfast at the Old South 
restaurant. They'll be here soon. A man flew in from 
Los Angeles. He wants a life reading. There's another 
fellow flying in this afternoon from New York. A young-
couple telephoned early this morning to say they were 
almost here. Plus the regular clients from Chattanooga:" 

"I received impressions about that yoimg couple during 
the night." 

"He sounded pretty upset." 
Anderson nodded in.agreement. "They're a young Negro 

couple, and they want to get married. This is his first 
year playing professional football and he isn't doing too 
good. He's afraid of being cut off the team." 
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"Will they drop him?" 
, "No. He's going to be one of their best players. I see 

nothing but success for them, although I'll want to fol~ 
low up with a complete reading." 

Doc Anderson walked to a closet in the comer of the 
room, removed his dark topcoat, and hung the garment 
on ~ hanger. His thick shoulders moved with a supple 
motion as he rolled back the cuffs on his shirt. His 
strong, muscular arms were covered with black hair that 
coiled like fine wires, and his dark, intenSe eyes, twinkled 
with a humorous inner warmth as he walked toward a 
wall mirror. ' 

. His thick-knuckled hands reached into a pocket and 
wIthdrew a comb. A large diamond glistened on his ring 
finger as he combed his dark hair. The dark shadow of 
a heavy beard lay just beneath the surface of his face 
"I still want a beard," he said, trimming the thin 'lhlis: 
tache jutting above his lip. 

He was dressed in a flamboyant costume; charcoal gray 
Western-cut stockman's trousers, a dark shirt with a 
Kentucky Colonel tie, and an embroidered Spanish vest. 
The sheen of a hammered silver belt buckle glistened at 
his v:aist. "This is an old vest," he said. "A gift from a 
Sparush matador. He's retired now, but he used to visit 
~y r~nsh herein Rossville when I raised bulls. He's flying 
ill this afternoon for a visit, and I'm wearing the clothes 
we ~or~ when we, appeared together in the bull rings. 
Ordinarily, I dress in a business suit." , 

Billy grinned toward the psychic. "Doc, there's still a 
lot of bullfighter's blood in your veins." 

"It was a great life," Anderson admitted. Remembering 
m:other appointment, he snapped his fingers. "Oh, yeah. 
Did a Mrs. Adkins call for an appointment?" , 

"Yes. I told her we'd work her in when she got here " 
Billy replied. "Wasn't she here just a few days ago?" , 

"Last week." Anderson's reply was a tense grunt. His 
,war~, f~endly face ha;.dened, and there was a puzzled 
cast ill his dark eyes. She asked for a reading on her 
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,and I predicted a long and, active life for, the 
gerLtleman. She married a prominent businessman up 

in another state a couple of -years ago. He is twice 
age, maybe more. Do you know that woman wants 
to cast a voodoo spell to kill her husband? Billy, be 
to keep her here when she gets in. I'm going to have 

very serious talk with that woman." 
Billy turned to a visitor in the reception room. "Doc 
good at conjuring and voodoo. I had warts all over 

arm when I first came here. Doc conjured them off.'~ 
mislead anyone, Billy," Doc interrupted. "I 

make any claims for healing. The best thing _any 
<:an do is lead a sick person to a good doctor." 

A light blue Cadillac pulled into the parking lot,' and 
expensively dressed women walked toward the i~' 

,,' ., ception room entrance. Doc Anderson's long'legs carrieq 
him swiftly into his office. A thick carpet muffled the sound 

" of his footsteps. He walked to his desk and dropped down 
into an ornate, gold-gilded chair. The chair was ,high
backed, embedded with semiprecious stones, upholstered 

" in red velvet. "A disabled veteran came to me after he 
'lost his sight in the South Pacific," Doc drawled. "There 
was no reason for losing his sight. Hysteria, the doctors 
'called it. I helped the man over the threshold from 

, " darkness into light. This chair was a gift from him." 
Billy entered the _ office and lit the incense in a small 

golden burner. "When do you want to start?" he asked. 
"Give those ladies some coffee or a Coke," Anderson 

. replied. "I need to meditate a few minutes and prepare 
my mind." 

Anderson bowed his head, pressing his long fingers 
against his temples. Billy walked back along the hallway 
to the reception room. The five women were sitting in 
the lounge area; their stiff, erect posture revealed an atti~ 
tude of strain and nervousness. 

, . "Doc is meditating for a few moments," Billy said. "He 
begins each day with prayer, asking for divine guidance -
and strong psychic vibrations." 
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"Law, don't fret about that," drawled a young, ' : 
blonde. "Things were just kind of dull in Atlanta, so We 
jumped in my little ole car and drove'up here on a lark." 
Despite the gaiety in her voice, her eyes looked stricken' 
and hurt. 

A stout, middle--aged woman with an angular face 
made a sharp, cutting motion with her hand. "You don't 
have to pretend with these people, Aggie," she said, a 
t:ace of annoyance in her voice. "I've been here many 
hmes. Every one of us has a problem, or we wouldn't be 
here." , 

The young woman bit her lip and turned away. Blood 
flushed her pale cheeks. She obviously found it hard to 
keep the tears from flowing. The intercom 'buzzed in a 
comer of the reception room. "I'm ready, Billy," Doc 
Anderson announced. 

The young woman named Aggie jumped up with a 
sudden start. "I'll go first," she said. "I can't wait any 
longer to find out the truth." Billy led her down the 
corridor and into Doc Anderson's office. Later, Anderson 
mentioned her anxiety was caused by a "problem in her 
marriage." Unfortunately, he could not forecast a happy 
solution. It has always been a constant source of annoy
ance with the seer that he cannot predict happiness for 
every client. , 

"I have to tell my clients exactly what I see," he ex
plained. "Anything less than the truth would be dishonest. 
The ,only time 1 ever wanted to do different was several 
years ago when a young girl came to me for advice. 1 
had barely started the reading when I looked across the 
desk. I saw the specter of death standing b.eside her, 
beckoning to that girl. I saw Ii vision of a terrible auto
mobile accident at night and, then, the girl's entire face 
was transformed into a deadly death's head." 

"Death has a smell about it," Anderson continued. "A 
sensitive clairvoyant knows that th~ appearance of the 
specter means death as certain as the winds of winter are 
damp and cold. There is no escape. In all my years of 
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y"' ........ "'." ........ I have not known one person to escape these 
vibrations, especially when tht} specter is near 

them. I looked into ¢is girl's future and it was an absolute 
blank, except for the vision of that terrible accident. I 
told her what I saw, and obtained her promise that she 

", would not ride in an automobile at night for at least 
, a week. The poor girl went out on a date that same 

evening and died in a car wreck less, than two miles from 
her home." . 

Fortunately, the vast majority of Anderson's clairvoy
ant consultations are neither so dramatic nor so deadly. 
In reporting on the seer's predictive abilities, I felt my 
research would be incomplete without statistical evidence 
of his daily psychic ability. Other than knowing the names 
of the regular clients, Anderson and his assistants do 
not request the names of persons who visit the seer. "I 
don't mind if you ask if they will provide information 
on my predictions," Anderson said. "It would be up to 
the individual." 

I approached Anderson's clients in the reception lounge 
on a purely random basis. One hundred and two persons 
agreed to provide future information on the value, and 
accuracy, of their readings. They were assured that their 
names and addresses would not be published. In some 
cases, I was also requested to lise considerable discretion 
during any follow-up contacts. Forty-two clients volun
teered to allow me to tape-record their readings. 

Typical of these readings was that of a tense, agitated 
young man who entered Anderson's office smilingnerv
ously, clenching and unclenching his hands. His greeting 
was barely audible. "Hello, sir, my trouble is that-" 

"Sit down, son, and relax," Anderson said in a gentle 
voice. "You have an unsettled mind this moming. You 

. don't know whether to trust me or not. I'm the first 
psychic you've ever visited." .. 

"That's true--" 
"I can also see that you have driven all of the Viay 

down here from New Jersey." 
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"Yes. But how did you know?" 
"Son, I might have looked out the window to check 

your license plates," Anderson grinned. 
"But-but, my car has illinois plates," stammered the 

young man. 
"I was just kidding. You purchased your car in Illi

nois. You're a college student, a pre-med student, to be 

exact. You drove down here from New Jersey, where 

your home is located." , 
The youth's eyes widened. "This is really something." 

"Buddy, if 1 drove a few hundred miles to see a 

psychic, he had better have something on the ba~," Ander

son said, seriously. "He had better tell me a little about 

, myself. Now, there is an older woman in your life. She's 

your mother, and you feel she is the cause of all your 

problems." , 
"My mother is a terror," said the young man. He 

giggled nervously, running a hand through his hair. "My 

mother always wanted a son who would be a doctor." 

""And you're an oilly child and 'my son, the doctor' 

isn't a joke." , 
The student twisted in his chair. "My grades are pretty 

bad." 
, "You could do much better," Anderson said. "You 

have a good brain, intelligence, and ability . You've b:en 

brooding about things too much, staying alone, and trylng 

to figure out the truth about life. Your mother has been 

pressuring you to get better grades." -_ 

"That's true. We had an awful argument on the phone 

a couple of nights ago. Then my father came on the 

phone and he was shouting." 
"Now, you're worried about the future. You're con

cerned about the draft and your studies," Anderson said. 

"You want to know whether to continue your studies in 

medicine, select another subject for study, or just drop 

out." 
"I don't know what to do." 
Anderson lowered his head and pressed his strong 
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, fingers against his temples. He closed his eyes. "Son, you 

'are going to complete your studies this year. 1 do not see 

you dropping out. Your grades' are going to improve 

, enough to remain in school. Now, I see you entering a 
brick home ill a few days. An older man and woman are 

greeting you. You're worried that the ar?DIDents about 

, college will start again. They're also warned about you, 

but your holiday at home will be without arguments. 

You may not believe this now, son, but you're going to 

get along much better with your parents in the future." 

"I really can't believe that," answer~ the youth. "Now, 

sir, what about another person quite close to me?" 

There was a long pause before Anderson replied. "1 
see another woman, not as old as your mother; She's 

your Aunt Ellen, your father's sister. She has been mar

ried several times, and she is an independent, strong

willed woman. Son, you go to her for advice, but you 

shouldn't do that Her advice is bad for you. She has a 

habit of causing trouble for other people." 
The young man bit his lip. "That's what my mother 

and father say. Aunt Ellen says I am a man and old 

enough to make my own decisions." 
"You're twenty-three years old," replied Anderson, 

"but you have been sheltered in life. You will become a 

true man next summer, because you're going to quit laying 

around the house and get a job in the outdoors. This is 

something connected with building; I can see you operat

ing some kind of big construction machinery and-" 

The student shook his head. ''You're off-base, sir. 1 am 

not mechanically inclined." 
"Nevertheless, this is what I see,.. the seer declared. 

"You're going to find you like working outdoors, although 

some of your workers will kid you about being a tender

foot. You'll learn to take the kidding.! also see that 

you're going to meet a girl and be married before you 

return to school this next fall. She's a good-looking little 

gal; she'll give you the confidence and determination to 

complete your studies and become a doctor." 
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"How' will I know this girl?" the youth asked eagerly. 
"She's red-headed. She will be wearing a brown coat 

when you meet her." 
"\¥hat is her name?" 
"Her initials are P.A.J. You will call her Pat-

Patricia." . 
"How many children will we have?" . 
Doc Anderson chuckled and his twinkling eyes looked 

across the desk toward the youth.' "You were worried 
about college a few minutes ago. Now, you're concerned 
about raising kids." 

The student relaxed, slumping into his chair: His face 
brightened with a broad, natural smile. "I'm an only child, 
so I always wanted a lot of children." 

"Buddy, you're going to have two children." 
"Boys or girls?" 
"That would take part of the joy out of being a 

faJher," A,nderson said. "They're going to be strong, 
healthy children, and you're going to be proud of them." 

"That ?o~~n't seem too bad. Two kids make up a 
. good family, the young man said, cheerfully. "Now 
th~re ~ something bothering me about my college. will 
this _thing cause me any problems?" 

Anderson closed his eyes for a brief moment. "I sup. 
. pose you're talking about lyfug on your admission papers" 

he said. "Son, the admission.s people know you drOPp;d 
out of another college before you entered their school 
They're not concerned about it.'" . . 

"Will I be drafted?" 
"No. I don't See anything in your future that includes 

armed services." 
And~rson continued to provide past, present, and future 

information about the youth's life. Gradually, as the con
sultation progressed, the young man relaxed as strain 
and tension disappeared from his body. Finally, he looked 
'at the seer, asking, "You're certain of everything you've 
told me." .. 

"You have seventy-seven cents in the leftpocket of 
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your pants," Anderson said. "There are three quarters and 
two pennies." 

The young man withdrew his change and coun~ed the 
coins. "Okay, Doc. Exactly seventy-seven cents. Right on 
the nose." 

"I have other clients. waiting, so you may now ask me 
three questions on any subject to conclude the consulta
tion," Anderson said . 

. "Your assistant told me about the three questions," the 
young man said. "I wrote them down while I was waiting. 
First what is the cause of illness?" . 

"I' obtained the answer to that in a trance several years 
ago," Anderson replied. "AU physical ailments are the 
result of breaking the laws of nature and those laws of 
the spiritual realm. The body can r~main heal~hy only so 
long as physical and spiritual elements are actlvely work
ing toward a concept of union and ~~erati.?n. Our 
physical existence depends upon the spmtual life force 
and a blending of the elemental life force. The mental 
existence depends upon a ph~sical ~~ation that ~oes 
not disturb the harmony of spintual VlbratlOns. Our nunds 
can and frequently do, create a weakness in the physical 
body. On the other hand, disrupting the normal vibra~ 
tions of the physical will create an imbalance, or a re
action, in the mental or spiritual life forces. We are a 
delicate union betw(!en the physical, mental, and spiritual 
forces within us." 

"You have forecast the future for me. Is there any 
possibility this coUId be changed?" 

"Our Creator gave us a free will. Although it is not 
likely that you will do so, you can consciously and de
liberately change the patterns of your existence:_ I have 
had visions of death or danger for many people. They 
were given a psychic warning and cautioned to act in a 
way that would break the patte~. They have deliberately 
changed those visions I saw in my psychic soul .. We can . 
change our thoughts and, in almost the same manner, we 
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can cha~ge ~ur futures. But you cannot change certain 
strong vibratlOns of death." . 

"Where can I go to find the truth about life?" 
"Read the Bible. Apply what you find there to' your 

daily life." 
The reading ended and the young man returned to his 

hom~ in New Jersey, then back to school in Illinois. 
D~splte several letters sent to him from my office, he 
failed to report on the predictions made by Doc Ander-

,son. It w:as a few days before Christmas, 1969, when a 
letter arnved. After the usual apologies for not writing 
sooner, he reported: . 

" •.. My folks and I got along better and I returned 
to school and improved my grades. Last summer I 
got. a. job on a construction crew building highways. 
This Job came purely by chance. I found out I am 

_ a pretty good machine operator and it was a great 
summer. ' 

". . . I had a blind date one weekend and she and 
I were married just before I, went back to school Her 
initials were exactly as Doc Anderson predicted: Her 
name is Patricia. I don't understand it but I am sure 
a real believer in Doc Anderson's ability." 

A follow-up investigation of other psychic~eadings 
was conducted over a fifteen-month interval. Edited com
ments frOm several other clients include: 
, Aggie, age 32 (The young woman from Atlanta)' 

''Doc Anderson said the problems .between my husband 
and me would not be resolved. He predicted I would lose 
w:eight and interest in living and. visit many doctors. I, 
~d. He also predicted my marriage' would end in a 
~vorce, which is' against my religion. Our marriage was 
~solved. a few . m~>nths ago. I am looking forward to 
his happIer predIctions for me;" 

JameS, age 28 (The professional football player)' 
"Doc said I'd have a good year, and this was my best 
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one in professional football. My girl and I got married, 
as he said we would." 

Marie, age 19: "Doc predicted I would go .o~ to ~ol-
lege. I intended to get a job at the time I vlSlted :J;im. 
There just wasn't money for college. My d.ad received 
an unexpected promotion at work that prOVIdes enough 
for me to attend college." . 

Albert age 52: "I requested a life readmg. Four out 
of five of his short-range predictions turned out exactly 
as he said. I think the fifth prediction wo~d have b~en 
true, except my wife talked me out of taking any action 
on a business deal." d 

Rhoda, age 38: "He said I would divorce my husb~n , 
which I was planning to do anyway .. He also ~a1~ I 
would remarry very quickly and get a divorce. I dId ~st 
that. So, if you know any eligible men who don't mmd 
'a two-time loser ... " . ' 

Walt age 48: "My mother died without telling where 
shemd her money. This was several thous~ds of dol-, 
lars. Doc Anderson went into a trance and saId we s~ould 
look in an old novel in the house. Just as he predicted, 
my mother had put her money between the. pages of a 
book There was thousands of dollars stuck m the book. 
All big bills. I don't know how he did it." , 

, Tom, age 42: "I was warned by Doc An~erson to 
watch for accidents near water. I was burned, lU a gas-
olineexplosion on a friend's boat." . . . . 

Hazel, age 62: "He advised me agalUSt mvesting m 
a new business setting up in my town: !twas only $500, 
but I followed his advice. The factory Just never did much 
from the beginning, and it finally close?,'" ,-
. Julian age 43: (A college professor). Doc Anderson 
told-me 'not to sign a contract with my school. I was to 
wait until there were three offers made to m~ at a, pro
fessional convention. I was to accept the third offer: I 
did just that and there are good prospects for becommg 
a departm~t head. at this ne~ college. I was trapped 
in ,myoId position." 
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Evelyn! age 34: "He said my husband would not be 
sent to VIetnam, although he is an Army officer. He was 
sent. to Germ~y instead, as Doc predicted. We will be 
mOVIng there ill another month. Doc hit it right on the 
nose .•• " 

~ .a statistical basis, Doc Anderson's' accuracy in 
predIctmg the future during a private consultation was 
9,1.34 percent. This is an incredible score when we con
SIder the number of clients who seek his advice the 
variety of their problems, and the numerous predi~tions 
he makes each day. Even Mrs. Adkins, the young wife 
who wanted the se~r to voodoo her rich, elderly husband, 
acc~pted tht) finality of fat~ and followed Anderson's 
adVlce. . 

Chapter VII 

DOC ANDERSON ANSWERS QUESTIONS ON ESP 

An ~wakening interest in the psychic world has re
sulted In: a heavy lecture schedule for Doc Anderson, 
a dynamIC speaker who delivers his talks in a rich mel-
10": Sou~ern drawl. ."A few years ago, most people re
mamed silent on therr personal experiences with ESP" 
he declare~l. "~oday, the pendulum has swung sharply in 
~he . OpposIte drrection; they want to share their exper
~ences. Many have experienced premonitions, forewam
mgs of danger, prophetlC dreams, .and other manifestations 
of ESP .. They know ESP exists and they want detailed 
explanations on the possible working processes of the 
phenomena." 

Anderson en~s ea~~ o~ his' public talks with a question
a?d-answer penod. This gets things down to what the 
kids call the nitty-gritty," he. grinned. "I've made a 
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thirty-minute talk, then answered questions for another 
two hours. Many of the questions concern the process 
whereby I obtain a prediction. or vision." . 

The most representative of these questlOns, and Doc 
Anderson's replies, follow. 

Question: What about the Biblical warning to be,,:,ar.e 
of false prophets? How do you real~y know your gift 1S 
directed by God, rather than by. eV1l~ . 

Anderson: I enjoy a good practical J?k~, bt~t that IS the 
extent of my.devilment. A true psychic IS gifted by our 
Creator. My efforts are not the result of Doc Anderson, 
or his ego, but a higher power channeled through my 
body, this vessel. . . ' . 

I read the Bible each day. I believe a faIse prophet 18 

not only a person who may forec~st the futur~. He ~a~ 
be a national leader, such as ~t1er or St~~, ll111?'" 
their nations to degradation and :urn. Revolutl~mlsts WI~ 
false promises led the Russians mto Commumst sl~~e!y, 
they were the worst kind of ~aIse. prophets. A poli~lclan 
who makes promises to a mmonty group, and . fails to 
deliver on his word is certainly a false prophet. I also 
believe there are fal~e prophets in business, men in both 
labor and· management who pursue materiru}stic ~~als 
and neglect the needs of their fellow man, therr families, 
neighbors' and communities . 

. Those of you who have studied the Bible know. t~at 
prophecy has a long and honorable his~o~. Our C~~tIan 
religion contains many, examples o~ VlS~ons, predictions, 
and prophecies. The Book ~f Revelatio~ IS pure prophe~y. 
The ancient prophets predIcted the birth of Jesus, Christ 
long before he walked upon the earth. Jesus appeared to 
St. Paul in a vision and. the Bible tells of the Holy Gh<;>st 
appearing at Pentecost. The Virgin Mary appeared before 
Bernadette at Lourdes and, since then, . there have been 
many miraculous healiugs at that shrine. . 

My power to predict the future comes drrectly from 
God. A student of metaphysics once said I 'am in ~e 
with the cosmic consciousness. Others have said I am di-
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rect~d by "higher forces." stin others claim my predictive 
powe: c.omes from th~ "masters." Actually, these variouS 
d~scnptlOns are possIbly those of. the same source of 
higher. power-our Creator. When I consult with a client, 
I receIve knowledge that could not possibly come from 
known sensory processes. -

Qu.estion: What happens when you enter a trance? 
Anderson: A trance temporarily removes my normal 

senses ~d my conscious mind. The ego and mind of Doc 
Anderson.are era~ed, blotted ?ut, into a state of limbo. My 
personal ~pr~sslOns or ~nVlronment do not affect me. 
My body IS .like a transIstor radio. The source of all 

,knowledge .mIght pe. a broadcasting station. Normally, I 
h~ve n? difficulty tuning intq this broadcasting station~ 
~ a d~Cult pr~blem, or a disturbing day, my conscious 
mmd Ill1ght ac~ like static, which disturbs reception. 

I use a speCIal type of self-hypnosis to enter a trance 
and I can r;ow do this in the twinkling of an eye. D~ 
Anderson disappears and another entity -enters my body 
Thos~ who have witnessed a trance say my facial ex~ 
pr~slOns change. Tape recordings of my conversation 
,durmg a trance reveal a mark~ difference in the tone and 
manner of my voice. . 

-During a trance I may often use words or phi-ases that 
are totally unknown to my conscious ..... ;nd A ph " , b gh . .LLUll • YSlclan 
- rou t a poor, run-down woman· to my office a few 
weeks ago. She was barely able to walk. She looked like 
deat~ warmed oyer. Despite tests, the doctor was unableJ 
to diagnose her ~~ .. I entered th~ trance state and re
por:-ed my psychic information. The result was pure 'b
bensh to me. The doctor said I talked in Latin. He ~d 
there was not a slight possibility of my instructions bein 
correct. Later, h~ telephoned fro~ Los Angeles to repo~ 
the woman h~d lmproved so qUlckly she was discharged 
~om the hOSpItal. The doctor had fonowed the instructions 
1n ~y trance statements. Since then, I have tried to say 
a few words in. Lat~ on a couple of occasions. I have 
only succeeded 1n tying my tongue in knots. 
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When I am in a trance state, I believe my ego and 
conscious mind disappear almost completely. I am very 
careful of who is around me at this time. There is a 
definite danger that a- sudden awakening might cause con
siderable physical or mental damage. I have experienced 
several of these bad ,noments in· the past, and I hesitate 
to endure a recurrence. 

Question: What happened to harm you during a trance? 
Anderson: I don't understand it. On several occasions 

I have -been in the trance when a person near me passed 
his hand over my body. It is the most mtense pain I 
have ever experienced, as if he had rammed his hand 
completely through my body. But the hand was actually 
above my physical body. Another time, I was in trance· 
when an automobile crash occurred out in the street. The 
noise was tremendous, loud, shrill. My. spirit returned 
to my body too quickly. Afterward, I had an intense 
headache that lingered for days. 

Question: Would there be any danger of not returning-
from a trance? Can you control when a trance will occur, 
or is this an involuntary experience? 

- Anderson: There is always the danger when you're 
dealing with powers that are not yet fully understood, 
either by the average person or by our professors. I pe
lieve my body is protected by an entity who guides my 
work. Past experiences have shown me there is no sense 
in taking unnecessary chances. As an example, a too
sudden awakening might not allow time for my -mind and 
ego to return from the limbo of non-existence. We can 
only imagine the physical and mental -experience o~such 
,a happening. .- . 

Usually, I have full control over- the trance state or I 
am guided by the entity. I seldom go into an involuntary 
trance, and a vision has never occurred when -it would 
have endangered my life. I drive an automobile, and only 
two visions have occurred when I was behind the wheel. 
However, these visions started and ended in a fraction 
of a second, although they appeared t6 be longer when 
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I remembered it later. Our knowledge of time is very 
limited. A vision may be compressed into a second, or 
lengthened into a year. We may never have a full under
standing of time during our liv~. If a young man is dating 
a pretty girl, the evening passes rapidly. If he is working, 
five minutes may be like an hour. 

Question: What happens during an in,voluntary vision? 
Anderson: I can be working in my office, or relaxing 

in my studio, or watching television-just doing any 
ordinary thing like puttering in my flower garden, or 
swimming in my pool. For a brief moment, I am "gone" 
from the world as we know it. In' that instant, I receive 
many impressions, vibrations, and visions. Occasionally, 
I will be reading a newspaper or watching television when 
the real picture gradually dims and a new scene replaces 
reality. This new scene is a glimpse into the future. 

Recently, I watched television as a picture of Mrs. 
Ethel Kennedy appeared on the screen. I was watching 
Mrs. Kennedy, and had just started to think about the 
assassination of Senator Robert Kennedy, when the tele
vision image dissolved. It was replaced by a vision of 
Ethel Kennedy as a bride. There was a golden light sur
rounding the entire wedding ceremony, signifying her own 
happiness and the good wishes of the world. I am filled 
with hope and', admiration for this brave, lovely woman. 
There was no time element involved in this vision, but 
I predict that Ethel Kennedy will remarry within the next 
three years. Perhaps much sooner than that. 

Question: Do you have a spirit guide? 
Anderson: I am not conscious of a spiritual. entity taking 

over my physical body, or directing my work. Over the 
years, . several of my assistants have reported seeing the 
apparition of a tall, long-haired, robed figure guarding 
my body during a trarice. 

A few months ago, I used my ESP abilities to locate a 
new oil field in Texas. The oil man· visited my office in 
Rossville, and while he was there, I entered a trance to 
. help find a little girl who was missing from her home. 
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Incidentally, my information helped lo.cate her in a river 
wilderness and she was home by evenmg, happy and un
harmed. Noone other than my assistants is allowed in 
the' office during a trance. The oil man decid~d to peek 
through the window and see what was happenmg. I was 
alone on the couch at that time. , 

He swears he saw a tall, bearded, and robed apparition 
standing near my physical body. ¥y visitor beca~e very 
frightened. He ran to his car, shaking and trembling. He 
said he was certain of what he saw. Members of my 
family l?ave reported seeing this robed figure. However, 
I have no knowledge of such a presence near me; yet, I 
do feel someone is guiding me, directing my work, and 
watching over me. . 

Question: Do you believe in reincarnation? • 
Anderson: I believe in life after death. As a psychic 

I have studied relllcarnation, regressing hundreds of peo
ple back to what is suggestive of past lives. Naturally, it 
is very difficult to obtain absolute proof on these. re
gressions. As many people know, there. was. veTY: little 

,attention given to efficient record-keepmg m plOneer 
America. I know people who were born in the ~ou~ern 
hills in the nineteen thirties who did not have theIr births 
recorded. However, I have successfully obtained doCU
mentation on many cases of reincarnation. 

Question: Couldn't you enter a trance and discover the 
truth about reincarnation? 

Anderson: There are plans to do just that very soon. 
Clients who seek psychic consultations occupy a large part 
of my day: So author Robert Smith h8;s agreed ~o' cate
gorize my files on the occult. The section on remcarna
tion includes many notebooks written during my travels to 
India and Tibet. I visited many of the old monasteries, 
and I lived there for a long time, gaining considerable in
sight into the mysteries. Mr. Smith is compiling the s~ 
tion on reincarnation and, after he has finished, we will· 
get more information through a series of trances. 

Question: What do you believe about voodoo? 
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Anderson: Buddy, there are more things on earth than 
we will ever understand. As a young man I roamed the 
world, seeking new adventures, often serving as a sea
man on merchant ships. When I visited a new country, 
I investigated the mystery cults, and also tried to pry out 
secrets and methods from the occult practitioners. 

Many years ago, in Haiti, I became acquainted with 
a witch. doctor. He was known as a powerful wizard. I 
spent a week at his home, far back in the jungle, and was 
a guest at voodoo rituals. He taught me to cast spells. 
throw the evil eye, and handle voodoo. This may sound 

...... like a retupl to the dark ages, but there are certain ways 
'to cast a spell. I have. seen grown men shrivel and die 

"'-when such a spell was on them. I have never. used these 
'..dark elements of the occult, but I know it can be done. 

I could select a person today, make a voodoo doll, and 
, create any type of m~ta1 or physical tortur~ in their 
......... actual body. These things do exist. .. 

Question: Then: you believe in good and evil in the 
occult? 

Ander$on: Absolutely. Absolutely. You just have to 
'~read your newspapers concerning the Sharon Tate 
", murders to realize there are powerful forces of evil avail

able to those who search for them. Possession is an an
cient phenomena meaning our bodies have been taken 
over by a demonic force. These manifestations are as 
numerous today as they wer~ in olden times. Today, we 
may place the possessed person" in a psychiatric clinic in
stead of exorcising the ~vil spirit. 

Several arsonists have claimed to set their fi,res only 
. after they were urged to do so by a demonic inner voice. 

A few years ago, a young circus roustabout in Ohio set 
a blaze that claimed severallives. He reported visions of 
a "flaming Indian," who ordered hiin to set the fues. The 
flaming demon even planned an escape route for the 
disturbed man. 

Another possibility of devil possession concerns Sirhan 
Sirhan, the assassin of Senator Robert Kennedy. There 
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The Universe Book Club-challenges you to explore 
the frontiers of human experience and accept ... 

Are the "hunches" we get merely intuition 
-or something more? Could you actually 
have ESP and not know it? Here is the 
most comprehensive and authoritative sur
vey of occultism and psychic phenomena 
ever published_ 

Examine feats claimed by seers, mys
tics, Yoga masters, mediums, witches and 
Voodoo priests. See why the strange pow
ers of Edgar Cayce, Jeane Dixon and Ted 
Serios still baffle science. Discover how 
the very aged are able to restore youthful 
vigor . . . how some people are able to 
dominate the thoughts of other men and 
women. And learn the "rules" and tech
niques used by practitioners to read 
thoughts, interpret dreams, tea leaves, 
palms, cards, numbers, the stars. 

You'll get all this, and find out much 
more, by accepting this illustrated 100,000 
word Complete Illustrated Book of the 
Psychic Sciences-a $5.95 value-for only 
10¢ with trial membership in the Universe 
Book Club. 

(see over) 
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FREE 
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Used for centuries to answer ques
tions about the future, to "talk" to 
the spirit world, win at love, gam
bling. Could the "Psychic Pendu
lum" change your luck? Believers 
claim it works for them. 

THE UNIVERSE BOOK CLUB, Dept.05-PP 
Garden City, N.Y_ 11530 
Please accept my application for membership and 
send me The Complete Illustrated Book of the Psychic 
Sciences. I enclose 10¢ to help cover shipping. 

New book selections will be described for me in 
advance. A convenient form will always be provided 
for my use if I do not wish to receive a forthcoming 
selection. I pay only $2.49, plus shipping and han
dling, for each selection I accept (unless I take an 
extra-value selection). I need take only 4 selections 
or alternate selections in the c'oming year, and may 

A resign any time after that. 

I 
NO-RISK GUARANTEE: If not delighted with introduc
tory volume, I may return everything in 10 days and 
membership will be cancelled. I will owe nothing. 

MR. 
MRS. 
MISS-------;c.,--:c:-c,....,-~----

(please print) 

A ADDRESS~ ___ _ 
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STATE _________ ZIP ___ _ 
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The 
Universe Book Club 
invites you to take 

The 
COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED 

Book of the 

Explore the frontiers of human experience 
Are the authorities keeping silent about 
flying saucers to prevent a possible panic? 
Has there really been a satisfactory expla
nation for the recurring power blackouts? 
The Universe Book Club dares to raise 
and examine these controversial questions. 
We offer books that challenge you to 
explore the frontiers of human experience. 
Selections are described to members in 
advance. Although these new books sell 
for $4.95, $5.95 or more in original pub
lis?er~' editions, yo~ pay only $2.49 plus 
shlppmg and handlmg. (Occasional extra 
value selections slightly higher.) Take only 
the books you want-as few as 4 in the 
coming year. Resign any time after that. 

Mail Certificate With Only 10¢ 
To introduce, you to the Universe Book 
Club, we will send you The Complete 
Illustrated Book of the Psychic Sciences 
-a $5.95 value in original publishers' edi
tion-for only 10¢ to cover shipping. If 
not satisfied, return it within 10 days to 
cancel membership. Mail the Certificate 
to.day to the Universe Book Club, Garden 
CIty, N.Y. 11530. 

:,':,:~',VLJLU is coming to an end since the dawn of history. This 
, , ,earth will continue on a merry path for a long time, 

all of the good old boys and girls will live in peace 
harmony. 

" .",' Question: My young daughter has some psychic ability. 
, 'should she be encouraged to develop this? 

Anderson: There are certain exercises that can heighten 
,one's' ESP senses. However, I suggest that you allow the 

. ,. '. . little girl to enjoy her childhood. If the gift is there, it 
. will come forth in time. 

,Question: Does a psychic reqfdre a special diet? 
Anderson: Honey, you're just asking that to call atten

tion to my big stomach! I should be on a diet right now, 
although I am not a vegetarian. I have always' enjoyed 
a' good steak and salad and have never- paid much at
'tention to dieting. If it's good. food and Southern cook
mg, I enjoy it. 

Question: What health tips did you use during your 
days as a strongman? 
, Anderson: Keep your lungs 'in good shape and maintain 
a trim stomach. Those are th¥ life lines for the body. 

", Your energy flows from those two sources. 
-Question: Do you have a personal philosophy of life? 
Anderson: Friend, enjoyl Enjoy! Don't eVyr mentally 

promise yourself that you're going to be happy sometime 
in the future, when there are so many dollars, in the bank, 
when you buy a new home, drive a new car, or get a 
promotion at work. Live life to the fullest day, right now, 
and do what you want to do so long as it does not hurt 
someone else. We just need more life, to cure any prob
lems, so create a longing for living. 

. If you sit in an office all day, do something physical 
in the evening. Or vice versa. Don't overdo anything. 
-And kindness, a cheerful word for those we meet during 

\ ,,' the day. Tiple for our families and friend's. Enjoy life each 
day. I have found after counseling thousands of dknts 
that most 'people are about as happy as they will allow 
themselves to be. 
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Part 2 

NEWS OF THE FUTURE 

Chapter VIII 

A NEWSLETTER FROM THE SEVENTIES 

Doc Anderson's expression of peaceful serenity was 
suddenly clouded by fear. ' 

"Don't . . ;, do~'t • . ." he shouted, twisting on his 
office couch.. Don t let that man into the stadium. He 
has a :homb m that suitcase! Follow him Ooh' D 
something!" . • • • . 0 

T~ars welled in his eyes, rolling down his face. "He's 
placmg the bomb under a seat in the stadium ... , walking 
away ... people are standing up to cheer for the football 
teams ... Oooh! Ohl Ohl The explosion' was so loud 
andt:?ere are s.o many dead. Young people '. . . boy~ 
and grrls ... cone~e students. Dead. Blown to bits!" 
"DDo; Anderson rruse~ his arms and gestured defiantly. 

on t run.. . : stay still. They're running now. A stam
pede . . . runnmg everywhere. Dying. Hundreds crushed 
b~ the crowd. The 'screams of the dying drown out the 
ones of the living." 

!!is face darkened .~~ S?rr0'Y' ru:d his body tightened 
agamo~ the couch. Califorrua license plates on the 
auto:noblles . . '. football stadium . . . everyone is 
wearmg a. coat, so It must be winter. Funny cars. Funn 
~~:~s. LIcense plates say seventy-eight. Nineteen seventl-

The h~rrified gasps ceased, and a look of eace 
crossed hIS face. His hands rested at his sides h 

. was a momentary pause, signaling the end of the 'deat:; 
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vision and a mental search for another glimpse into 
tomorrow . 

. Doc Anderson spoke again, soothingly. "A doctor's 
office someplace," he said. The mind of the man in Ross
Ville, Georgia, was now passing through time to the 
medical clinics of the next decade. His mind and spirit 
were seemingly transported ten years into the future, 
sending back detailed information on what we may ex
pect in medical advances in the coming years. 

"A group of doctors are talking about a new com
puter," Doc Anderson said, quietly. "There are hundreds 
of doctors at a convention, and the man giving a speech 
says the computer frees the physician from an inaccurate 
'gueSstimate' of what is wrong with the patient." 

He paused, frowning. "There is still a shortage of doc
tors," he said. "A bad shortage, and patients have diffi-
culty seeing a doctor." . 

Anderson's description of future medical technology 
poured into the tape recorder. Doc Anderson, a seer 
noted.for the accuracy and number of his'predictions, and 
I had been holding three ESP sessions each day in an 
effort to obtain as many predictions as possible on this 
decade. Later, Doc Anderson awakened from the self
induced trance state and sat up on the couch. 

"Do you understand those fancy words r was using?" 
he asked. 

I clicked off the tape recorder. "Not all of them," I 
admitted. "You were certainly detailed in your descrip
tions of everything. When I get this tape transcribed, I'll 
have the material checked by a phYsician." 

Doc entered a washroom off his office, splashed cold 
water onto his face to erase the effects of the trance, 
then returned to slump down into a comfortable chair. 
An assistant handed an iced Coca-Cola to the fatigued 
seer. 

"I think those last two· visions indicate the tone of 
the future," Anderson said, lighting a long, thin cigar. 
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"The people who welcome the new year on January 1, 
1980, will be looking back on a very remarkable decade." 

"I was checking the transcriptions on our other tapes 
and was reminded of the opening paragraph in A Tale 
of Two Cities by Charles Dickens," I said. "He wrote: 
'It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it 
was the age of wisdom, it was the epoch of belief, it 
~s the ,epoch of incredulity, it was the season of light, 
~t was the se~son of darkness, it was the spring ofhepe, 
1t was the wmter of despair .. .' that's all I remember 

, but it certainly sums up your predictiens for the next 
decade." , 

"It will be these sort of times," Doc said. He puffed 
quie~~ en his cigar. "Take the last thing there abeut 
medicme. Those are real advances, because people will 
have their life span increased by a considerable number 
of years. Transplants are going te become commenplace 
and artificial organs will be developed. The hundred~ 
year-old man or weman will be an accepted thing in ten 
years. Yet, people will be aggravated because they can't 
see a decter without a leng wait. 

"The ",erId keeps advancing, but we've lest that per
sonal touch," he continued. "Semetimes we meve so fast 
that we ferget the wisdem of God's werd and the lessons 
of .nature. I'm optimistic, hewever, because this great 
nation will prevail and mankind will forge ahead toward 
a better world. We will have new inventions but we'll 
still have a madman who plants a bomb to e~plode in a 
crowded feotball stadium." 

Ande~s<;>n was silent. for a ~oment, mentally reflecting 
on the VlSlon of death ill a California stadium. "That was 
an awful. ~g to do," he remarked, talking of the 
future as if It was already in the past. 

Here, then, are Doc -Anderson's predictions for the 
next decade: 
. T~ SEVENTIES will be known for an unselfish at

titude . ~ ~ larger pe~centage of the natien's p,opulatien. 
MatenalistIc geals will decline. Ownership of preperty 
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and pessessions will be less f~shio~'lable. Mere and mere 
. 'telllS will be rented. Ownership will start te bec?me ob
le1ete . • . apartment living will be on the mcrease. 

'becters, lawyers, businessmen,. ~ fl~k te high-rise 
occupatienal cemmun~s • • • swmgmg smgles apartment 
heuses will fleurish. . . 

DIVORCES will increase ••• up 25 % on the statistical 
charts by 1976 .•. sex will be mer~ casual ... Te~ 
Marriages will be legal in the seventies. Such vews will 
end at the end of certain time. They may be renewed, or 

, ended, accerding to how the couple feels ... The Gov
ernment will help with raising the children of these 
shattered marriages. -

LEISURE TIME will be a new status symbol for 
the "in" crowd • • • Time to enjoy life will be more 
valuable than money . . • Working heurs will drop 
drastically. The feur-day work week will beceme a re
alitY . • • Many jobs will b~come ebso1ete-:-phased <;>ut 
by autematien • . • People wi!! spe~d more ~e lea;rung 
new skills . • • Adult Learmng will be a bIg busmess. 

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT will rise to a trillion 
and a hau: dollars in the late seventies . . . Wage-earners 
will receive a 50% increase in their paychecks . . . This 
will be a rea1 raise, -discounting inflation . . . Taxes, will 
take an even larger pertion from the worker's paycheck' 
• . . Opportunity for persons of ~very race, color, and 
creed will be available in the United States .. . Women 
will be accepted as equa1s in business, industry, and 
politics. -

BUSINESS WILL BE COMPETITIVE .•. operating 
in a widened world market; more competition frem all 
sides . . . Many large firms will revise their, philesophy 
and realize the needs of seciety must be met . . . The 
selution of many of our social probletns will' co~e when 
business accepts this challenge and takes the actt~n aw~y 
from, the politicians . . • The" general executive will 
emerge as a leader. The Specialist will be remeved frem 
the Company President's seat, replaced by the, computer 
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• : '. C~rporations will re~ to a single decisionmaker, 
e1i.mll1ating boards, comnnttees, and group decisions. 

EDUCATION WILL BECOME the _ nation's largest 
business . , . A movement will form to use school build
ings .for. the bene~t ,of the entire community, eliminating 
?UplicatIOn .of buildings • • • School gyms will be used 
m the evenmgs by adults • . . Classrooms will become 
-centers for nigh~ adult education classes, organization 
clubrooms, meetmg places • • . There will be success
ful experiments to hold school classes twelve months of 
the year ... New standards of certifying teachers will be 
passed ... The "Publish or Perish!" clique will be re-
placed by thoS'f who are true teachers, -

STYLES AND FASHIONS will become normal in 
-man~ fields. Bizarre Costumes will replace our present 
clo~g ... New processes will make disposable clothing 
a reality . . . Wear a garment once and toss it away 
.. . , Both men's and women's clothes will be more form
fi~g . . . ~e body stocking will be accepted by the 
entire populatIOn • • • Male fashions will see the return 
of, fancier styles, lace cuffs, unusual collars, psychedelic 
sUlts , • • -

----- MEDIA WILL BECOME BOLDER in presenting 
pornography . . • Nudity on the movie screen and on 
stage .will be co~~place " . Blatant pornography will 
rule m the publishing industry . . . This trend will 
eventually be replaced -by new shocks coming from vio
lence , . , Sadistic scenes, torture on the screen, in books, 
on stage ... 

RELIGION WILL _ BECOME FRAGMENTED 
The growing t1;end against the institutionalized ch~~h 
will continue . . • More ministerial dropouts from every 
church: .. The fundamental Christian- will arise ... New 
theologles, old beliefs, will return in small home-centered-. - , 
congregatIOns .. " " M:mY will seek to blend the strong 
values of Christlamty mto a picture of Eastern religions 
mystery cults, and spiritual groups • • • Cults will ris~ 
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-. and grow in the. occult, astrology, witchcraft, numer
ology .. , 

__ _ POLITICS WILL BECOME FRAGMENTED . . • 
Protest movements will increase; politics of the young will 
challenge cynical machine rule . • • Minorities will d~ 
mand a voice in running the nation • • • Strong protests 
from Indians . • • women • • . homosexuals . . . retired 
people . • • consumers • • . Chinese-Americans . . • 

-_ Japanese-Americans ••• and Negroes ••. The Seventies 
will be known in history as a "decade of protest: .. " 

POLITICS WILL CHANGE. Energetic young people 
will become active in all parties • • • Youngsters will 
create chaos and confusion among the experienced poli
ticians . . . Empty promises and political skulduggery 
will not fool the young . . • A slowdown in the growth 
of big government as people discover Washington is un
able to solve problems ••• Smaller, more efficient local 
bureaus will be linked to the state and -federal systems 
• • • Professional politicians -will be bypassed as new 
candidates appeal directly to the people, through tele-

._ vision and armies of volunteer workers . . . No one man 
-. will impose his will on a political nomination convention. 

TIlE SEVENTIES will become one of the most ex
citing decades in history. 

ADVERTISING 

Anderson believes money spent by advertisers will 
double within the next ten years, "There's going -to -be 
an enormous outlay of money on new products," he pre
dicted. "There is hope for the average person because 
advertising will become much more humorous. The admen 
will discover that if you can make a person smile, they will 
think kindly toward a· product. Hard-sell advertising 
will become almost a thing of the past. New forms of 
media will also rise to challenge the print and electronic 
media." 
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. New media will be derived from our increasingly com~ 
plex technology. Anderson predicts that some, but not 
all, of these new methods of advertising will create prob
l~ms for both our.Iawmakers and the average citizen. H~ 
cIted an electroruc gadget which he predicted will be 
invented in 1976. . 

"I've seen this thing, but I don't know what you could 
call it," h~ said. "You will be able to cast a message in 
the sky, usmg the atmosphere for a screen," he said. 

"It can be compared to a giant projector, which throws. 
a slide onto the skies. There will be a fantasiic scramble 
to get this devic~ into production. We'll live to see city 
governments rentmg out their skies to advertisers. The use 
of these projectors over scenic areas will create a national 
scandal. People won't be able to look at Lookout Moun
tain, or take a picture of a national monument, without 
having an ad message in the sky." 

"Will this continue?" I inquired. 
"The lawmakers will eventually get around to regulating 

~here th~e 'ads in the skies' may be used," he answered . 
. There will also be a regulation over what hours the device 

may be used." _ -
Anderson also' forecasts a crisis on Madison Avenue 

durin? the ~eventies, as agencies attempt to change -with 
the~es. Th? t~!ephonecompany is an example of 
what IS happenmg,. ~d~rson said. "I predict a strong 
wave of anti-matenalism lh the Seventies when the lust 
for possessions will decline. The advertis~rs have a1ways 
urged that everyo~e should own things, as a status sym
bo!. The comparues, and their advertising agencies, are 
gomg to find It very difficult to change over. to a nation 
that wants to lease or rent products. - _ 

"R~nting is the way of the future," he predicted. "Peo
ple wm. rent then: homes, apartments, and automobiles. 
They will rent therr furniture, drapes,kitchen appliances, 
and household accessories. A product will be made to 
last a certain period of time, then be discarded. More and 
more businessmen will start leasing their 'stores, fixtures, 
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office equipment. Ownership as we know it will de
.·cline in the Seventies. People will become even more un
... ' settled. Families will move more. If a man gets transferred 
ifrom Seattle to New York, he will leave Qne rented home 
-. and find another waiting fo~ him wi!b furniture, applian~es, 

and cars ready for bis arrIval. This trend toward rentmg 
will increase as each year passes." 

OTHER ADVERTISING PREDICTIONS: There will 
be a national scandal in television within the near future, 
with a storm centering on television program ratings . • • 

. A fourth network will be formed in the mid-Seventies ... 
Regional networks will be suggeste~ as a means of elim
inating control of all news at the natlOnallevel . . . A very 
large advertising agency wifr go bankrupt :in the ~ear 
future . . . More advertisers will use premiums and gIVe
aways as a means of luring customers. 

AGRICULTURlL. 

"The man who owns a small acreage will be in an 
enviahle position in the next decade," Doc Anderson de
clared. "The 12rice of !ood will continue to soar. A s~aIl 
garden will be an excellent investment. As our population 
grows, land will be at. a preIIli!:!.!P. The cost of acreag~ 
and fariiiIand will increase by at least fifty percent m 
the next ten years." 

Anderson foresees the accelerated growth -of the large 

I-corporation farm. "People will continue to leave the land 
" ahd go to the city," he stated. "There will be some _ efforts 

at resettlement of disadvantaged groups in small towns. 
. This program will be operated by the Government and 

, will be a failure. We will see many of our smaller towns 
~ose population; this will be a tragedy, because much ~f 

oui national strength comes from the smaller commum-
~es." 
'-' I\§usic will play an im.J2ortant r~le in farming in the 

""'roture. "Believe it or not, we're gomg to see com fields 
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and orchards wired for music," Anderson predicted. structure would have their brains scrambled 
"There will be a tremendous breakthrough with the dis. by the deadly_ sound ~~es fr?m this device." 
covery that plants and trees have a system similar to T<TP<>f>rm -of the distant future? "It IS one of our na-

I , the human nervous system." deadliest secr~ wea:Qgp.§,at ~ v£.~t," An-
i 1 . Studies will p!ove, . according to this prediction, that all . - stated. .tflUs ~ is just o~e. of the many 
:;(~ k~ds of J?lant life will grow faster, and be more disease stored in --:A:menca's arsenal. WIthin two years, 
i resIstant, .if serenaded by music. "A recording ,With a fast concerning this and ~the!._~ef!.~4 SOl!!l.2 
'" ~~mpo will cr~~~ tE£.. fas.t~t growth," Anderson said. .. be released." ,. . . 

, .MOI;e serene .rp.USIC .~.!a:mer .l1elq. By the end will also be disturbed by ~lL~~~ 
~f thi~ decade. we w:ill see the canny farmer paying close "Some,J>f th9~llq~e!J21~£fQ!!!.S w~._ 
~attentlOn to the mUSIC he selects for his com crop!'" liiii2!2.:~~~<'" J:".U!U."'.L-O ,Uti stated. "The Government has 
,"' . Another. discovery. will enable the gardener to dou!?le, a devic~ t.§t mi&l!L!?e ,~~ an jiectacal 

"or .even triple, .!E~~~e and_Yllid of his vegetables and Drawing upon an enormous amount of electrical 
frUIts through the a~tions of small amounts. Of elec
tricity. "It will be in the news very soon but there will 

'- be a passing of several years before it is realized that 
"'-J2!ants ~a~ 12,e shocked into growth," the seer declared. 

Other predictions: There Will soon be a series of laws 
paSsed regulating safe use of farm machinery. "Roll bars 
f<:r tractors will be mandatory," Anderson said :: . There 
will be a growing Eusmess in imported tractors and equip-

, ment, l.owering prices for the farmer ... More farm chemi
~ . cals will soon be banned from use . . . A forthcoming 
_ §candal in the beef indus!I'Y over animals that have been 

"t?umB~' full ()f dangerous chemicals" . . . Drought in 
some areas ana the return Of "Dust Bowl" conditions in 
sorrrt.( states. \ '. " 

~ 
AMERIC~ AWESOME ARSENAL 

" Take a small, metallic box crammed with intricate elec-
tronic circuitry. Attach a line leading to a science-fiction 

I'. type of ray gun. Press a button and dial the indicator into· 
", the dangerous red zone. Point the ray glin at a brick 

house and pull the trigger. "There is no sound and no 
explosion," Doc Anderson declared. "Yet, anyone within 
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on this device is a weapon tqat. shoots _ 
"~~~~~.,.';;!!~8ir," he continued: "Tests of this weapon. 

to many reports of strange; glowing lights in 
. our skies." 
.i."A third weapon in the nation's electrified arsenal is a 
"iPghtening device ,\!Jy.ch chang~~lectri£&insulators inU>_ < 

··.··.·.conductors. "This device can be attached to an automo-
bile or an electrical appliance," Anderson said. "~. vic

. tim is electrocuted. I predict this weapon will become even 
'more deadly when the Government scientists succeed in 

'develo in a . ct. Then, the weapon can be 
Iu ed into an oint in a ci 's electrical system and 

eve hin connected to electricitY would besome avir!!:!.~, 
.weapon or e ectrocutiOi.l.'T" - DC:V1 L- ARTS 

Doc Aiidei-son also reported Government research into 
,deadly poiso~s. "They now have a J?ois~nous ~apor whic~ 

•. is both colorless and odorless," fie stated. ZWhen -this 
Vapor is breathed into 'ffie Tungs, the unfortunate victim 

.' dies· within ninety seconds. The poison closes the arteries, 
Wid the brain IS aepnvea of blood. Although this poison is 
extremely dangerous to use, it evaporates within avery 
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\ll 
few minutes from the victim. Government tests have 

. shown' that even a trained physician cannot detect that 
I the victim died from anything other than a heart attack." 

Weapons· systems that will be developed during the 
Seventies will include: -

1. S~~!,;;tJ". vjt!:i-~L<!P.. J?-u.£l~~.Q!ls, including a 
fallout-free bomb. 
- 2. A maclliiie to chan e the climate of an enemy coun
try, :apable of ~!!g~ rou ,t, snowstorms blizzards, 
or ram. 

--r.5mall IE:!£I~ar l:!.<?'l!!bs affixed to torpedoes and ~ 
from submarines. 

4. Numerous kinds of death rays and sound macltin.es. 
- 5. A deVice which burns the atmosphei-e over a con
trolled radius. "This will be known as the earth scorcher" -- .' Anderson predicted. 

6. A laser cannon developed into an aerospaee defense 
system to protect the nation against enemy missiles. ' 

7. Ap artificial intelligence for missile SEldance. 
8. An o£NteO space platform, armed with nuclear-tipped 

rockets and controlled by a manned crew. 
9. The ultimate weapon, the frighterungDoomsday 

Machine .. "Once triggered, this weapon would .destroy the 
earth," Anderson declared. "Fortunately, I see no signs 
that research into this weapon will be successful." 

ART 

"I predict a tremendous surge in appreciation of the 
arts in the Seventies, with millions' of people becoming 
amateur painters, sculptors, or musicians and entering 
ev~ry area of artistic fields," Anderson said. "This will 
blossom out and reach a peak in 1974, then continue with 

","-. a regular growth." 
'~ All art will become more faddish and "virtually 

dispgsable. " 
"We will see new schools of expression suddenly burst-
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onto the art world, being accepted instantly by mil-
'",,', and then forgotten in a f~W m~nths," A~derson 

•• '., ' ntinued "There will be an OnentaI influence ill most 
C:°rt , .... furclture styling andeveii in-our-clotbing designs." a ,.LU . , ---=""-

ATOMIC ENERGY 

PeacefUl use of atomic energy will gain tremendous 
acceptance in the next few years. "However, I foresee the 
possibility of ~~~st, 0ll~ nucl~~c£i4e!1.Lon the Ea§!_ 
Coast" Anderson warned. "These are dangerous ma

'-"terral; and, even today, there are.J1..Qt eru)U&l,. safeg!!~~ 
over ilie .£onstruction~omicR9.wer plfil}t~." 
~ also predict that nuclear explosions will be used 

widely in mining and ·excavations," An~erson remarked. 
"Within a year, a program for developillg pea~efuluse 
of small nuclear, explosions will be created by ill~US~. 
Extremely small bombs will be developed, detonatiI].g ill 
a controlled charge, and allowing their use in constructing 
tunnels. UlJ,.dergrourui storage are~nals, and other 
projects., . . . 

Power for the nation's homes will undergo drastic 
changes in the-Tate Seventies. Anderson named these 
trends: •. .~- , 
; Solar enerfD!.: "Although this is a relatively ~ell-~own 
source of power, it will become wdely U!ed ill the last 
few years of the decade," he predicted. "Small space_ 
heaters, small e;ener.~tslrs, and similar devices will bring 

.' heat and power to even the remotest area." 
Aerosol genergt"o!.§: "I foresee this ~achiue becoming 

a definite threat to giant turbine electrical generators," 
he said. "Jt will u.§.e ~ helium gas arid 'W~ 
directll into electrical· I!ower." 
~!l c~jlSJ.. "A d~vi~e will be marketed within four 

years that o~rates off natural gas and Rroduces enoug!1 
~lectricity to po~ the ayerage hQ!U-e," he stated. "Home 
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owners may rent or purchase this device and generate 
their own electricity." 

Summing up, Anderson said: "The Seventies will be 
a ~e of r.e§.e~~~~metit for" peaceful use of 
atoIDlc energy and other new foriIiS of power. The i9Jll)s 
will be the time ~~!lJ~~se n~.!' ~c~s of .Rower 'Win 
~e t!Ie d~<mi9al co~." 

AUTOMATION 

"This is the dark demon of the space age," Doc 
Anderson remarked, discussing his predictions for future 

\.) t~~hno!ogy. "Automation has freed the worker from dull, 

\ 
tiring Jobs. It has also <":rea~ed an ~y of unemployable 
peo:ple. Many of our SOCIal ills are linked directly to auto
~ation because the. man with money in his pocket acts 
differently when he 18 broke and jobless. 

. ':Automalliw wilLaccelerate by 12,,2 p~r.cent in .th~ Sev
Jnties," Anderson predicted. "We're going to witness the 

eatest change since the Industrial Revolution. With this 
~ ange w come some dramatic new,me oas of retrain-
m.g.-workers. Both Government and industry will be in
volved . in ~etraining EE,o.2lls--:-the greatest education of 
a?ultsm hist~lY' A young man getting a Job today may 
disc~ver that Job does not exist in 1980. He may have to 
retra:m ,!Wo,. thre!?z. :g,erhaps f9ur~ times in his workigg)ife." 

AutomatlOn will also create a new fOmi of taxation 
"There will be talk of a eroduction tax in-1972" Ander~ 
son said. "The a£!!!al tax. will be ~E9~ed on ~~try in 
a~out 1977. An. ~utomati~factory, run by a 'computer, 
will produce millions of Items in a year. A few mills 
or cents, . in taxes "?ll be imposed at the production level: 
,'YEen this 12roduction ~,_becomes a reality, the rate of 

_ mcome taxes will drop." 
Aiiders,on foreseeS machines that will multiply the 

strength and endurance = of worJCe'!£' as the !~e~t sWe 
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":"~~~~~~¥J~:..,~~~ "These machines will have 
'4- an operator, who will. wear jhem _ 

he said. "Smoothly and efficiently, a 
an automobile, or ca.r1)' ,a tOIl..2f_._ 

1';2~~~~~~~~~'~~~~ 

, '. about tlle mechanical robots, those efficient me
'chanica! slaves for all-purpose chores around the house 

Of office? "I s;e some research into .!.9.!29ts, but no actual 
devices beiri"O' manUfuCnrred uiilie next few years," An

.'derson stated. "Changing bedclothes,washin~ clo~es and 
.' •........ scrubbing floors will still be done by tlle housewife. I do 

.. not see a human-like machine tirelessly doing our work 
us." . : . 

New forms of machines are included in these predic-
- ....... -==-""" -

tions:' h 1: A device will Ef.0~st Eroduqts.bef~r~ t~ey'leave t e 
factory. "Weak Rarts ~ a .. n,ilw autom~e will be cau~t 
before the car is shipped to the dealer," Anderson Said . 
"This· machine ydJJ. sim~q90 miles.2f tra~el in a 
three-minute test." 
2. A newlidar sy~m will s~e the ~oble~ of air-_ 
craft co stion over. our larg~s. An. aIr tramc 
contr er will e given a 1:li!ee-dimensional View of all 
aircraft in the area," the seer predicted. "He will be able 
to 'lock-in' dozens of planes into a single computer." 

3. "The dru~ ind.Jlstry will be revolutioniz~d with the 
invention of a microscoEe. using ,!!1e E~ocess of ~ol-: 
ograRb,y," Anderson predicted . during one -ESP sesSIon. 

'tni,.rr'~,.{",,,,, will 

4. Fully automated Jost office machines, including' 
optical sc~ers that read the aadresses on envelopes and 
automatically sort mail, will become a reality. .. 

5. "In the next three years we will se~Jhe introduction 
of an 'auto.!?ati~ typewriter, which types. the spoken 
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word," Anderson concluded. "A p"er!Q!!.JYilLt~llcd~tly 
to th~riter, which will automatically type his words 

---w:i'thout errOr7" 

AVIATION 

Whim the Wright Brothers flew their aircraft at Kitty 
Hawk, North Carolina, they launched a new dimension 
Qf travel that is expanding with explosive acceleration. 
Many of ~ur elderly citizens can recall the horse-and-buggy 
day~; their .lives have gone from the buggy and railroads 
to today's gigantic jumbo jets. Doc Anderson's predictions 
on this volatile field of transportation indicate a surge of 
growth in the next few years. 

"Passenger travel_will dou~_th~~!1..!edoup1~ the 
Seventies," he predicted. "The oig SOO-passenger jet lfuers 
will create a dramatic drop in the cost of flying. Before 
this decade ends, you v.jJJ. bLflown from Chicago tg ~':Y@ 
for less than $100." . 

, "The jumbo jets will stretch the aviation industry to 
; limitless dimensions," Anderson declared. "There will be 
! ",' <Hmlan~s double the size c?f t,2dats ~eins..217. A giant 
: cargo fleet of these gigantic airplanes will become the 

trucks and buses of the next decade." 
. ~Here are Aliderson'S' offier p~eilictions for the aviation 

industry in the next decade: 
1. Regionaljet:-ports will be constructed close to the 

j major populati0t;'- cent~rs tbro~ghout the United States; 
j many of these gtant arrports will be built on man-made 
I islands close to large cities. "There will ~ ~~l1it~ air-

120rts surrounding the big ~t-ports," Doc An~nex
plained. "'TIiese smaller airports will feed passengers ""-'d 
freight into the regional ports. B~ 1979, the airlines will 

~...±Q.O_ grlllion J2a§§en~ers-)t year. This tremendous 
. upsurge in air travel will be worIawide. Cargo planes, 
-creuD:le the siZ"e'Of our'" preSent jets, Will. :fly freight across 

the nation just as soon as airport facilities are constructed." 
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2. In t~ la~7' S~~~!ies .. ~ ll.~}Y~a~~~~~,!lcJng-~. 
raft engine nmse. will be dIscovered.. !~,_.~wL~t0?J,L=. 
~cooo~ aner-airliners will speed through the ~ at 
:~pe~ds,,, Anderson explained. "By the end of 

this decade, a passenger will be flown fr~~~ 
Califomia,ln approximat~ly ~~." 
.~. unusual as this prediction may sound, these 
. 'ant jetIin.ers will enable vaudeville to fl?urish again," 
hderson also predicted. "Passengers will soot;'- groVl 
weary of inflight movies and dem~n~ other ente~er:t. 
A major airline will seek to capItalize on the mterest 111 
live entertainment, presenting a C$!l-I!lete stag~_s~o~~~n 

ne ~~Ms..fJigh.ts. Their passengers will like ~s 'ITve entertainment, and other airlines will rush to: get theIr 
own shoWS. Vaudeville wW re~ by !276- WIth book
ings on transcontinental rurliners!'" / 

BIOLOOY i ----
D~bo?ied :brains • : '. b~i~s fro~s . 

genetic engmeermg . . • artificlal women . . .. §lLI!~en_~ 
i'own in laboratories ... I!alf ,.m.en. ~alf m~chines '. . • 
""-These are a few of the biological dl~covenes predicted 
for the future; fascinating, yet frightening, br~~k~ougJ;s 
by science that wiU change our lives forever. ~ 

. the science of the future," Doc Anderson declared. Just 
-; physics has been in the headlines in the past twenty 
years, so shall the biologists come to the fore. Many of 
their experiments will kremllsiye to the average person, 
yet this research will lead us to a better life." 

During the past thirty months, Doc Anderson has 
obtained numerous psychic impressions, messages, and 
clairvoyant visions concerning the f?rth~oming biolQ&~al----.. 
,re~ution. "Some of these ,Yisions ha,ve _ be~!1= vxrv dIS-
turbfn'V he ;;&ruts:' "Th~y .ha¥~1jtren accompanied by 
some rema~1!ly strong vibrations,. indic~'t:l.:r<t5tb.~~ events 
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will occur in the riear future. I am certain our lives will 
be vi~ bytliese discoveries." 

While many of these predictions came from Anderson's 
unique, arid sometimes involuntary, glimpses of the future, 
they were refined and additional information was obtained 
during a special trance. Doc Anderson and 1 had met 
one morning for a hearty late breakfast of eggs, country
style Southern ham, red-eye gravy, and the traditional side 
cU:sh of Southern grits. We then drove past the steep In
c~e railroad, beyond the signs directing tourists to Rock 
City, down Gordon Avenue into Rossville and to his 
office. Doc pulled his Lincoln Continental into the park
ing lot, lit a long, thin cigar and turned toward me. 
. "I am not satisfied with the predictions on what science 
IS going to ?o to people," he drawled. "1 said last night 
that I was tired. I've had a good night's sleep, enjoyed a 
good breakfast, and I'd like to go into a trance." 

)1
) "However, I'd like to ask questions during the trance 

if something isn't quite clear," I said. . . 
"Sometimes it interferes with what I receive in my' 

visions," Doc reminded me. "However, I'll see if we can't 
do ~at and clear up some of these things. My sEirlt can 

__ £o.mto the futur~. J can see !hese thin~. 'put 1 can]: de
_~ scnbe.them to you. Those sCientists are using words that 

I just canit pronounce." . 
. Several-minutes1ater, the tall, gentle giant had stretched 

out o~ his office couch al,!d entered a self-induced trance. 
I ~lick~d on the tape recorder. "Ready," I said. - • 
His vOI.ce c~e ~ough, thin and distant. "Alaboratory. 

A red bnck .building, a large place. Long corridors, lots 
of rooms, all sorts of equipment. People are working there 
doin~ things. to the tubes. Th~re are some ~omen there: 

_ They re talkinJ about the bram. Everyone IS excited be
c~use the. bram .!§.. such a sU.£lZssful eXE,eriment. Hmm. 
I II look around some more." ---

Doc's ~ace assumed a curious, puzzled leok. Looking on 
the sleepmg s.eer, I could almost see his spirit roaming 
down thE} comdors of some scientific lab, peering invisibly . 
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the shoulders of a busy' research chemist. Without 
,;<w:!U11Lng, he bolted upright on the couch. Shock and fear 
. darkened . his face. " 

.

. ..•...•.• "Good Lor~!.WhatJ:ave ~ d?ne?" ~e shouted. ~_ 
<,btain 1'S131a'f;owrrT1iey've taKen a ,brllY!. from~ E-~~~-
.~ee in it ~ve ~ that ~owl!" . 
: Gradually, the horror in his VOIce subSided. His body 
.,fell back on the couch. M?me~tarilY, he. descri?ed ~e ' 

••... ··yision in a calm, detached VOIce. The~
'$ge in a st~~d lqgm. In th~ center of the ro~m IS a 
< large bowl, and attached to this bowl are all kinds of 
,.': .l:wires, tubes, and things," he reported: "TJ:ere's a p~astic 

•. transparent cover over the bowl. Inside, It looks like a 
:tnilky liquid substance, and directly in the center of th~t 
substance is the brain." 

"How do we know it is alive?" I inquired. 
..... '. "There are little wires attached to it," he replied. 
·:"These wires lead to a funny- machine. The machine t~: 
~d! the activity in the brain. !.es, it is alive. Very much 

.. alive." 
"What year is this?" /171 . . 
"I'll look around • • • no c endars on the wall . . • 

< •. wait! I'll look through the deskS! Yes. Papers on the desk. 
. '.' Postmark on the moming mail reads nineteen seventy-· 

eight." 
. '. . "What is the theory behind this .experiment?" I inquired, 

excitedly .. "Why keep the brain in the dish?" . -
"The)!: arue~chin.g~fo~~

.• Ancfei.s; answered. "With this successft¥ exper,!mJl1!t.~ 
". they Elan to sy-ver theJ.eads from gif,ted Eeo..E!e. The 

head would be taken just before the person rues. Sur
rounded by . • • what's the word • . . nutrients and elee- . 
tromc devices, the head and brain could be kept forever. 
The brain would ry'ceiye immortality. One man has writ
ten a paper-about this; he says there can be special 
libraries where children can come and talk to famous 
~.", - . 

I wanted to ask Doc Anderson to check on the con-
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dition of the brain, determining the emotional reaction 
to the brain involved in the experiment. I failed to do so 
fearful that such a question might prompt the seer t~ 
enter the brain. Such an act, even though it would be "~,,:';\?e~:pe]l1SI,,elY 

performed by his spirit, might conceivably be dangerous. ' 
I assumed the brain retained a memory of the horrible ex~ 
perience of disembodiment. Our knowledge of psychic 
phenomena is limited and fragmentary and, therefore, can 
b~ dangerous. Although Doc Anderson always worked 
With apparent ease, I dismissed the question and asked 

:....-JY.her~the eXQeriment would occur, ' 
"G2yer11p;!~~--ry;~derson replied. "Armed 

guar?s outside the lab. Wait! There are young people 
walking about ',',,' it must be a college campus. I'll 
look around a bIt. Several minutes later, he named the 
campu~ of a 'Yell-known California universi!y, , 

Doc s p~ychic sense ~as sharpened to a remarkable edge 
that mornmg. We continued our exploration of the future 
f~r 0v.er an hour,. !loatin%- sBiritually from labm:at,qry to 
bIolOgIcal conventIons, skittenng across the known bound
aries of tlIne. <Jur fascinating journey ended only' after 
I detected a strained tremor in Anderson~ voice indi
cating his fatigue. I clicked off the recorder relu~tantly 
an~, momen~arily, Doc Anderson emerged from his trance. 

Th~t braIn was a~sol~tel fantastic!" Doc said, moving 
from his couch to his' ed 0 ce chair, "It was alive 
~otally alive, ~ in, a _weird, dish. They were feeding it 
Just as :we mtght give nouns'liment to a prize flower 
plant." --' 

"Do you think there will be an aimouncement in 1978 
concerning the experiment?" 

"Th~re ~~s ~I!lble s~cr~y around the project," 
Doc saId. I m not sure. 'Shall I try again to find out?", 
" I loo~edat the beads of perspiration on his forehead. 
~o, we 11 try another day--or just wait and see in another 

eIght years." " 
Later that same afternoon, the tapes were transcribed. 

Here are some of the predictions: 
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, 6. Genetic enginee.!.!!!g will become ~.l:lY" s~ience. 
;'"We will soon be able to select the sex of our children, 

the color of their eyes, and their appearance," Anderson 

"said. 
" 7. Experiments will start soon t9 produce half-men:. 
half-machines, virtual robot men to do the world's un-
pleasant "tasks. - -

8. The "artificial woman," a mechanical device that 
walks, talks, and performs certain acti.ons, will ~,e mar
keted successfully in the last years of this decade. ,Lonely 
men will purchase their 'dream' girl just as our children 
buy a doll in a store," the seer declared. ' 

9. "One of my most !!:!ghtening visioEs is that of a 
labor~t0:rl EeveloP1 cross SQecies of ~als," Doc ,An-
derson said. "I pre ct thli wrtl come Within y 
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": e will see science create a dog with two heads, monkeys 
"'-_ W.1th .l!,l}1ll~s, ~nd other.l!ig~nin~ m£n~rs:t!veiy 

kind of cross specIes experiment WID De developed in 
the laboratories of the future." A man-animal sg,ecies will 

__ be created by 1990. -, -, m. ,,--

, """'"T<rTIiese aeveIOpments will become a reality br 1975: 
(a) Implanting fertilized eggs in the womb' (b) Arti
ficial viruses; ( cJ A c~caffrOcess~toeraSe the memory' 
<d) Hundreds of dni~1§jiMill!!f£iir~2dSaud eill~ 
tl~n.s; (e) New m~~, Eos!ru>l}~ d~th, particularly 
clinical.death, for long periods of time. 

"Biology holds the key to our future," says Doc An
derson. 

Chapter IX 

A CLAIRVOYANT VIEW OF BUSINESS 

Each autumn, when the landscape alono- the Tennessee.. 
, Geor~ s~te line has turned from gr:en to gold, an 

executive' Jet can be seen to arc high in the sky over 
~kout Mountain. ~oments later, the plane has passed 
swiftly over the dull tints of the Tennessee River landed 
at the Chattanooga airport, and taxied to an obsc~e cor
ner of the airfield. A tall, angular man can be seen stepping 
furtively from the plane. Face flushed by the, wind, his 
hands, shoved deep into the ragged pockets of his faded 
dungarees, the financier carefully, scans the airfield with 
dark, intense eyes. Satisfied that he has eluded his com
petitor's detectives, or escaped from his personal demons, 
the tycoon crosses the concrete runway to where Doc 
Anderson's Lincoln Continental is parked. He crawls into 
the back seat, and settles back into the plush white up
h~stery. Doc Anderson introduced me to his unusual 
client; 
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~1;[..i,~'_'>"""'~'-~~"""n<i='!'~""'J<~'=~'="""=_""-"'~"""'=->'~~=~~~ ___ " 

"I've been coming to Chattanooga for the past nine 
years to consult with Doc," the financier' admitted as Doc 
Anderson drove the car through Chattanooga traffic to-, 
ward his office. "While the security precautions may 
seem to be eccentric, there are important reasons for 
protecting my identity. First, I do not want my com

, .• "petitors to know where I obtain consul~ation on fu~e 
, business conditions. Second, I am convmced Doc IS a 

'gifted psychic, ~s. 1 base my 
future business plans on his adVIce. But, you can bet 
your bottom dollar, my stockholderswoul~ scream ~e 
wounded panthers if they knew I was consulting a 'psychi~. 
There are few people in the business world who will adlUlt 
to the reality of ESP, or psychic talents." , ., 

The financier lit a cigar and explained the neceSSIty m 
business for predictions. "Business is a game of outguess
ing the future," he said, as the car moved through down

, town Chattanooga. He pointed to a clothing store. "There's 
, a man in that store who is placing orders for next sum

mer's merchandise. He can overbuy, and his store is in 
bad trouble. If he underbuys, they lose business. He h~ 
established a few buying guidelines based on his expen

'ence. Like every other businessman, he would like to 
,own a personal crystal ball or ouija board." 
, "There's an entire indy,stry that feeds so-called J2ro
phetic, infor1]lati£n int? the bu~iness mainstre?ID' " t~e 
financier continue<f. "PiCkup almost any finanCIal publi
cation. There are ads with headlines like 'Ten Stocks 
That Will Go Up in Thirty Days.' There are newsletters, 
charts that supposedly detect a business or market turn
around and a hundred other gimmicks." 

"1 vJould buy stock if I was certain of t~n winners," 1 
said. 

"So would those people, friend," Doc drawled. "1 ~ow 
a businessman here in Chattanooga who almost rumed 
himself buying stock according to those reports . ..!h0se._ 
forecas.ts,jyst ar~J1ot J!Qcurate." 

"Right,"- the financier agreed. "I've gone the whol~ 
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route in business forecasting. Chart!§.~ C?1l!I?~ Busi· • 
_,_~esscycle experts. You name it, I've put a bundle into it. 
~ese things can provide a generalized view. 

~~iJjtie~ in business. You won't get -an.· 
answer on whether a specific thing will fail, or succeed." . 

"Tell him how you heard about me," Doc Anderson 
urged. 

"I was down in Miami trying to put together a complex 
land deal~" the financier explained. "I spent several weeks . 
on that d~ and everything turned to dust. A m..ill.d at the 
mo.tel said I sho}lli.1!?-ve ,aske4.1Loc about the. deal. She . 
c1lYPl~he could ~e.~=in1Q....the fimIre. I was ready to try .. 
anything or anyone. I telephoned Doc, made an appoint- ... 
ment, and flew to Chattanooga. I didn't act on the first 
reading, just kept score on the information. He made . 

i _nineteen Qredictions, and seventee1L.Rroved :trn~. That 
• was good enough for me." .. 

"Were these long- or,short-range predictions?" I asked. 
'''Six-month predictions." The financier turned to Doc 

Anderson. "Doc, I really want to talk with you about a 
daily prediction on the stock market. I'll place whatever 
amount you say into a sPecial broker's account. You make 
one prediction each evening to buy or sell on the follow
ing morning. We· could make ..• " 

"Friend, we've talked about this before," Doc Ander
son said,patiently. "You know I_don't like to mis~e 
my talents. I've always felt that trying to simply make 
money would end up in a disaster for a project like 
that. 'The gQ..od. ]..on\. d!dp~t g!v~ ~m~ ~A in a 

_.J)rok~G office and m~ke moqey." 
:, "There's no crime in making money." The financier .. 

. s~gged .. "You're always saying you don't make pre- _ .'. 
diCtiOns on that stuff, but I was down here when you gave 
that number to the old fellow in the restaUrant." . 

"Old Billy needed something to help him out of a 
pinch," Doc replied, defensively. "1 did that without think
ing about it." 

"We were in a downtown restaurant when I was down 
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here a few months ago," the financier explained. "An old 
Negro came over to the table .an~ asked Do~ for ~ lucky 
number. I'll admit that Doc dldn t want to give him on.e. 
The old man went into a story about having a da:ughter ill 
the hospital, needing money for doctors, and bemg both
ered by bill collectors. Doc said that he might place a 
dollar on 762. The old man came around a couple of days 
later and walked into Doc's office; he was grinning from 
ear to ear. He had hit right on the nose with 762." 

"Friend, 1 did that to help ol~ Billy," Doc said. "He 

'

needed someihing to get him back among the living. He 
works hard, raised a big family, and sent every one of 
those kids to college." 

"How about horse races? Shooting dice at Las Vegas?" 
The financier called out a lengthy list of speculative enter-
prises. 

Doc Anderson shook his head. 
"1 think you have a double standard," the financier said. 

"If I was in need of money, you'd give me a tip." . 
"You're'right," Doc said, pulling the car into the dnve

way of his office. "Poor people ne,E,~L money mQ!.e than 
millionaires." 

_. "Doc you're a revolutionist. Let's get down to busi-
ness and get a few good predictions. 1 have to be back 
in New York tonight." The financier followed Doc And~r
son into the office, firing questions at the robust psychic. 

one numerous who 
.. Chattanooga clairvoyant on complex business 

decisions. A dentist in Nashville flies to Chattanooga each 
month to obtain advice on his investments. A wealthy 

1 
Florida land speculator seldom purchases . a new parc~l 
of property without a personal consultation to obtam 
Anderson's psychic impressions on the development po-
tential on the land. ' , 

"I was interested in a piece of waterfront property for 
a marina and motel," Frank Tillson reported. "This was 
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an extremely expensive piece of property. I had several 
partners in on the deal. I like to give Doc, as much as 
possible to work on. That time, I brought alQng several 

, drawings, plans, and Polaroid pictures of the property and 
photographs of my partners. We were talking in his office 
and Doc was sort of absent-mindedly shuffling through 
the papers and pictures. All of a sudden, his face clouded 
up and a real sorrowful look came over him." , 

1 

"You will lose every cent you invest in this project," 
Doc Anderson announced to the Florida man. "Two men 
in this group are not acting in good faith. These two men 
will bleed every cent from their partners through trickery 
and embezzlement." Anderson selected two photographs 
from the file. "Don't trust these men." 

Tillson stared aghast at the psychic. "Doc, I've known 
those fellows for years. This is one time you're wrong. 
Dead wrong." 

"Don't invest, or you'll lose everything," Anderson de-
" elared, firmly. 
ii Tillson argued' with the psychic. Doc Anderson was 
II ada~ant in. his pre~iction of disaster. "It was uncanny. 
ii~OC s warmng convmced me not to go into the deal. I 
1:,' really w,anted in because it looked like a profitable proj-
!i ect," he said. "Just as Doc predicted, the two men he 
i! had warned me about did turn on the other partners. 
:! e funds were embezzled through trickery and deceit. 
i: I . d~n't pre!end to understand the fine points of this pre.. 
r " dictlOn busmess. All I know is that things tum out true 

. whenever· Anderson gives me his impressions on some
thing." 

l Doc Anderson and I worked together to obtain his im
: i \: t:;ressions on. business ~ the future. "~e are entering a 
.' ~~ tlille of the ~E-.ake-ou,,!, . Anderson predIcted. "The years 
.. " Un.o and 1971 ar~ go~g to be very decisive for many 
: : busmesses. There IS gomg to be a slowdoW in many 

ar~as and, regardless of what President Nixon and his 
; i: economic advisers' call it, we ar!.-..~ing ~o a brief !e-
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cession. The Government will_~,:!lse this .t5:ce~sion. Profits 
'1llbusiness will go "(lawn.- Let me exprai'n thIS: I do n?t 
mean that profits will grow at a slower rate. !,rofits will_ 
nlunge. down fro!!L~.J'2res£.gj;...kYels. . . 
.t' "The full force of the Government's tight rerns on 
money has not hit yet," Doc continue~. "The full impac:t 
of these artificial hi interest rates will not be felt until 
June 19 . ere will be an increase in the number of 
uiiempIoyed as business will continue to cut back because 
of the high rate of borrowing money. Workers will be 
laid off from private industry and require large outlays of 

"',relief, welfare payments, and unemelo,Yment insuragse. 
. This §II rncrea§:e 31overnment. slle~d~e 
!,l>1llYose of' the plan to defeat inflatI,gn. 

, Anderson also foresees a bad de~ision bY!Ee Preside!).t I 
and his advisers in the latter part of 1970. "Wage and 
E,rice controls will be discusseil, aE!..ffi.J .~resident,,~~ 
be indecisive about such a ;Q,lgn," the seer stated. The 
controls will be dismissed, and this will be an error. ~ 
Another spiraling inflation will be tnggered as soon as 
the supply or money IS mcreased. I£fiatj,on will continue 
~ the trend for the next few years. 

I; 1970 and 1971, Anderson foresees the need for 
businessmen to work harder. "There will be increased 
competition., There ~ be ~~en. greater. pressures on 
businessmen," predIcted. Busrne~. will be slowed 

I
, ill in 1971. There is an 

continue in America." . 
"I foresee a recession, not a depression," Anderson em-

phasized. "Automobile sales will go down in 1970, and 
those car dealers who have expanded too rapidly may 
discover they are in trouble. There will be more purchases 
of used, rather than new, cars." 

"In 1970 there will be less money in people's pockets 
to spend od leisure and entertainment," he continued. "I 
have also foreseen the ~!!!!;~~~~~~~~~~~:-'I 



studios, and there is a bankruptcy for a studio in the near Speculators will contlllue to circle like jackals 
future. This studio has gambled too heavily on films that :'iIi:>:(~::~:';::~~t'he monetary carcass of this nation for many years. 
will not do well.at the box office. The movie-makers will 
be faced with an inability to accurately gauge public 
taste." 

"Business will be difficult, profits will be down, and 
, sales will be harder to create during the Nixon Admin. 

istration," "Aiiderson precuCied. "This will prove very 
costly to the President in the next election." 

Doc Anderson's specific predictions for business include 
these prophecies: 

1970 AND 1971 

STOCK MARKET PREDICTIONS 

The "experts and insiders" will continue to be batHed 
by unexpected reactions in the market. . The glamorous 
"go-go" performance managers will discover their time 
has passed. Investors are going to become tm1ed to sta· 
bility and safety. This market will fluctuate up and 
down, with seemingly random movements, making in
vestments very difficult. I predict a long series of minor 
scandals in the financial co11l1J1unity, with the possibility 
of;!!:..!uajoLsca:tt<lal. The ,?onfidence of the investing public 
may be lost. i • 

ENGLAND'S MONEY CRISIS 

I predict that Merry aIde England will totter along 
at a snail's pace, dragging her monetary problems behind 
her. The pound sterling will once again be in trouble. 
Speculators· will launch an attack on the pound, and a 
group of nations will once again rise to the defense of 
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STRIKES AND STRIKES 

will see his Administration plagued 
Business and labor will collide in 

~~~?ni~ifli~tio!lS, construction, and automobile 

THE DECLINE OF RAILROADS 

Less than a century ago, the. nation wa~ linked. by 
great railroads and America's ·rise to prospenty was d~e, 

artially to this great transportation system. I predIct i dram~tic increase in railroad wrecks and der~ents 
because of· shoddy maintenance. These wrecks ynn end 
only when the Goveritment forces new. regulations for 
upkeep· of the lines. And I further predict that a C:0n-
gressional investigation will reve~ tJ;te ruf:hless practices 
of many railroad managers. LegIslation will follow. 

UNEMPLOYJMENT RIOTS! 

We shall s~e" ,1l£~.gt..R!2YJEent fiees 1!~~~st 
peak in a decade. Many of those who lose the~ Jobs 
will be-unsldlied members of minority races. Therr loss 
of jobs will create inflammatory conditions in th~ ghettos. 
More riots are forthEEoFing. 

BUSINESS SPENDING DROPS 

I predict that corporations will cut their plans for ex
pansion as profits plunge downward in the llear future .. 
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The cost of expansion will be much too great and FACTORIES TO BE PICKETED 
plans will be postponed until the business climate is better. 

HO]'v1ES DOWN; TRAILERS UPI 

There will be considerable £ic!s~ting Q,!_{fl&topes as 
citizens' groups force a showdown on air and environ- , 

•.•.•.. roen.l.pollut!.0n. T~e Government will pe more ~EU 
iilhandling ,],ollutlOn mat~s; there Will be many court 

New housing construction will almost come to a stand- .iorders to c10se Eollutiop. industri~. Yo~ng militantSWID 
still in the near future, due to the high rates of interest. <-also demonstr~~jI JfiQ§.]' mdustves t1;J.a.t a!~...J:~ 
I foresee that many families will tum to mobil>, hgmes as ' ... worst ~s. 
a solution for their housing needs and this industry will ,. --= -== 

boom. There will be many investment opportunities in •• 
every part of the nation for establishing mobile home 
parks. . 

APPLIANCE PRICE WARS 

.' : Both. retailers and manufacturers will shortly engage 
ill a desperate price war to increase their sale of appliances. 

. HIGH SPEED TRAINS 
- =-

I foresee several "Metro-liners" to be established be
tween our cities in the near future. Construction will start 
soon to provide high-speed travel between 
Angeles; ~leveland-Toledo; Detroit-Chicag~o~; l.!::~*-=~~-, 

Jacksonville. These fast pas~enger trains will-be 
dized by the Government. . 

LOWER AIR FARES 

The competition of foreign airlines will create lower 
air fares to Europe. 
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FRENZY IN FRANCmSES 

The start of a "shake-out" will develop in the fran: 
chise industry. Many weak companies will go by the 

. wayside. I also predict that franchise holders will form 
a strong organization to protect their rights against the 
franchising company. 

BUSINESS HEADLINES 

LARGE CONGLOl\1ERATE GOES BANKRUPT ... 
INTEREST RATES GO UP! -. . . MORE PEOPLE 

, LEASE AUTOS . -~ . MEDiA MONOPOLIES BROKEN 
. CONSUMERS REVOLT AGAINST mGH 

.1.'-'-'~.L>U ••• TYCOON FLEES WITH MILLIONS ... 
... FARM 

INDUSTRY HURT BY IMPO~TS .•. 

THE NEXT TEN YEARS I 
"The nineteen seventies are going to be one of the most 

exciting decades in the history of business," Doc Ander
son declared. "Millions have been brain-washed to believe 
there is little opportunity for the individual in today's 
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world of big corporations, chain stores, and cong1om~ 
erates. The next decade will open new horiz211s for the 
en~~rErisinJ1;~er~~~9 wl¥?-ts_~s o~ ~~siness. . 

I foresee exceptlOnal opporfunities ill ~ectronics, as 
an example," Anderson continued. "The electronics in~ 
dust!}' is ~ a giant y, and we're at thebottom pofiii 
at this time. Every new electronic breakthroug!t creates 
dozens of multipUf(d uses and applications. We'll see 
the introduction of many new devices k-t.ileiiext ten years. 
There will be W':cos(jirs.QnaI paging~ms, which 
anyone can afford; these systems will bring everyone into 

_ c?~stant contact~J!!.J£leR1].ope service. :,§lectronic jg
. m~lOns for enees will be perfected. Many new products 

will do away WIth much of the drudgery in life." . 

Long..;range predictions include: 

SUPERMARKET CREDIT 

The more things change, the more they become the 
same. Just as the corner grocery store used to give credit 
to customers, so will giant supermarkets allow the house
wife to use a credit card for her purchases. This will start 
,!ery soon and will be accepted throughout the nation 
ill a matter of months. 

SII.VEB., COlli 
...-INVEST IN/MONEY 

I predict that the best investment of the decade will 
be silver coins. These cams will become very valuable and 
rare when i6£ Government stops minting coins as we know 
them and. turns to pJa~!ic,"~c~p an? l?!PE:~. I 
foresee a ~QJm9.!n~ E~L~~ lRm~-v}l!ue OU£!P.!l! 
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THE qQMPUTER REVOLUTION ~ 

A new form of telephone will l?wer th~ cost. of da~ 
transmission in the Seventies. ThIS new illvention will 
create a runaway revolution .in the use of computers. In 
addition, a low-cost c~~rKetecr ~hortIy 
by a Japanese company, and thousands of small busilless~s 
will rush to buy these machines. The computer will 
become one of man's most ~elEful tools-as well as his 

enemy I \ 

. ~ LASER Bru}~KTHROUGHS 
I predict that there will be many new inventions devel~ 

oped around the laser beam. These will include (1) 
guidance and range-finding systems to direct deadly ~s
siles with pinpoint accuracy! (2) Laser beam machines 
that will crumble rock and vaE0rize the earth. Under

J[ound tunnels, railroad tunnels, and .~.u~way systems w~ 
be created for a fraction of tTieir present cost. Man will 
start his move downward into the e~! (3) A "death 

• ---ray" Will be built by the military. On the battlefield, this 
frightening weapon will burn, blind, and vaporize enemy 
soldiers! (4) Lasers will be worked with com..,putyf,s and, 
by 1975, a piece of ffim no larger than this will 
contain up to 100,000 volumes! (5) ~~~~f7~"""'
new television and broadcastin bands, 
broa casting and ee-dimensionaI television will be a 
realityl (6) Lasers will be used on coast-to--coast auto-

· matic highways. Your· car will be guided by a laser beam, 
· while you nap or read! (7) Medicine will use lasers to 
· remove diseased or.gans with 100 p,ercent acc';lracy .. Ne~ 
· the end of this decade, your surgIcal operatlOn will be 

programmed through a computer! (8) Instant urban re-
•.. newal will be possible when laser 
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for trucks and large v:ebicJes. (10) Finally, lasers 
.enable microscopes to be built that will provide a 
dimensional viewing . lens. . 

BOOM IN SHOPPING CENTERS 

COLOR TV BOOM 

18, 1979.;" J~panese imanufacturers have an
TV set that projects an image up to the 

::;"";;';;;;;'"'F-'- This new color set employs a 
and will sell for $35 in the United 

I predict that shopping centers will become the .,...,~.:Il,·'.'.":·'. / 
TIm NEW EXECUTIVE LIFE! lt 

-- ..... ,. IO'q 

~handising miracle .of the Seventies. New shop centers 
mclude: (1) RegzonaZ centers of an enormous size 
draw shoppers from 50 to 100 milesl (2) Farm 

'centers will be built to provide every service and .. I predict that the business executi~e ;Vill have many 
fo: the farmer! (3) Teen-Age Shopping Centers will tools to assist his work. These willmclude: (1) A 
tam shops and stores appealing to youth! (4) Adults that operates from the human voice .. An ex-
Shopping Centers will be constructed on the West \....uaSlli,;:,<e,CUl will dictate his letters directly to the machine. (2) 
and contain adult movie theaters bookstores and "mindmachine" that §tops de~ion' and fati~e .. 
ment S\o\res selling sexy mercha~disel' , executive will have this macIiii1e on rus deskr131 

to link an executive with his fac-
,-'-l . ~~;:£!an~yJ!J~~i!1?n world. There will be instant com-

CUSTOM MANUFACTURING I\/~~~~~~~:;YJ:.~: (4) Informal dress will be 
'W the business world, and executives will work 

Computers that design products and, at the same shorts, or slacks! (5) A daily medical 
run a production line will enable manufacturers to J;,!::;!~~\t:' will be compulsory in large corpOrations. Com-
duce custom-built products. I predict this technique will analyze physical condition in no more than 
be used first m me women's fashion industry to n1",,,",'1,,I:'..':+,,,n minutes! (6) Lawyers will no longer be needed when 
mass-produced ''Ori/ffial'' . desiWls, It· will quickly . " which 
adopted in otherbusmesses. . . answers machines 

':, will be available in "normal," "borderline," and "shyster" 

GARBAGE INTO HOMES! 

One. of the greatest new in~entions will be a method 
of ~g common garbage into building materials. Gar· 
bage will be cOI?pressed into building bricks, slab forms, 
~nd even matenal used to pave highways. I foresee the 
time when the city will pay you for your garbage! 
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models! (7) Some corporations will maintain harems for 
their executive staffs and "sex care" will be an important 
part of executive dontracts in the late Seventies! .(8) 

. Many firms will also have three grOU£S of exec!!:!lYes, 
operating on a round-the-clock basis, as busiJ?-ess. b~omes -
more international in scope. (9) Office furruture will be
come very bizarre, with fur-covered desks, sculptured 
chairs, plastic rugs that constantly change color, and 

i vending machines that dis:Re,nse gourI?et foog! (10) .Com
pany presidents will instantly transmIt orders to therr em-
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ployers by broadcasting. over closed-circuit radio. 
worker will be required to wear a tiny racllO-in his 
for these executive "bulletin orders"l 

future by purchasing a small acr$flge. By the year 
land will be a priceless commodity in many locales. 

I do not advise anyone to invest in mail-order) 
deals or property that has not been personally in-

1~'."11el;:Lo;;u. by the buyer. There are f.rau~ulent land operators 
country, selling submerged lands and desert prop-

EXECUTIVE "SLAVES" 

" "Gentlemen, look at this manl" the auctioneer 
Y <;~g . . . a ha~d worker . . . always makes the 

declSlon . . . happily married .• . four years of study 
the. Hruva:d Scho~l of Business .'. . five years of 
p~nence WIth a .na~lOn~ corporation ... Gentlemen, 
will start the blddmg? The chant of an auctioneer 
~e no~al at the end of this decade as executive 
~ons bnng the employer and employee together in a 
zled auction ring where executives will be sold like 
These auctions will replace employment agencies for 
nessmen!\ 

. "\~ 

to unsuspecting people. 

THE ASSAULT ON BUSINESS 
_ .. _ ~tettt m ""'!"$§,. '?ffi=f'7"'" 

Seventies will be an eventful time in business with 
problems. They will include: (1) Militant 

and 

:::J 
.. LESS WORK, MORE PAYI new revenue a 

. (4) Bribery and corruption""'WiJT1)ecome com': 

~il I predict that a 7-hour day and a 4-day week will h"I~OnTllii<:e in business! (5) Competent help will be a 
I~~cepted in ~usiness in .~nother seven years. rare commodity! 
. will also receIve a 13-week vacation each year. In 

decade, new honors will be bestowed on workers' the 
government will also establish a ~aranteed i:t.nnual ~age 
for every person. The hard-core unemployed Will become 
near wards of the state, and they will be called ')rones." 

THE COMING LAND BOOM'· 

BLACK CAPITALISM 

A new group of black businessmen will rise out of the 
ghettos and hammer out a new plan for Black Capitalism. 
This will be an entirely new concept of business and will 
'be . hailed by business, the Government, and minority 
groups. Enterprising businessmen will be encouraged to 

. Land will become one of your best possible investments . develop ghetto.firms, in coopf'ration with their black 
m t?e Seventies. The population growth, the demand for brothers! 
busme~s and residential expansion, and the scarcity of -rnd ~ double, eve~ triBle, the value ofland. i foresee ' 
he tIme when anymtelligent young man will' "hedge" 
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HEADLINES OF THE SEVENTIES! ... - ... -
-

Japanese build a railroad from Europe to Asia 
. :J3usw.esslIl;en~~e !3ritain to settle in U.S., Canada 
_ Australia ... liewZ~arand=beconi'es iOUristcenter 

the Pacific . .. well-IaioWn weekly newsmagazine " . cease Y-VJu.".,,,,,'u-:or..:..;;o Afncan market proves to· be 
existent! ... 
. . . A will erupt when the '" C"'" ''-'T 

a large corporation undergoes a sex change in 
Clothes are made of paper and plastic . . 

. "container" . submarines provide 
freighting . . . Weird, wild, and f;'ar~_o;;'u~t~~~~::r~a 
siglis .. -.-. Stores will be automated . . . 
mov~~o unde!ground buildings . • . Lo;;:w~-c;.\;:o:":st~~~ 
methods for home ana bUSiness use . . 0 Artificial 
light cities at night! 

"If there is one single impression I have received 
business in the n~xt few years, it is one of 
change," Doc Anderson reported. "Those ~~~ 
tl\e ability to make rapid decisions, accepting 
will prosper. Many well-known firms will not be 
They will become a part of history as new businesses 
to take their place." 
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Chapter X 

..n~/J.""L-RANGE PREDICTIONS,.-1970 AND 1971 

. Here are Doc Anderson's predictions for our immediate 

UPRISINGS AGAINST COMMUNISM 

.. There will be more demonstrations behind the Iron 
. with rebel groups seeking more freedom from 

Governnient. The Russian leaders will be forced to 
military might to suppress their own people and 

in the satellite countries. These coming demon
are the first sparks of a trend toward democracy 

the Iron Curtain. 

MASSACRES IN VIETNAM 

. I foresee more news. stories on alleged massacres of 
. . . civilians by our armed forces. In the very near 
future, there will be a story published revealing th~t the 
U.S. Central Intelligence Agency "has operated a ":letna
. mese assassination squad, staffed by paid m~rcenanes, to 
spread terrorism among Vietcong sympathizers . 

WAR IN ASIA TO CONTINUE 

America's invOlvement in. the land war in Asia will 
continue. President Nixon will make every effort to ful:?ll. 
his campaign promises of bringing our troops home. While 
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there wil.l be peace negotiations, the Vietcong and 
North VIetnamese will continue their guerrilla 
I also ~ave had a godly vision of America becomin 
vo~ved In another war in another neighboring co t

g 

ASIa. . . un ry 

SHIP IS SUNK 

I pre~ct that a~ American ship will' be sunk b 
Co~umsts ~nd t~IS will create an international y 

bThi~ destruction will occur at night, and North Korea 
e Involved. 

CHANGE OF LEADERS IN U.S.S.R. 

. I predict there will be a change of leadership in 
In the very near future. 

RIOTS IN JAPAN 

d V( e will see swarms of' rioters in the streets of J 
unng the next few months. They will be oun 

~~gaI;~=n~ni~~7;hO plan to disrupt toJrist ~ravel 

CHAOS ON CAMPUS 

BIRTH CONTROL PROBLEMS 

There will be new studies on birth-control pills, and 
women will learn of the dangers of taking this 

c.:cIlled.lICa11lon. A totally safe pill will be introduced in the 
future. 

COPS IN THE CLASSROOM 

. c.. . Our high schools will be racked by Violence and tur
Illoil in the coming months. Teachers will be frightened 

... of their students. Teachers will find it is necessary to carry 
'<'guns in the classroom in certain high schools for personal 

protection. Educational groups will ask for police protec
.. 'tion in many urban schools, and certain "inner city" 

schools will become virtual fortresses. Police sentries will 
guard the entrances, and only persons with school pass
ports will be allowed to enter the building. Hallways will be 
patrolled by armed guards. Closed-circuit television will 
be installed to monitor the activities of student trouble
. makers. Laws will be passed to. deal severely with any 
person disrupting a school, or a classroom. Violence and 
vandalism will create an increase in the premium rate for 
insurance on- schools, with these costs doubling in many 
cities. . 

WAR OF THE WOMEN 

As I have predicted previously there will- be "'Jrltinuecli 
unrest on our colleg' '. ~, ists will b e campuses. The rISe of militant Left-
Ie Ide met by groups of Conservative students. Col- . 

ge ea ers and law enforcement autho '1' ill b 
much stronger in dealing with rioters. n leS w ecome' 

We will witness the beginning of a great change in 
Western society. This will be the feminine revolt for com
plete ·equality. Women will demand equal representation 
in every area. This rebellion will move slowly at first, but 
many women will rally to the cause as time progresses. 
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ISRAEL WILL PREVAIL! 

.There will be many inflammatory incidents. in . 
Middle ~ast during the coniing months. I do not fore. 
see a Widespread war. The Arab guerrillas will become 
stron~er. and. will launch many attacks on Israel. How. 
ever, .It IS wntten that Israel will prevail against all of her 
enemIes. . 

chemically treated to remove all life and vegetation. 
defoliation, the border will be sealed with a 

fence to prevent una:uthorized crossings. 

A MISTAKE FOR THE U.S. 
____ ~-~ ,~ wm ~l~ 

Uke ::::: :::::::::::yndon .. \":;: g~~~~~~~~~~ffi~~~@;~~~'~~~ 
Bames J oOOson will be recognized as a true friend of the ' .. 
people ~d on~ .of t~e g;eat Presidents in our country. ....:. ". 
When his A~stratlon IS compared to others it will be :<. 
rev~aled ~at considerable important legislation ;"as passed: .•... 
d~g his te~ure. Howe,:er, Mr. Johnson must guard 
~s h~alth durmg the coromg months. There are intense 
V1?rations. working against his welfare, and he must act 
wlth caution and moderation in all matters. . 

THE BEAK WILL DIP 

,!,he Sicilia?- Mafia calls it "the dipping of the beak." 
OrIentals believe it is "grease for the tiger's tail." Re. 
gardles~ of. the. semantics, there will 'be many stories of 
~0:t;ruptlOn ~ high places in the next few months. These 
mCldents will be exceptions to the ethics of our society 
because most men are essentially honest and trustworthy: 

CANADIAN BORDER TIGHTENED 

!he U.S. Government under President Nixon will de
foliate. the ent~eCanadian border between our two 
countnes. A stnp from 50 yards to 100 yards wide will 
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ASTROLOGY BANDWAGON CON'Tll'fUES 

. '.' .:', Interest in astrology will boom in the next few months, 
: doubling during the next decade. All of the occult arts 

. will be on an up-swing as our nation seeks new answers 
'. to problems created by our technological world. 

VOICE-OPERATED TYPEWRITERS 

I predict that researchers will perfect a typewriter that 
operates from the human voice: ~s 'new invention. ~ 
be perfected in a few months;. It will be marketed WIthin 
four years. Such a device will revolutionize the secre
tarial departments of many finns. 

GLASS HIGHWAYS 

I predict that a large glass company will perfect a 
method to use old boWes to pave our highways. Old 
bottles ~ill be crushed into a fine substance and mixed 
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with a smaIl amount of adhesives. We will see the 
glass-paved street within two years. . 

\ POLLUTED AIR· WILL KILL 
~~~~:o='!';;,~ 

Pollution of the atmosphere will become so bad that 
people will be killed by breathing the very air around 
them. We wU1 also discover that smog and air pollution 
have e~an~!ed ...m~~,.§p~~e.s.,~Jldlife and the very 
trees that stand neat our cities. We will learn of entire 
r-""'~._~~""" __ ~-~ ~-==-~ 
f?rests Flwe!~r.q~xio~llir. Cleaning up our en-· 
VIronment will become one of the foremost goals of our 
Gox,mment during the n~xt decade. 

jJ LAWYERS FOR PUBLIC SERVICE 

, I pre~ic~ that a new trend toward· public se~ce by 
attorneys will be one of the top news stories during 

. decade. Many graduates. of our law schools will 
seek to bring justice to every American, regardless of 
his finru:cial status. Street front l~;aid offices will be 
opened ill the ghettos, and poor people will receive free 
representation when they encounter a legal proPlem. 
(Fr:om this will come a trend in the nineteen-seventies for 
"Legal-care." ) 

LARGEST SUBMARINE! 

. A 1,000-foot nuclear-powered subm.m;,ine will be de,., 
v~loped as a freight-c2 vessel. This enormous craft 
will carry a quarter- on tons of merchandise under 
the surface of the ocean. When the submarine is launched 
it will be the foreruriner of a new form of ocean trans~ 
portation:. 
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THE MOON BUGGY 

predict that construction will start very soon ~n a 
automobile. It will resemble our "dune bu es,:' 

will be powered by batteries. it five years, this 
buggy will speed our astronauts across the surface 

.. the moon. 

~~oy-:gWm9~ 

I predict there will be much discussion of a new canal 
cross the isthmus that connects North and South 

However, the Panama Canal will cOl;tmue to 
as an interoceanic waterway, as there will be no 

canal constructed during th~ next four years. 

UNDERSEA MINING 

I predict that undersea mining will become a reality 
a company from Newport News, Virginia, starts to 
manganese off the coast of Florida m a few months. 

ARTIFICIAL HUMAN S~ 

.. Within two years we will see the use of arti?cial s~ 
. . .• for human beings. This medical breakthrough will proVlde 

>.new hope for persons who have been severely burned. 

GAMBLING SCANDAL 

I predict that casino gambling in Puerto Rico w~ be 
investigateq thoroughly after mem?ers of an ~rgamzed 
crime syndicate are linked to gammg on that island. 
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TRANQUILIZERS UNDER FIRE 

. I pre. diet that several well-known tranquilizer "t\,,"n"'~~ 
~lOns ~ill b~ found to actually increase mental \J..L"'UJ.UI::I 

m patients. These pills will be found to increase 
ho~f:ility ,~ a l!erson during prolonged use. Another 
q~ilizer . pill ~ill be revealed as increasing anxiety in 
tam patH;nts, mstead of relieving th,ese symptoms. 

CIGARETTE BOOTLEGGING 

. I predict that as the Government increases taxes 
'cIgarettes, the underworld will use trucks and cargo 
to smuggle cigarettes from a low-tax state into iH~il-L,:tX 
areas. Cigarettes will b~ smuggled north from Ke:ntu1cky 
and North Carolina. 

" 
NEW EVIOENCE ON ASSASSINATION 

I predict that there will be' new evidence forthcoming 
on, the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King within 

! I a few. months. This new data will indicate that convicted 
1! assass~ Jl!.Wg, Earl R;.»X is ~ocent of killing Dr. King. 
ill I predict ~a! ,Ray will be m th~ news in a sensational 
j manner WIthin thre~ years. 

LEADER WILL PASS AWAY 

.A former,lea.der of the United States will pass away. 
His death will SIgnal the end of an era in U.S. politics. 
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ASSASSIN~l1qN 

NEW MO~Y FOR BRAZIL 

CHANGE OF LEADERS IN FRANCE 

The French Government will lose the confidence of 
people, and a new leader will be selected. 

NEW FBI DIRECTOR 
~~~ .... 

'I foresee a new director for th~ 
" PAT G~ft.Y 

A GREAT NEGRO LEADER 

I have foreseen many great ~onors for N e~o !eader 
Julian Bond of Georgia. If he will make ~p his ll1llld to 
,do so, :Mr. Bond will occupy some of the highest offices of 
our land. This man. has been. gifted with greatness! 

LICENSED MECHANICS 

A movement will start to license automobile mechanics. 
When a law is eventually passed, all. persons who repair 
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an auto will he forced to submit to an examiriatiori. 
will be required to pass a manual and written test, 
only those mechanics with ll,censes will P.1i? allow.e.4 
repair your c~ •. 

Chapter XI 

A STATE-BY-STATE LOOK 
AT THE SEVENTIES 

man kriow, I predicted that Wallace ~"Ou1~ will the 
Yin 1968, and I have continued VlbratlOns th~t 
will occupy the White House. I hav~ seen this 

in the high-ceilinged rooms of the White House. 
political pann,ers will :tJe considerably str~ngth~ 

..• ell~ in 1972. 

NEW ROCK-AND-ROLL CAPITAL 

. Although this may sound like. a ridiculous predicti?ii 
.. . this time I predict that the little known communIty 

. Muscle· Shoals, Alabama, will become the rock-anCJ.-
With the predictive prowess of a latter-day Nostia~ of the world within the·next decade. Famous 

damus, Doc Anderson's amazing mind has journeyed ~j~nt(~rta.iners and musical groups will com~ to Muscle 
down the dim corridors of time to provide a powerful from all ov~r th~ world to record therr albums. 
preview of future events in each of the fifty states. The 
result, after many weeks of intense effort, is believed to 
be th~ first localized predictions for any seer or clair
voyant. Some readers will b~ frightened by predictions of 
catastrophes and disaster; others will be pleased with 
reports of progress, prosperity, and peace for their area. 
"I advise each of my clients to remember that future 
events can be changed," Doc Anderson cautioned. "Many 
people have been saved from a train or plane wreck by 
a dream, or disturbing thought, concerning a potential 
disaster. I ~so feel that man has an amazing ability to 
endure on this planet, and our reward will be everlast~ng 
peace, Many of us shallliv~ to enjoy this goidell tim~,c. 

ALABAMA 

POLITICAL POWER FOR WALLACE 

George Wallace, the outspoken and pugnacious politi
cian from Alabama, will again be one of the key factors 
in the Presidential election in 1972. At this time, I can 
only foresee increasing power and acceptance for the 
principles of Mr. Wallace and his third political party. 
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ALASKA 

NEW PROSPERITY AND PROGRESS 

. This frigid state near the Arctic Circle will be tr~s
formed into a virtual Eldorado of progress and prospenty 

··within the next decade. Mineral strikes, new gold bOOm!!. 
and even greater oil strik~s will create wealth ?eyond the 
most imaginative dreams. Fortune-hunters will flock ~o 

. Alaska for their share of the riches,. and ne:v towns "1ll 
··rise in the wilderness. The dark side to this prospenty 

. is that many Eskimo and Indian tribes will be fraudulenf1:y 
. . deprived of their rightful lands unless extreme. care IS 

utilized. Charges and counter-charges. of OffiCIal cor
ruption, bribery of officials, an~ consp.rracy to defraud 
citizens anq, the Governm~nt will, tarmsh the .boom. 

A DANGER TO WILDLIFE 

I predict that a large ship ~ed wi~h oil. from ~he new 
fields ll~ar the Arctic Circle will co1lid~ WIth an lc.eberg. 
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Immeasurable quantities of oil will spill from the 
and spread an oil slick over the northern sea. The 
of many nations will be necessary to save the 
e~dangered by this accidental spillage of oil. Many 
will ?e ~)Utr.aged, and headlines will trumpet the 
of this oil slick: 011 b~aches many mil~s from the 

WARM TEMPERATURES 

ii' , Be~o~e. the end of this decade, visitors to Alaska 
I: ! se~ Bikini-clad young bathing beauties cavorting in 

;1 i mmg p.ools-eve~ on the coldest day of the year! 
I:' ii, dramatic change ill temperature will not be because 
,[. "North Pole has shifted, or the earth has spun on its 
!:: ,In~te.ad, the construction of giant plastic domes over 
!: "eXISting communities will provide a pleasant, 
• ! temperature throughout the year. The first of these 
I' I com:nunities will rise within thref) years; others will 
~ as Cl~ fathers pass bond issuf)s to "dome" their own 
"mumtles. Thesf) domes will create one oi' the 

changu ~ ::::THQUAKES! j 
-=--=-~,.,.=--.-- .... 

I predict that Alaska will be shattered by several 
cus earthquakes withiii jhis Jlext decade. These "periodic 
earth tremors will spreaa out from aflaw in the 
structure g of 

~J.(wd n 

tnlllions of tourists. By 1980, it will be quite common 
a family of vacationing Americans to visit Alaska " 

the srim.mer, 

/ 
ARIZONA ,/ 
-~.. ~ 

GOLDEN-AGE LUXURY TOWNS 
................... -..,..,."'-:"".:~=~.,..."""-'~~."..,.""-'-.,,-= 

• The p;-ulation of Arizona will contin;:re to spiral ,;p-
.... during this . decac£e; much of tbis mushroommg 

will come from luxurious retirement communities 
and established by. the Federal Government. 

retirement towns will be constructed to provide 
, comfort, and ~s~ur}!L!2 olde~. citg,e~s who have 
their ~~U.~~kS Tor. an illCome. ~e ,/ 
of these commumties Will be built lls...fP.oe~ 
an ultimate population of ~29 .. .o00 persons .. ~~ 

1P;,g~~~~_~~~~~~~:~,+:constructed especially for 
~ will attract· citizens to 

The -;;;;':::;"";;~:;:;;;::;;;;;;'-s'o successful that other 

:Q'o!!aeD:-a~.e.llS towns will follow very quickly • 

. MAFIA IN POLITICS 

A very prominent Arizona politician will be discredited 
an investigation reveals his close links and fri~nd

with organized crime gangsters. Newspaper headlines 
herald the bribery of elected officials on several levels 

government. It will also be reveal~d ~at ~embers o~ the 
syndicate have invested heavily ill Anzonabusmess 

. . will be accompanied by JIigh property loslses,.IX,.JJIlms. This scandal will erupt in the near future. 

there will ~ .few :t:eo£!! killed or injured. 
I:' rtf~ '!tJ/LC!!:!.D<J+J~# wAs A CtVMIi. 
I:, , 
:'1 IllGHWAY TO THE NORTH 

',1 
[ 

11\ 

. ~e e~tire length of the Alaskan Highway will be paved 
WlthiJ1 this decad~, ap,d the last wilderpess will be opened 
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ARKANSAS 

A HILLBILLY DISNEYLAND! 

I predict that an enormous, highly successful amuse
center with a "billbilly" theme will be constructed 
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within a few years near Bentonville, Arkansas. This 
be the largest amusement and recreational \,;VJllllJlv.A 

the nation and, naturally, land values in northern ,,",II<"'"S~, 
shall \soar to ten times their usual price. 

.-i; A QUAKE NEAR NEW MADRID! 
.' ."-~"""',,,,,,,,,,-=~-~=, -,,"-,,~ 

The mountains of northeastern Arkansas will 
~e a l~af in the wind, buildings wiTI toppIe, and the 
will, whip and roll when an earthquake strikes the 
west. The center of this frightening disaster will be 
New Madrid, Missouri, and the deadly tremors will 
danger the :residents of the Midwest states. During 
~atastrop.he, the Mississippi River will boil with fury 
ill some mstances, the course of the river will be "'il<Llll'.'~\J 
forever! '. 

PROGRESS AT WEST MEMPHIS 

The population of West Memphis, Arkansas will 
within the next ten years. ' 

CALIFORNIA * 
TERROR IN THE STREETS 

Law-abiding citizens will be driven from the streets in 
large cities by the terror tactics of brutal street gangs. 
These hoodlums will practically rule the streets of San 
!r~~-l=-l:£~~l~~ll~~!?l~o. The danger will 
become. so great that a citizen will not be safe even in 
the daylight hours. This situation will become so wide
spread ~~ .n_~~tJiyue~§ that,· after many deaths, 
there will be _~a~~,,!a! ~~d on certain communities. 

* ~derson's predictions concerning the California earth-
_£,1;l~~,....are -~scussed in another chapter 0'f'11liS' cook. . 

'P,qC;k-S :f.~ 13K .140 fS"J. ~ 
:5c~ PAC'Ir I be... ()/<EG(; pV cART 1+

~V}fI<c:'S c"/iAi'ro-e CCMsr • 

. 

will need a special pass to go to the supermarket, 
or to the movie theaters! 

PROBLEMS IN CALIFORNIA 

. boomin!)' prosperity in California will show signs 
weakness U; this decade. There will be a continued 

for welfare payments, and relief, b.y hu?dreds of 
of new residents who flock to Califorma to cash 

v .... u~s-u--ch· ill to-

many persons, 
there will be many problems in the state. 

RONNIE REAGAN'S ANGER 

I have seen a dark cloud floating over the political 
.' of Governor Ronald Reagan of <?alifornia. ?ove:-

Reagan will exp~rience difficulty m contr0?ing his 
I see a roaring outburst of anger that will create 

lllYJlll"Jl"'V~" problems for his political pl~ns. A ~em:per 
may cost Reagan a Vice PresidentIal nommation 

1972. 

,-o<£q!-~~ ... " 
UNDERGROUND EARTH CHANGES 

There will be innumerable changes in the earth's strnc
around Denver withm the near future. Although the 
of lives will be very small, this shifting of the earth 
result in considerable property dama~e. I am rather 

:nl1'771,.il by my impressions of this event; It does not ap-
to be an earthquake created in a natural manner. 
trouble will start because of ~::ast_~e!.gr..£p,ud,=-,",,_ 

that has been constructea beneath , 
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o Denver by 0 the U.S. 0 Government. Even now I can 
~~li~~y'€~-0f,:]9!So~2.~.~~~~~als 

mto creVices and c!eatmg und~groun"!'p:ess~es. 
. .,.-" 

AIRLINER CRASH 

A commercial airliner will crash in Colorado 
the next 40 months with a large loss of life among 
passengers and crew members. / 

.,./ 

oGOLD!wt 

A new. discovery of rich gold-bearing ore will be 
nounced m March, 1974, and the strike will be near 
the commUiiity of Steamboat Sp~gs. 0 0 0 0 

\ 
\ . CONNECTICUT 

, ~o C,ON§'!1,MER'S BOYCOTT 

. A revolt of the American consumer will be .,,,,,,,,.,,"',, 
m I!artf~rd, Connecticut, in the n~~t foyr y~ars, and 
tactics Will spread across the nation. Consumers will 
factories and stores to dramatize their 

II 
against ri~ing prices and the poor quality of products. 
woman will lead the buyers' revolt and for several 
her efforts will frighten 0 even the most 'powerful industl'ia 
corporations. 0 

RACIAL PROBLEMS 

Hartford and New Haven will have racial nrr,,.,,,'.,.,.,. 
for several years. 0 
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DELAWARE 

SEVERE STORMS 

Raging storms will lash th~ coast of De1eware, the cities 
be plagued with howling blizzards, ice storms, and 

snowfalls. Schools will be closed temporarily, fac~ 
will shut down, and food will become scarce as 

wintery storms threaten Delaware during the winter 
1974-75 • 

HEADLINES OF THE FUTURE 

Headlines in Delaware during the near future will in-

HOTEL FIRE CLAIMS 18 LIVES 

GRANDMOTHER GIVES BIRTH TO TRIPLETS! 

RACIAL FLARE-UP IN WILMINGTON; 
CALL OUT NATIONAL GUARD 

HIPPIES TAKE OVER WILMINGTON IN 1973; 
FLOWER CHILDREN INVADE DOWNTOWN 
AREA 

OIL TANKER BREAKS UP IN STORM; 
BEACHES COVERED BY OIL SLICK 

.~1?IS!!;u2!= qI: ~Ql:~Y!;- ~ V~e:p 
LAWLESS CITY 

I am not optimistic in my predictions concerning the 
future of Washington, D.C., because this c0J:n¥l~!l,. 

~ t' P:T - mtttsm......"... ........,., 
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FLQ1YP.A_~ 

MORE RACE RIOTS 

There will be continued growt9- and prosperity in Florida 

during this decade, but the state's future will be ~arred 

by race riots. I foresee 9!t~.,:rs:~~o~s,.!;lE~teSu- '\ 

premists battling in :Mianu ~,i~~U!.,1~!f!' ~:;. Y_J.1D.; 

Miami and Miami Beach will be declared disaster areas 

fonO'wm.gfue~devastatfonleft by a battering hurricane in 

1977. This will be one of )t;h~,e~:~~~~~¥.5:~:,;;r.E:~~r."" 

I
. ~e death convulsions for our capital city, as we storms ever recorded, and 

It, will come on a warm summer night during a '''rcro.fir','','' lives:'Thestormwilluncover a sunke.n IJIjJ':UU"ll ~'''-ll''V~ 

., demonstration in Washingtonl A half-million people 'tmIied in the sands of ,.M?ami Beach, and salvagers will 

, travel to that city to protest the policies of the reap an eiiOi.1iious treasure org-old, silver, and jewels. 

. ment. The mob will suddenly become furious with nmIOnal!: 

ii lead~rs. Ugline?s will replace peaceful petition. This f DEATH IN HIGH PLACES 1/.. 11 V. 
':~ gantlC crowd will get out of control, looting, burning, , I 1'1I-"A TH 6.t:; 'QO"B_e~""t ,,,II1J6r rt I Gi-l 

fig the city. The President and important A promirlenl1i16rida politician will die III tlie v~ry near 

officials will flee for their lives • . . a future. His death will be a shock because he will be a 

will kill the Secreta£L9f Defense and his young man. 

Library of cO"iiFeSS wil.fb'e:Sacked and burned 

es WTI:l'beCfesfroyed . . . Congressional leaders ~ill .1ll\.;", /Ii'."" 

in b~g for their lives . . . It will 1''''(l'1111'." ilL 

several days for the Armed Forces to recapture 

capital from this bloodthirsty mob, and thousands of lives 

will be the p~~e! The time: t;J;~ar. tb.e .. ~n~ Of!his decadel 
,.~ 

"" .. 
~ 

, 

,,~ 

~ 
_A _NEW CAPITAL 

f 

GEORGIA 
~~~ 

GROWTH AND BOOM 

I am very optimistic' about the future o~ the southeaste~ 
states during this decade of the Seventies, and !3eor&ta 

will lead this ~oWtll:-~Atli~ii~wrrbeCOme one of the 

larges£ana=~~Tc~ti.~~JH..l:te= 'Yp~ld by t}Ie year 
1QQQ. 

DR. KING'S MEMORIAL 

.' I predict that the world's largest memorial will be co~

structed in Georgia to honor the memory of Dr. Martm 
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Luther King, Jr. This structure will be so immense that 
it will require twenty years to complete the construction. 
Funds from citizens of every race, creed, and color will 
erect a larg~ m~seum on the memorial grounds, dedicated 
to the contnbutlOns of Mra-Americans to our nation and 
the world. A large Negro university will be established 
near the memorial, with the "Martin Luther King" library 
containing this great man's papers, and the world's laro-est 
collection of Negro literature.' Plans for this memorial ~ill 
start soon. ' 

i: A revolutionary new aircraft engine will be manufac
I:' tured ~~~9!§; it w~ be ~bsolutely silel]! in 
, '/ operatIOn .. This .to~ally new ~n~e will allow supersonic 

1 flight by. grant arrlmes and eliminate the shattering sonic 
'It boom. Still later, the Geor?ia airc~aft n;dustry will flourish 
, when a small, low-cost arrcraft IS built, powered by an 

This will bring the cost of flying down 
, t~ average man. Instead of two cars, every family 

will have an automobile and an airplane. We will live 
to see the day w~en a. mother and her children will easily 
fly 7?0 to 800 miles, m complete safety, to visit 'relatives 
or fnends. Salesmen will be able to make calls on cus
tomers in several states-on the same day returning home 
that evening for qinner! ' 

HAWAII 
~ 

WHERE THE BOOM IS 
~=!>='''''~ .,~~,,, .,.'..,.,. 7':!iC.!...:.:.'==-

There will be a good and a bad side to the prosperity 
of the Hawaiian Islands in the 1970s. On the one side 
land prices will soar and fortunes will be made as value~ 
skyrocket. The influx of new people will help land values 
increase. On the other hand, I foresee the destruction 
of some of the world's most beautiful places by greedy 
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land developers and ruthless builders. Hawaii will pros
per-but the price may be too great! By 1980, the Islands 
will have lost much of their natural beauty and the scenery 
will be replaced by a false, tinsel glare of, developments, 
new buildings, and tourist traps. 

, -~ ~ SAB'(f'f I\G--e ~ r-Or<GwAR,.Neu' 
A'''MARiNEmSASTER IS F.o~E-

--."-~.~~,~.=,~.".~"~",.~.", .. ,.-,,.~ A8 H £'.0 
When I placed my hands on ~ map £L.~~"Y_ah for t~ese 

predictions I gained an inlmedmte lillpressIOn of _~ ~~ 
warshiE sW<:.!ggJ2,~,.g~f}J!L.th.~WJl:.y;:es. This disaste~ is cen
tered n~Eb~arbor, and will be accompame? by a 
large lo~~ 9tliv.x.S':''''A Naval Board of !~qurry will rec-

, ommend drastic punishment for the ~~P s offic~rs. ~e 
time? Because of the strength of this VISIon,' I believe thiS) 
tragedy will occur ~i!~ tlt~ }l~xt five ye~. C111 197t 

IDAHO 

TOWNS FOR "NEW PEOPLE" 

There are vast stretches of virgin land throughout 
Idaho, and many of these broad areas have neve~ been 
surveyed, or mapped. Idaho is truly the last b.astion of 
wilderness in our nation; therefore, the state will attract 
a cult of "dropouts" from society in tbis changing decade. 

. There will be thousands of young men and women who 
become disenchanted with the regimentation, technology 
inid impersonal nature of society in the next ten years. 
They will seek a return to nature and, through hard work, 
will create scores of towns in the Idaho boondocks. Called 
"new people," and following no leaders·, they will c~ear 
the forests build their towns, and become self -supportmg. 
Their to~s will look like pioneer villages of a century 
ago. The quiet, simple life of these frontiersmen of the 
future will attract hundreds of people to each town
many lniddle-aged businessmen will f'drop out" of the 
rat race and leave for the wilderness. 
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A NEW GOLD RUSH! 

A n~w process for recovering gold and other precious 
ores will be announced by 1974. This new invention will 
be a :,ery econ~mical way of mining. Long-dead ghost 
towns ill Idaho will roar with life as entrepreneurs, fortune
seekers, and prospectors dash into the state to "remine" 
old gold and silver claims. Fortunes will be made and 
many new millionaires will be created-within ; few 
weeks. 

. IL!:-lNOIS~~ 

FIRE ON THE LAKE FRONT --=_ .... ___ ..:.., ..... " .. __ t....o .• ....,..","-_. ___ .:.<--"'-._:.-., __ .'-...,;....,.',.~,. __ . ~-...:o...::~_= 

I have a v~si(:m of fire and expiosions on the £hicago 
lake front wlthm the ,next three ~ars. This is a very 
large building, and it appearStobe of new construction. 

"1'}J IS HA'$ i+<f7p /#FN1; I). 

PROBLEMS FOR MAYOR DALEY 

For quite some time, I have seen a dark shadow con
ne~ted with. the fo::rune~. of Mayor Rich~rd Daley of 
~hi~agC? ThIS man s abilIty to rule the CIty is rapidly 
dISSipating; he has lost the backing of powerful interests 
The turning point was the Chicago convention riots ~ 
~968. Mayor Daley's enemies are now planning vengeance, 
and he may reap the seeds of the whirlwind he has sown. 

RACIAL DISTURBANCES 

I predict that the fires of discontent are stirring even 
now ~ t~e ~ett~s of Chicago and, unless many steps are 
taken, thIS ssatlsracHOtl wm ignite into the bloodiest of 
race riots. There are strong forces on both sides in Chi
cago who seek a confrontation of the races and, if they 
s~cceed, ,the carnage will be so great that martial law 
will be Imposed. for a. considerable time over Chicago. 
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There is a bright ending t~ this deadly vision: If the riots· 
occur, they will bring a realization that everyone must 
live in peace or perish in the fury of the mobs. 

HEADLINES OFTHB FUTURE 

Headlin~s in the future for Chicago include: 

AIRLINER CRASHES AT O'HARE FIELD 

BOMBING .9F ~OQR.JtQIl,.DlliQS,~" 
TERRORiZES .. ~CHICAGO; 
i!@.I~~·~2~llig:sJ.1E£L ... 
SCANDAL. IN URBAfi~l~E\~~.~~""I!~·,,9IgCT 
~!i~sognr'~-""""- . 
PROBE SPENDING OF POVERTY FUNDS; 
POOR PEOPLE RECEIVED NOTHING 

TROUBLE IN CAIRO 

RaciqJ troubles will continue -to plagu.e <2!!~ Illinoi~, 
and this community of §:QQD£I~s IS a mlcroSCOplC 
example of what ~~.!1§...sah do to ~ commu;ruty. , 
This ~-..£!~' losing populatIOn, bu~mess 
volume, and new growth, until the area becomes like a 
ghost city. 

GANGSTER DIES 

The top leader of the Chicag? underworl~ wil! be 
assassinated within three years; his murder. will trigger 

war for control of the. 



in the past, the Chicago police will be unlikely to appre-
hend thes.e killers. . 

CURE FOR COMMON COLD 
~~J<-o~,:""",,,,,,,,,: _____ ~, _~_. ~_._. 

A marvelous chemical discovery will be announced by 
. ~rthwestern UIl~versity in J9.Z7. A ~imEle wh~tey-ill will 
mstantIy cure the common cold7" ---~ --

INDIANA 

t) DEMONSTRATORS HALT RACE 
" "1 Y f'lfitf '. . . 

. WIthin five year~{ a race at the IndIanapolis Speedway 
will ?e. canceled because of demonstrations on the track 
by dIssIdent groups. Shortly before the race is to start 
demo?strators will crowd down onto the track and int~ 
the pIt a:-eas. Th~s den:onstration will signal the beginning 
of a senes of. d~~!~£!:I~~..,.,.<?":L§E-2!!E:.~~~ven~~ _ by den.:!.0n
E!:~p.dlan@.Qll.:t500 ... theKeJltll9'fi .. l2?Lby 
. . . the gos~ B~~~ _~~e . . . ~gIle$~~1},£.,~al 
~.0£1L.g~s will all be targets for disruptIOns. At In
dl~apol~s, .1 also foresee the death of a well-known racing 
drIver WIthin the next two Memorial Day races. 

ANCIENT INDIAN DISCOVERY 

Within the next decade; a farmer in Indiana will dis
cover an underground shaft leading down into a sub
t~rran.ean ?m:ia1 tomb for an ancient race. My psychic 
VIbrations mdicate this discovery will occur on a hilly farm 
near Terre Haute. The tomb with contain the artifacts, 
skeletons, and treasures of an ancient unknown race 
S~ience will be baffled by this archeological find. Ther; 
will be many controversial testaments issued and, finally, 
an announcement will be made that the "lost race" is 
Egyptian in character and culture. . 
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IOWA 
iiSt: ... 

ACCLAIM FOR SENATOR HUGHES 
~.-_,~, •. _.'~"_'~""_'''i''''''''''' __ ''''-'''''''_'''''":::'-'-'_.'o:::._ "",;:~ •. _ • ...,.,._ .. "".,;. . ..c-='AO".::v.~""",,.<'r=o='-'~::.':'!;;:,., 

Senator Harold Hughes of Iowa is destined to be one 
of the lrreates( leaner's ,of tllis nation, international 
statesmait who will 15eacc1ahnea Ioi11is lllL\~llJ.J"'C;li."'''', 
ership,~'a:iid compassion. Senator Hughes ~ be .one .of 
the leading candidates for the DemocratIC preSidentIal 
nomination in 1972. This man is gifted with greatness! 
===-=;;;...,~ ...... ~.- . ".~---.. ,_ .. ",- .," '. 

LEGALIZED GAMBLING 

Within this decade, the voters of Iowa will go to the . 
polls and vcite overwhelmingly to leg~e gambli~g in 
their state. Cities along the borders of thIS state will be 
transformed into Midwest "Las Vegas" gambling towns, 
with sparkling new casinos, new.airports, and dazzling 
hotels. Iowa will quickly become known as the center for 
good food, excellent entertainment, and gambling. The 
central location of Iowa will bring in thousands of tour
ists each day. Ultimately, gambling taxes will provide 
the best schools in the nation, and the lowest tax rate, 
for Iowans. 

PROGRESS FOR CLINTON, IOWA 

Within twenty years, the little-known community of 
Clinton, Iowa, will become the largest city in that state. 
Population of the city will be dramatically increased 
when a new U.S. Government installation is built nearby, 
on the Mississippi River. The town will leap from 40,000 
to 250,000 residents within two years. Another impetus 
for growth will be the construction of a space-age j~t-port 
near the city to serve all of eastern Iowa. There 1S also 
danger for this city; I see an industrial explosion in the 
near future with flames shooting high into the air. This 
explosion and fire will be one of the worst disasters in 
this decade for Iowa. 
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KANSAS 

Headlines of the future for this state will include: 

PRISON BREAK FROM LEAVENWORTH' 
GUARDS KILLED IN ESCAPE ' 

DUST BOWL RETURNS TO PLt\.INS' 
LAND WITHERS UNDER DROUGHT 

YOUNGSTERS FIND WORLD'S LARGEST 
CAVE NEAR BELLEVILLE IN 1978! 

UNEMPLOYMENT RISES IN WICHITA 
[Near . future] 

SCANDAL IN THE STATE HOUSE 
[also near future!] 

\ KENTUCKY 
. DElrnY SCANDAL 

in Before ha~ a decade has passed~ American sport-
g V;orld will be shocked· by sensational disclosures of . 

~ ma]?r s.canda~ connected with the Kentucky Derby. The 
~vestIgation will result in the banning of a well-known 
Jockey and an equally notable racing stable. 

CAYCE HONORED 

. The followers of Ed~ar Cayce, the Sleeping Prophet, 
will erect a statue to his memory in Hopkinsville, Ken
tucky, before 1977. The city fathers of Hopkinsville will 
~lso honor the p~ophet by establishing a summer seminar 
Ill. th~t commumty. This seminar will attract psychics 
SCIentists, and students from throughout the' World. ' 
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LOUISIANA -------
POLITICAL SCANDAL VERY SOON 

political tempest is brewing now in Louisiana politics 
certain elected officials fighting desperately to protect 
reputations. These officials will be revealed as friends 
in one instance, business partners of gangsters. A 

with a well-known name will also be shown as 
recipient of gifts from oil companies. I 

EARTHQUAKES IN NEW ORLEANS 
, - .. ( "'~-'-"-""",, ,", .' "'"""~~~-< ....... ~-

French Quarter will be demolished in the twinkling 
an eye ... large downtown buildings will crumble into 

and debris ... .s!!~~n.~ be aw~1lll.1ml4== 
. as t!E~n1~~~.!~ll~=-

A roar of tremors will devastate this 

~~~~~.,!;~~r1".' (5 E~ 'P/Hi-E$ Lf ".~. le~ \ 
CALl t: <Iv CH<'e. (;,..fj iJ '(v A 1<...1.;.'5. ) 

WORLD'S BIGGEST SEAPORT . j 

Within 15 years, New Orleans will become the largest 
in the world. The increased use of inland water-

will create the necessity for increased port facilities. 

. MAINE 

BEER PILL INVENTED 

The five-cent beer will return to American life when . 
. young man in Maine invents, and markets, an "instant 

pill. These tiny pills will create a hearty glass of 
Iren:IiUlTI beer when they are dropped into a glass of 

water. This amazing process will revolutionize 
brewing industry. Costly production, transportation, 
storage of bottled or canned beer will become a part 
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of the past. A beer fancier will be able to hold the 
lent of twenty cases of beer in his hand! 

MARYLAND 

\ RIOTS IN BALTIMORE 

Som~ of the worst race riots in- history will erupt 
Baltimol\e in the future. . 

~ ... . 
"DOOMSDAY BUG" LOOSED 
.. b 

I predict that a terrible type of bacteria· knoWn as 
. :doomsdal~g" will be developed at 

. warfare . in ~.;....;~~...;;;:~~' 

lTb . t' ill i . e SClen IStS w attempt to test this on 
I animals. There will be an unexpected accident. A 
~ but deadly, amount of the germ will be unleashed on 
f nearby city. There will be a loss of lives and the 
I ment will attempt to censor alI news of ' these deaths 
, pect this frightening occurrence in 1977! . .... 

MASSACHUSETTS 

. END OF KENNEDY REIGN 

,"- There will be new revelations forthcoming ".,,, .... +., ... 11, 

'~"'on the drowning of Mary 10 Kopechne. When the 
"p1ete s~ory is known to the authorities and the 
there will be clouds over the reputations of certain 
and acquaintances of Sen~tor Edward Kennedy. This 
ma5~ the end of power for the Kennedys in lla.l~lU.ll~ 
politics. 

,.§-M G~ VITY ENGINES 

A l!:boratory near Boston is approaching a 
througli on an ~lectfo-ma~rm of propulsion. 
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LOSS OF INDUSTRY 

foresee the continued moveinent of manufacturing 
from ¥assa'?~usetts. ~?P.~~ ;vil1 .. }'l~e. high tax~ 

expensi.ve labor in the Bay ,State; fuelr resettlement 
be !!1.J!l!t Midwe§t, ,ap.g t!?-e SQY.1h. This trend will 

unemployment in the state . 

MICIllGAN / 

U.S.-INSPECTED AUTO~~ 

of a new· car will 
a vehicle free of "bugs" and mechanical pro'b

The poor quality of automobiles produ~ed ov~r the 
few years will create the demand for this servIce. 

DETROIT'S NEGRO MAYOR 

A Negro mayor will be elected in Detroit in the early 
of this decade. 

ORE STRIKE AT ESCANABA 

discovery of precious minerals near. Escanaba, 
will dramatically increase the population for 

community. This ore strike will create boom times 
the Upper Peninsu1a~ 
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MINNESOTA 

NEW COPYING MACHINE 

A cheap, low-cost office copying machine will 
marketed by a Minnesota corporation within two 
This machine will use ordinary paper to copy {lOc~umle! 
in either black and white or colors. The cost of this 
chine in office models will be less than $200. A 
model will sell for $99. Introduction of this LUW~~""".~ 
revolutionize the copying machine industry. 

BENDING GLASS· 

A professor at the University of Minnesota will 
a unique form of low-cost glass which will bend, 
than break. This discovery will come 
and will have many applications. 

LAKE MONSTERS ..... 
Thousands of trigger-happy fishermen will pour 

Minnesota in 1973 following.reports of a man-eating 
monster in severiI lakes north of Miniieapolis. 
graphs will be shown of a "Loch Ness" type of ('.,.p,~1"11"f 
FriglItened fishermen will not venture onto the water 
out shotguns, and the fishing season will be 

MISSISSIPPI 

NEGROES ELECTED; WHITES MIGRATE 

I predict that the white residents of Mississippi 
migrate from this state in large numbers as Negroes 
elected to many city and state offices. We will live to 
a Negro governor in the Mississippi Stat() House 
this decade. 
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REBUILD HOLLY SPRINGS 

A historical society will request the Federal Go~em
to save the Civil War mansions in ~o~y. S~nngs. 

from ruin or destruction. A MiSSISSIppI Sen-
1l~".Lw'''Oill·1-' l-'s·p'earhead the drive to rebuild this fam~)Us old 

and the first building to be reconstructed will be a 
station. 

MISSOURI 

_ ~Q~Ak!!'LST:.,lJQpIS 

In the very near future, a scandal will 
betWeen certain 1~!2!."!!!~~~~~~~~~~ 

~~W;?!#~~~~~~:;'men are detrimental to the 
of our naTIOn! " < 

MONTANA 

MINERAL FIND IN BILLINGS 

There will be the discovery of :eE.ecious !I:1inera:s if-'~ 
Montana, in the 1970s. An unusual ~re will e 

'~~~tr~~a rimrock that overlooks the CIty. 
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HEADLINES OF THE NEAR FUTURE 

The residents of Montana will read these headlines 
during the next five Fars: 

, FIRE AT STATE PRISON 

TOURIST FAMILIES KILLED BY YELLOW~ 
STONE~ . 

WORST BLIZZARD OF CENTURY 
-STRANDS 'TRAiN'S & MOTORISTS 

NEW FACTS ON CUSTER'S LAST STAND 
ARE FOUI:\1J)" = 

DEFOLIATE BORDER BETWEEN U.S.-CANADA; 
HIGH FENCE TO BE BUILT ALONG BORDER 

MAD RIFLEMAN MENACES TOURISTS 

NEBRASKA 

"73 UFOs OVER AIR BASE 
.. "" 

NEW TAX PLAN BRINGS BOOM 

A young man from Geneva, Hebraska, will be elect~d 
the Nebraska .legislature during this deca~e. He ,,:,ill 

,intlroduce a new, experimental form of tax~on for ~
that Will win widespread approval. This plan will 

industry, and scores of new fac-
~=~fM~~~~~~:the state. 

NEVADA 

"MONEY MAKES MONEY" 

Multimillionaire Howard Hughes will again prove the 
old adage that "It takes money to make money." Hugh~S 
will . ill This 

BEST-SELLING WOMAN WRITER 

..,. , A young woman news:I:;aper reporter in Reno wi~ the 
'. initials of "C.C." will wnte one of the most sensational 

Flying saucers, or ldE'Os, will appear in mighty num- ' novels of the nineteen-seventies. This novel.will ~ove: her 
bers)n the night skies o~r eastern Nebraska within..!N~e ,experiences as a newspaper reporter and will bnng nches 
years. These UFOs wilfbe so numerous that military air '.'." and acclaim to the young lady. 
traffic will be stopped. The switchboards at police stations 
will be swamped with calls from frightened citizens, and 
a prominent citizen will claw to have been contacted by 
UFO occupants on the outskirts of Omaha. The military 
will promptly move into Nebraska to investigate the phe
nomena. They will provide no conclusion on the origin of 
UFOs. 
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HEADLINES FOR THE FUTURE 

Nevada headlines in the near future will include these 
items: 

NEGROES PICKET GAMBLING CASINOS; 
CLAIM JOB DISCRIMINATION 
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CONGRESS ThlYESTI~ATES NEVADA 
_ GAMBLING; MANY OLITICAL '-

• CAREERS El1DANGERED -

LINK SUPREME COURT JUSTIC~~~"I.I~L.~'S 
UNPAID CASINO GAMBLING DEBT 

_CITY WATER POISONED BY 
§UB~ERRi!NEAN POISON WELL ... _.......,.. 

O~E~ CASINO FOR TEEN-AGERS 
[withm this decade] 

= ·t.J"EW f0-MPSI:1:IRE 

THE HEALING CHILD 

_ h~e:;\~'aG ;'~=;e:"expJ2rln,d !?)!t <>\ .. 
late runeteen-sevenf Thi ' , Hampshire, m the 
"laying on of the hI:!ds" ;hil~ountgillchil~ will practice the 
b ' lin e s an infant There will 

a~~:o~:~ c~n~~=;e:~ ;=~~te~:digift'~al ~! reghligiOUS 
child's parents will t b ,ou the 
established by no efagr~e~ble, a chapel will be 

a group 0 mmIsters and t all 
parental approval will 'll th ' ,even u y, 
thousand f affii . a ow e child to heal the 
for heaH!g~ cte.d people who come to the small town 

NEW JERSEY 

PROBLEMS FOR MISS AMERICA PAGEANT 

, The, nineteen-seventies will be an era of dis 

A
disru.r:tions, and demonstr;ttions at the ann:fan~~s, 

menca pageant in Atlant' Cty Mill' ISS 
viewers will be st rt1 d tIC, 1, Ions of television 

a e 0 see demonstrators creating 
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chaos in the pageant han. During another pageant, 
several contestants will sign a petition condemning the 
pageant for not allowing Negro girls to participate, These 
acitivities will end when a beautiful young girl selected 
to be Miss America walks proudly to the microphone and 
spurns her crown. 

POISON ON THE BEACHES ..... 
The seaboard cities of New Jersey will be imperiled 

during this, decade by ~~.2LE£is9g~.)!..()m 
thousands of Army, contamers dumped offShore. These 

" enOriliOUs'1iUm~6ntaii1eIsare-~ven now; 
theirconients-arebU.b1JIll1.gIiiio tneocean~~The gas '~1& 
~!I.E~i:iEiI~grltafe"tlle:=:tfesii: Bathing along t 'e 
Jersey beaches will be banned for a season! 

NEW :MEXICO - , " \f~. 
A LONG-~i~D' GO~ OR 

I predict that the first' five years of t4e nineteen-seven
ties will see the ri~ of sC~L!?L:,~~!tes in this 
Western state. Numerous young people from all over the 
nation will fi9ck!9 the.!f}" S<2,!ll2?:1~~_ew. w~ oUif\#.~ 
They will be so, successful, and their acceptance by New 
Mexicans so widespread, that a long-haired governor will 
sit in the governor's chair before 1980. This young man 
will rule with truth and compassion, Pfc:~g~~th.!lL th.x 
y..2.1!!!~e caPllble !J!~~' 

MARIJUANA FARMS 

With the nation passing laws to legalize the use and 
possession of ~arijuana, themount.ainous areas of w 
Mexico will contain perfect soil or growing a potent form 
Of marijuana plants. Land prices will soar as farmers and 
corporations bid for ~pis pre£~. 
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.,NEW YORK --.. 

A LAW-AND-ORDER MAYOR 

I predict that the next m f 
enforce a ri 'd law-and-ord !:!y

or
. 0 N~w York will 

elements of J!e c'ty Iidv,' er policy agamst unsavory 
Times' S B I. e will endeavor to "clean up" the 

quare-- roadway area b' . 
protection available in th Y mcreasmg the police 
enforcer of the anti-obsce:

e 
areas. He. will be a rigid 

stores, erotic movies and la~s, c10smg down· book-, nu e pays. 

50% OF RESIDENTS _ON WELFARE 

I also foresee that full 50 -of New'York ill dr Y percent of the population 
. ernment aid w~thin :w some form of welfare, or Gov
the people living'-in ~~ years. By. 1975, 40 percent of 
relief rolls. . w York will be on Government ' 

GOVERNlMENT TRUSTEE COUNCIL 

Despite many valiant attem t b N 
and other governing bodies NP s yy kew york's mayors, 
tuan ' ew or will become vir 

, y un overnable. Before the end of thi d ,. -
shall see argest c'ty . " th s ecade, we 
trusteeship a, Feder~ :unc~. world placed under the 

WALL STREET MOVES 

I Plans will be f ';= d' -

I 
financial communi orm ate this decade to move the 
had visions of thi? ~:s:~~~~t .~~ all?ther ~tate. I have 

. the "new capital city" to be est:~lisehredm ChthlCago ,?r in .. , . on e plams. 

RIOTS IN HARLEM 

I have had recurring ad' spread riots in th H 1 n :t:erslstent vision of wide-
.. . . e ar em section of N ew York City; I 
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have seen this section of the city in flames. This riot may 
occur during the current term of"Niayor' John Lindsay. 

SUBWAYS FLOODED BY HEAVY STORM 

ANOTHER ~.Y.C. NEWSPAPER FOLDS' / 

RARE ART STOLEN FROM MUSEUMt::: 

I ')0.;.1 il 
THE ~T TWO YEARS~ en 10 tain a psychic 

impression of New York City, e image is accompanied 
by a dark cloud that. hovers' over the Manhattan sky
scrapers. 1 cali OiiIj1iiterpret tills ':"as'SlgiiiiYi'ilg1'hatthe 
resiOents. of this great city !P£.~tjJ~.J?!eJ2are4., f9L...E!tat '
~~~d. m.an~s. The shortage of telephones 
in the CIty -wrrr=Jncreas~, and citr~~~2!"er~'2pts:' ~ 
be numerous. There 18 a reaTPossibility for lationm~ 
el~ctri2itt. I also foresee problems with the cj.tts water 
~ leading to !~!!£"'~L2~er. There wID be 
numerous scandals and cases of corruption connected 
with local and state government in New York; for all 
intents and purposes, we must remember that when large 
sums of money are involved, there will always. be an 
~lement of dishonesty. 

One of my strongest impressions concerns. a maritime 
disaster in or near the Port of New York; this seems to 
involve a foreign vessel. 

I am reluctant to put into print my prediction of the 
possible assassination ofa nationally known individual 
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in N ew York within the next two years. Law enforcement 
official's involved with the protection of visiting digni
taries should exercise extreme caution in 1970 and 1971. 

NORTH CAROLINA 

COMPUTER-TV SCHOOLS 

A new form of education will be established in ~ 
Carolina, and this will be--hailed as an academic wonder. 
School buildings will be unnecessary; students wID re
main at home, tuning into lectures throu closed-circuit 
television. Computers will be linke to t e ome te e-

.. phone. t:ducators will be 12leased with the new system. 
Parents will be slow to accePt ",S..omE!!!er-TV school" 
because their children will remain home throughout the 
year. 

NORTH DAKOTA 

I foresee serious weather conditions in this state within 
t?e next four. ~~, pa:ticularly J:eavy floods. Rampaging 
nvers Wi1I overflow theIr banks and endanger many com
munities. Many people will be forced to leave their homes 
because of these floods. .. 

Leisure time will become the new status symbol of 
the future, and a man from North Dakota will create 
new ways for Americans to spend their leisure moments. 

OHIO 

AN EXPLOSION AND FIRE 

An industrial complex in Ohio will be devastated by 
an explosion and fire within tWo years. This disaster will 
take a large number of lives. 
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MISUSE OF UNI9~ =~~E~, 
--.~,~~~=-~~.-~ '.. 1972 will 

O f the most sensational news stones ~-== 1 t 
ne 0 . Union funds in QlIl0 to e ec 

concern th~. ~use of Thi scandal will center in the 
certain pohtical figures. s 
capital city of £~l~~tU!. 

OKLAHOMA 

'TULSA-A SEAPORT! 

., hi decade a man-made canal 
I predict that WIthin t S'th the oceana> and lliis plains 

will link Tulsa Oklahoma, W1 • ~ .' rt There 
--. ' ~ f th world's bUSIest po s. 
city will become one 0 '. ~ustrial activity in Tulsa, and 
will be tremendous new ill th Ruhr Valley of 
the area will ultimately become . e . 
Amenca .... 

OREGON 

INDUST~ UN-DEVELOPMENT 

. au of conservation-
Within the ne~. future, . a -6anl together into an 

minded Oregon CItIZens will mission." The purpose 
"Industrial Un-Development Com t pollution-tyn.e 

. ou will be to vreven . 
of this unusual gr. p. their state. Oregon will be .the 
~ from settJ!ng m t ur modern technologlcal 
last state i? the uruon to:cePro~lems. The independence 
society, :'Ilth all ofillthe mt· ;e

P to live in Oregon! 
of the pIoneers w can ill , 

OReG6N-MISSING LINK FOUND!. . 
ill be ill A'strange half-man-half-ape w . 

'"" t' 1978 and SCIence 
th,e Ore~on ~or~ . 1ll link.'; When this live specime:t;i 

- creature . a nus~lllg there will be hysteria among ma~y 
wanders mto a CIty, ill prowl the forest to kill 
citizens. Bands of hunters w • . 
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these man-beasts. Oregon will be the first state in the 
nation to protect the Sas9uatch, or America's Abo:rninable 
Snowman, from harm. -- . 

A series of ip.tense earth~tkes will change the shape 
of the Ore on coastline ins-decade. These enormous 

.J.,arthqua es will be followed by evas atin1LWinds,~iiiy 
seas, a large loss of 12roper:ly ~d lives. ~~1]e areas of tUe 
coast will 12lun,ge doV?,!!)Yard intO'1Qe _.Ea.2P:g 0lli~n; otner 
areas will suddenly rise up from beneath e - waves. 
Coastal towns will be destroyed in the twinkling of an --. .'''' .... ---.:.--.~~ . 
eye, rusa earm for ver mto earth crevices. MartIal law 
will be declared throughout Oregon, and it will be months 
before the full extent of the damage is compiled. 

, ~~~~, 
'-1~l.ldJ ASI.S Q 7>. J~;S .. :N.O. ~urtl'\';' 
1:r _1i ryPENN YLVANIA /-;;; :?, 
"tj SIN CITIES 

Pen1.s~l~ania will be the 'site of this nation's first "open 
city," and the community will be, incorporated in the 
last moments of this dec.ade. In Biblical times, the wise 
men declared that, certain cities would be places of sanc
tuary for murderers, thieves, and law-breakers. These 
ancient cities will be the basis for establishing modem 
cities of sin. 

A fugitive will be safe from capture so long as he 
remains within the walls of these new cities. "Anything 
goes" will be the motto in these communities, including 
sexual perversions, violence, and torture. Thousands of 
awed tourists will journey into the city each day, g?-ping 
at the weird activities of the fugitives. Sightseers will be 
the major source of income for the wretches within the 
walls. 

The Pennsylvania "sin town" will be widely publicized, 
and similar cities will pe set up in other regions, Even-
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. ., . s for law offenders tually, these cIties will serve as pnson , 
who are convicted of a felony. 

, RHODE ISLAND 

RIOTS BY SPECTATORS 

f' . al hId each summer in this 
I see a ~! ,E:~~'--~~'---=>"T="~TII~' rash the 

state. ~ui.IDUy crowd of youn~ peop edw C howling 
b . portant entertamer, an run 

f=~~;~e ~~re: for loot and plunder. The. number of 
dead and injured will be; very great. 

\. SOUTH CAROLINA 

~DE-SALTING THE OCEAN - Iq7~ 
An extte~elY low-cost method of turninc

g sall.t wdaurt~r 
. -ill b d loped m' South aro rna -into fresh water w e eve, .' this 

=:::...:;=;;;....,... ""s ti' An old man will announce ing the. mId- even ~~, . ill b marketed 
, ' and hiS chemIcal process w e 

dIscovery, Id Thi invention will lead to the throughout the wor. s 
millions of 

p~ople into almost instant millionaires. 

NEW GOVERNMENT MINT 

G nt mint will be established at ~harles-
A new ove~e . this decade. This mint will 

ton, South Car£!!na, d~~ them' instead, Government 
not make corns as we'd . /, 

.. scrip and pl~stic coins will be produce / 

SOUTH DAKOTA ~ - \ 
DROUGHT AND DUSt, 

. ill be abandoned 
E tit farms ranches and towns w drought 

in ;ou~ Dak~ta 'during this decade wh,en .;;;!-....,;,,---
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threatens the plains. Water will become one of the most 
precious commodities ~&. tw.£. dea.s!!Y years wi~out 
rain. Attempts to seed clouds with chemicals will fail; the 

Government will declare a large portion of the state an . 
area of major disaster. Thousand~2f people will be re
settled in other states under a Federal Relief Program . 

.... :A "Dakie" will be - the future equivalent of a homeless 
"Okie." 

TENNESSEE 

DEATH OF A STAR 

A popular country music star associated with the 
Grand 01' Opry will meet an unexpected death in the 
near future. . . 

SKYSCRAPER CEMETERIES 

As I have predicted previously, a new 20-story sky
scraper will be constructed in Nashville to become the 
world's first high-rise cemetery. The building will contain 
vaults for hundreds of burials, and it will become fashion
able to hold rites in a ground-fioor chapel, watching the 
casket ascend in an elevator to a . lofty vault. As land 
becomes more scarce throughout the world, these lofty 
cemeteries will become very popular. Within twenty years, 
this new method of burial will make our present ceme .. 
teries obsolete. 

MASS MURDER 

I predict a series of murders in a Tennessee city within 
four years. The police will search for a thin man, de
scribed as vicious and brutal. 
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TEXAS.! 

HURRICANE 
- .. . 1 lashed bv a hurri-

jlWi?~~~~the ,tate', ~~.'~J77 
HUMAN IDBERNATION 

< . A S Agency will develop 
. . ...• I predict that the NAS. . pa~~e ears. A chemical 

•. hibernation for humans WIthin ill lring about a self
•••.. injection ~to th~ b:ood s~~:n w breathing rate will· be 
•.•.. induced hibernatIon, the . tes and the heart-
.•••. lowere~ to one b.re:rt~di~~:~:;~ ~~~~ e;ch minute! 
..•. beat will be an ill f I will solve many of the prob-

.• This bizarre form 0 seep . 
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lems of space flight into the distant parts of the UJ.i.lvc::r'o" 

. Hibernation will be an accepted routine for .. 
Eventually, the substance will be sold in our drugstores. 
Sleeping pills will become old-fashioned as "hibernation 
hangover" becomes a new phrase in our language. 

UTAH I 
JELLY BELLY GAS 

VERMONT 

FIRE ON THE EARTH! 

An ancient Indian prophecy tells of a disaster to come 
the mountainous regions of northern N ew Eng1an~. I 

" the mountains to the north shall turn mto 
;t;n~ and rivers of fire will flow thro,:gh the 

I predict this prophecy will come to pass m Ver
within twenty years, when dormar:t volcanoes sud
appear and erupt with earth-shatt~nng force. Natur~ 

Within this decade, a secret g9~~;1,?illel!tge1'!ll wgfare explosions, fiery geysers spoutmg fro:n new ~art 
_la.boretoty in ....!!tah will develop one of the most frighten- and raging rivers of molten lava will trans o~ 

ing gases in history. The mixture will be'created by mixing '1J".l.UllF''''of Vermont into a flaming. inferno! The vo-
two ordinary chemic;als. One whiff of this devil's ~as will . '11 erupt with powerful explosIOns, and c1oud~ of 
start a cham reactIon in the body. There will be no anti- .. WI h will darken the skies as far away as Rich-
dote! The gas will quickly harden the arteries; human """1("""''TIIlOV~S.. People in Chicago will gather on the 
lood will clog; then turn to red dust, Finally, the interior fronf~~a~atch the reddened skies tinted by the 

of the stomach will dissolve into a jelly-like mass! A flames a half-continent away. Much of Vermon~ 
'} horrible deathwillhaPllell:. within.lgur minutes of sniffing be abandoned to the disastrous forces of nature .. 
the gas. This terrible concoction will become part of the will occur in th~ early 1980s. 
national arsenal. 

GROWTH FOR SALT LAKE CITY ---I predict that Salt Lake City will become one of the 
1;lation's booming areas as thousands of new residents 
move to Utah to escape the problems of modem society. 
The metropolitan area around Salt Lake will be noted for· 
the small amount of crime and street violence. 

"'Ia~. ==-= ~ . 

AUTOMATIC POST OFFICE -
The nation's first. 1;2tally automated post offices will be 

built in Provoa Utah, in 1978 with robot machines to sell 
stamps, sort, and handle the mail. The automatic post 

. office will be very successful, and the Government will 
immediately replace many mailmen with robots. 
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VIRGINIA 

PLASTIC MONEY 

I predict that a n~w method of .cu,rr.ency ~ be. te~ted 
b the Federal Government in Vlfgm!adurmg thIS ec
~e A series of experiments 'Will be conducted to combat 
~w~dling gold and silver stocks held by ~e ~overnment. 
One test will seek public reaction to p1!lSt1C c0l.ns; another 
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The court trial will produce evidence that a 
number of politicians and goyerument Y,lPs have 

'xperime~nt,~d with .... marijuana, LSD, and other hallucin~ 
drugs. These officials will belong to both parties, 

their arrests will lead of ethics for 

Research work in laboratories in this state will create 
~mSP,~C1111 chemical acrents and drugs to change the moods· 

:~~~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~: Th~se new compounds will enable people ~~~~~~>~c(ertain' areas of their will and character, 

;"~~~~~j~~~~r;and increase the powers 9f .. ~ 'This mental breakthl"ough 

\JA - MILADY'S YOUTH SALONS 
"-

. I also predict that a fantastic chain of "Fountain of 
Y ~m!h:' beautJ' salons will be headquartered in Ri'chIDond, 
VIrJ5Ima, and. be franchised throughout the world. With 
~e end of thIS decade, new techniques of beautification 
Will be ava:ITa1?ie to every woman. A new, more youthful . 
appearance will b~ created through breast lifts, plastic 
surgery,. tra~splant~g of ~atural hair, and lLmirac1e Rill 

..!.!Lprovlde nnmedIate wel~t control. HusbandS of the 
n~xt decade w~happytO'PaY to have their wives 
rejuvenated .. A seven-day treatment will make a fifty-year
old woman look like ,a twenty-year-old girll 

POLITICIANS AND DRUGS 

I have. seen a vision of pandemonium in both the 
DemocratIc and Republican political ;parties within this 
~ecade. This crisis will be created by the arrest of several 
unportant Gove.rnment officials on a narcotics charge. 
These arrests will be made in a community in northern 
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come . we expect. Within ten years, 
people will purchase pills to change their total outlook 
on me Among these chemical substances will be ail anti-_ 

Iri~~'~~~~an~da~a~ chemical substance that will erase These new compounds will enable 
. to banish insanity. It will also cre-
ate a frightening weapon for the contr<;l of peo121e• . 

WEST VIRGINIA 

DIVORCEES' CONVENTION 

. I predict that ~!E~ ~e~e the Chamber of Commerce 
of a large city in West Virginia will establish one of. the 
most unusual conventions in history. Husbands and WIves 
who have lost at marriage will seek new matrimonial 
..,,,,.o+n"''''C! in the world's first "divorce" fair. The one-week 
spectacular will bring an incredible 50,000 l?nely pe?ple 
into the city. There will be computer matmg serVIces, 
free weddings, and dozens of awards for the first one 
hundred couples who get married.> The state legislature 
will pass new laws for instant marriages during this "di-
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vorce" week. I also predict that the divorce tV, ... ,,,~ •• L' 

will be very successful and will be repeated each year ... 
""'r;", ~ : .! 1~, kt """llr~ +' 

:. ... ....;,03';."1';1\i . ,x>"~f ~'\I ~,~ ... "'4 

GOVERNOR ROCKEFELLER 
I predict that a Rockefeller will sit in ~overnor's 

chair __ in West Virginia within this decade. ---
"'II'fI!W !I"'i!'ll t:l1:~ ~';""';""""""'IW' 'f~oe'oIo'" t-. - -

WISCONSIN 

CATTLE RUSTLERS 

I predict that cattle rustlers will once again become a 
problem, and farmers will post armed guards over their 
dairy herds . 

. C~r1oads of b~-hunW p.oach2rs fro~ the large cities 
will mvade' rural farms at ll1ght, capture an animal, and 
b~tcher the be.ast on the spot. Poaching of dairy cattle 
will become WIdespread as the cost of beef rises to un
usual heights: 

_UFOs OVER WISCONSIN . 

There will soon be a flurry of UFO sightings near 
Stoughton, Wisconsin. Panic-stricken motorists will claim 
their cars areJ@oy.red at night by glowing, floating UFOs .. 
Many people will be too frightened to drive on rural roads 
around Stoughton during the night hours. Others will see 
formations of UFOs suspended over the lakes and rivers 
near the town. A young farmer will claim to have con
tacted the occupants of a UFO. His story will be widely 
public~ed. . 

NEW CHEMICAL LAWS 

There will be even stronger laws passed by the state 
legislature to restrict or ban the sale of certain farm 
chemicals and pesticides. Time will prove these legislators 
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WYOMING 

GOLD STRIKE 

I predict that a rich vein of gold will be discovered in' 
the J a~kson Hole area of Wyoming. I have envisioned 
several enormous veins of almost pure gold in a terrain. 
not ordinarily thought to be gold-bearing. This fabulous ' 
strike has been overlooked by prospectors and ....•.• 
on many occasions. . .... 

WHITE HOUSE DIVORCE 

I predict that a President of th.e United States 
divorced before ·the end of tlrls decade and his 
marry th~ bachelor governor of Wyomingl 

MURDERER'S MOTEL 

I predict a national scandal when law 
officers raid a motel in Wyoming and find a lOIu,s •. .-.,r. 

cottages where husbands take their wives to 
murdered! Headlines will tell of a score of women' 
in unmarked graves. A sheriff and county coronei' 
implicated for accepting pay-offs to allow this .. ' 
motel to operate! Several prominent husbands 
dieted when their wives are identified. 

HOMOSEXUAL MARRIAGES 

I predict that as a method of 
state, it will be legal for ministers in W",,,,,,,n 
marriages between homosexuals. 
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